


CHORUS 
Chorus / ki5r-as / n 

Something sung or uttered simultaneously by a 
number of persons or instruments. 

DE 
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CHORUS as.)Lu 

DOD has redefined the chorus 
for musicians. The 21 milli-
second delay gives effective 
doubling and the internal os-
cillators bend the pitch just 
enough to provide realistic 
multiple voices. We have in-
cluded a compandor for whis-
per quiet operation even at line 
levels, and the effect foot 
switch is active so it switches 

- 

quietly. There are two switch-
able speed controls that can 
speed up and slow down like a 
rotating speaker. However, the 
most dramatic feature is the 
synthesized stereo outputs. Go 
to your DOD dealer, plug in 
two amplifiers, a guitar and 
listen to the fullest stereo 
guitar sound you've ever heard. 

ezto ,a,,tc,Lraoknei,c,,Ctyoli,.ia4824W1 1. 5 Telephone Spoh  
One (801) 485-8534 
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Stevie is a perfectionist through 
and through. He records every song 
track by track. Plays back each sec-
tion countless times to check quality 
and performance. 

We feel we have a lot in com-
mon with Stevie. Each TDK cassette 
has 250 components, assembled with 
microscopic precisiori. There are 
1,117 check points for the shell alone. 
Quality deck manufacturers use TDK 
as a high bias reference. Rock and 
jazz enthusiasts pick normal bias AD 
for its hot high end and low noise. 

TDK is meant to be 
, MK- played everywhere in every 

vo.e Supplier to the U.S Olympic Team 

conceivable machine. It's tested in 
home, portable and car decks under 
extremes of heat, humidity and shock. 

Look for TDK in bright new packages 

The Amazing Music Machine. 

It performs brilliantly. Which is why 
each TDK package has a full lifetime 
warranty.* 

Still, we didn't know what Stevie 
thought of TDK. Until we asked. It 
tuns out he's been using our cassettes 
for years. " It's a little music machine 
that delivers the best sound, for its 
size, I've ever heard." We asked 
S:evie if he'd like to add anything to 
that. He did. And those are his words 
up on top. 

• in the unlikely event that any TDK cassette 
ever fails to perform due to a defect in materials 
or workmanship, simply returr it to your local 
dealer or to TDK for a free replacement. 

el980 TDK Electronics Corp., Garden Cgty N.Y. 11530 
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Ft little amp Grab your devil 
packed with power. at your liria dealer. 

Output Power R.M.S.8w., Peak 14w. 
Input Hi — 40db/1M ohm 

Input Lo — 30db/150K ohm 
Control Volume, Treble, Bass 

Speaker 1x5 inches 
Max Power 15w. 

Dimension 10-1/16W x 9-5116"H x 5-3/8"D 

Weight 7.7 lbs. 
Color Black Leather Covering 

List Price $99.95 

Action Drum Granada Nils, Al's Music Los Angeles, Amendola Music Inglewood, Big Valley Music Encino, 

Charles Dick Music Glendale. Don Wehr's Music City San Francisco. Driscoll's Music Thousand Oaks, Fifth String San Francisco and Berkeley, 
Front Porch Bakersfield. Gene Leis Studio Manhattan Beach, Gilmore Music Long Beach. Guitar Studio San Francisco. 
Guitars Unlimited Menlo Park, lisas and Yinger Bakersfield. Hanich Music West Covina. Haury's Music Morgan Rib. 
Henri Besancon Guitar Shop Costa Mesa, Holcomb's Music Campbell. Hoskins Music Concord. Jensen's Guitar and Music Santa Barbara. 
Jerico Sound Buena Park Jim's House of Music Placentia, Leo's Music Oakland. Lincoln Music Anaheim, 
Main St. Music Santa Ana. Mel's Sound of Music Hacienda Heights. Milpitas Music Center San Jose, Moyer Music San Jose, 
Music House Laguna Hills, Music World Simi Valley, McCabe's Santa Monica and Long Beach. Novato Music Novato, 
Ontario Music Ontario, Oxnard Music Oxnard, Parkway Music Cohnart Park, Performance Guitar Hollywood. 
Plaza Music Stockton, Premier Music San Luis Obispo, Red's Guitar Mountain View. Runzo's Music World Dublin. 
Serramonte Music Daly C.ty, Sounds of Music Hemet, Stockdale Music Bakersfield, Studio City Studio City. 
Thearle Music San Diego. The Great Western Music Redondo Beach. Two St. PAUliC Eureka, Union Grove Music Santa Cruz. 
Valley Arts Guitar Studio City, Whittier Music Whittier. 

Another Quality Product From 
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by Bruce C. Pilato 

When it comes to the Southern California 
rock school of stars, Warren Zevon is often re-
ferred to as "the songwriter's songwriter." Along 
with Randy Newman, and not unlike Bruce 
Springsteen, Zevon has a tremendous skill for 
creating mini-musical novels, songs stuffed with 
imagery and propelled by a unique cast of char-
acters. Among the Los Angeles area musicians 
with whom he has been most closely associated 
(Jackson Browne and Linda Ronstadt, in par-
ticular), Zevon's gonzo interest in mercenary 
and psychotic violence— expressed in songs 
such as " Lawyers, Guns and Money" and " Ex-
citable Boy" — and his harder— than — sof t — 
rock rhythms offer a particular attraction to the 
New Wave audience. 

It took Zevon a long time to be noticed. His 
first album on a small label, Wanted: Dead Or 
Alive [originally on Liberty; reissued in 1979 on 
Pickwick] was a bomb both artistically and with 
critics and fans. It wasn't until many years later, 
after Zevon had travelled, lived in Spain, and 
done a stint as musical director and pianist for 
the Everly Brothers, that he began to come into 
his own as a songwriter and performer. 

In 1976 he released his first album on 
Asylum Records, entitled simply Warren Zevon 
[Asylum, 7E-1060]. Although it sold only mod-
erately, the Jackson Browne— produced LP was 
well received by the press. It firmly established 
Zevon as a thoughtful and highly enjoyable 
singer/songwriter. More importantly for his 
career, at about the same time Linda Ronstadt 
began covering Zevon's songs. His "Hasten 
Down The Wind" became the title track for a 
best-selling Ronstadt album, and the following 

Wareell 
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year she recorded 
several more of Zevon's 
songs, including "Poor 
Poor Pitiful Me" on her 
Simple Dreams LP. 

Zevon's major 
breakthrough as a per-
former occurred in 
1978, when he released 
Excitable Boy [Asylum, 
6E-118]. Co-produced by 
Browne and guitarist 
Waddy Wachtel, the al-
bum was considered by 
many to be one of the 
finest of the year. It also 
gave Zevon his first bon-
afide hit song, the hum-
orous "Werewolves Of 
London," with the Fleet-

wood Mac rhythm section of John McVie and 
Mick Fleetwood providing expert backing. 

After a lengthy absence from recording and 
touring, during which Zevon overcame a serious 
drinking problem, in early 1980 he brought out 
Bad Luck Streak In Dancing School [Asylum, 
5E-509]. Co-producing himself for the first time 
(with engineer Greg Ladanyi), Zevon's most re-
cent offering failed to generate the critical ac-
ceptance of his earlier Asylum LPs, though it did 
feature more strong originals as well as a hit 
remake of an old Neville Brothers tune by way 
of the Yardbirds, "A Certain Girl." 

Evidence of the high regard with which 
Zevon is held by the Southern California rock 
mafia can be seen by the cast of supporting 
players on Bad Luck Streak. Harmonies are leant 
by Browne, Ronstadt, J.D. Souther, and Eagles 
Don Henley and Glenn Frey, while fellow Eagles 
Joe Walsh and Don Felder, plus David Lindley, 
Browne and Waddy Wachtel, among others, of-
fer instrumental assistance. 

M.I.: Nothing is really known about the period 
just before you joined the Everly Brothers. What 
did you do then? 
Zevon: That's a good point. It's not really talked 
about much because I really didn't do anything 
of high career profile. I was in blues bands! It's 
like I took a decade off to play the blues. I was 
obsessed with the first Blues Breakers album 
[John MayaII with Eric Clapton, Blues Breakers; 
London, PS 492], and I was a real passionate 
John Hammond fan. Mance Lipscomb and Buk-
ka White— I'd go down to see those guys every 
night. 
MI.: Did you ever get to work with any of them? 
Zevon: Yeah, I opened for John Hammond on 

the first gig after the first [Asylum] album. It was 
mindblowing. It was great. I made a real spec-
tacle of myself falling all over him. 
M.I.: What about your very first album before 
you signed with Asylum, Wanted: Dead Or Alive? 
Zevon: Ah... I did it. Everyone is responsible for 
their own actions. But there's a quotation by 
Stravinsky about a piece of his that he didn't 
like. He said, "Mistakes can be forgotten; not 
forgiven, but forgotten." Which is really all I can 
say. 
M.I.: You've been a fan of and have studied 
Stravinsky. How deep is classical music's in-
fluence on you and your writing? 
Zevon: My interest in classical music, apart from 
my personal enjoyment of it and my compulsion 
to write it, is that people not be intimidated by it 
and not feel that it's a measure of your intel-
ligence or your sophistication. Because it's not. 
Most of it's boring shit; some of it's terrific. And I 
consider myself real lucky— not enlightened, 
just lucky— that I know that I like to play the 
Clash when I'm brushing my teeth and I like to 
play Korsakov's 14th String Quartet in the after-
noon when the sun's going down. 
M.I.: Who are your biggest rock & roll in-
fluences? 
Zevon: The Beach Boys and the Beatles, of 
course. And the Yardbirds were one of my favor-
ite bands. That's where I got "A Certain Girl." 
M.I.: Did you look for an oldie to re-do with the 
intention of scoring a hit single when you cut "A 
Certain Girl"? 
Zevon: I did it on the last tour [for Excitable Boy], 
and it was just a lot of fun. And whether you 
believe me or not, I really don't give too much of 
a shit about AM hits. 
M.I.: Is there a big difference between the songs 
you write on the piano and the ones you com-
pose on guitar? 
Zevon: No, but sometimes I trick myself. I'll 
write a song on the piano and it evolves into 
something that rocks a lot more, like in terms of 
the guitar. The oddest example of tricking 
myself is a tune called "The French Inhalers," a 
relatively intricate and formally structured 
thing. I wrote that as a simple-minded tune on 
the guitar and transferred the arrangement to 
the piano. I guess it depends. I wrote "Poor Poor 
Pitiful Me" on the fiddle. 
Mi.: Did you have a tough time with writer's 
block between Excitable Boy and Bad Luck 
Streak? 
Zevon: I always have writer's block. The only 
time I don't have writer's block is the 15 or 20 
minutes when I'm actually writing a song. The 
rest of the time I have writer's block and suffer. 
M.I.: Are you like Hemingway and wake up in 
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the middle of the night with ideas and songs in 
your head? 
Zevon: No Hemingway got up at 5:00 in the 
morning. I'm not like Hemingway! I guess the 
only one luxury I have is a lot of little tape 
recorders always around. There's never one out 
of arms reach. And I guess somewhere amongst 
the brain damage I have learned some memory 
devices. I mentally take my own dictation, if you 
will. 
M.I.: How much of an influence was Jackson 
Browne on the Bad Luck Streak album? 
Zevon: Musscaliy, I think his guitar playing, 
which is very unique to Jackson, is very much a 
part of "Gonfla, You're a Desperado." I think he 
plays like Django Reinhardt. He definitely plays 
uniquely and very well. Other than that, it's just 
like anythmg: you assimilate all those things you 
care about. 
Mi.: Is there a particular story behind the song 
you co-wrote with Bruce Springsteen, "Jeannie 
Needs A Shooter"? 
Zevon: It's a long story, but I tell it a lot because 
I don't mind. [Long pause] Jon Landau, who pro-
duces Bruce and co-produces Jackson Browne 
and who is lust incidentally my guitarist David's 
brother, was talking to me at the time the court 
injunction was on Bruce. And he was saying, 
"The real sad part here is that Bruce is so pro-
lific, he'll write a lot of songs and by the time we 
finally get in the studio he won't want to record 
any of them." And then Jon rattled off a bunch 
of titles kind of to himself. "We'll never do ' Fire,' 
and well never record this and we'll never 
record that, and we'll never record 'Jeannie 
Needs A Shooter." And I stopped him there and 
said, "What's 'Jeannie Needs A Shooter'?" And 
he said Vevon now does a thick Jersey Spring-
steen imitation], "Oh... I dunno, just some tune, 
some tune." And I kept asking him until one time 
backstage at a Jackson Browne concert he said, 
"Jeannie Needs A Shooter'... you like this line, 
don't you Warren?" I said "Yes! Yes I do." He 
said, "Then you write it." So I wrote the music 
and the first verse. I cut the track and put the 
strings on the track. At this point I realized that I 
didn't want to, and probably couldn't, go any 
further without getting some feedback from him. 
The feedback consisted essentially of me show-
ing up at Asbury Park at 2:00 in the morning and 
saying, "Hey Bruce, you got five extra verses?" 
We listened to it and talked about it and his 
reaction to the arrangement and how we both 
felt it should go. And then, basically, he wrote 
the rest of the lyrics. 
M.I.: Does your live set vary from night to night, 
or do you have a well-planned and precise show? 
Zevon:: It stays pretty much the same. I used to, 

in my hazier days, mill 
around with the band 
and make existential 
moves. But I find when I 
see an act, I like to see 
someone who keeps it 
rolling and then loosens 
up in a couple of places 
in the set, depending on 
how communicative the 
audience is. There are 
some audiences you 
really can't talk with be-
cause they will yell 
back at everything you 
say, and you have to 
make a choice that I 
won't make anymore, 
that you're going to be 
antagonistic back. That 
was a trap I fell into when I was drinking. 
M.I.: You get most of your best known songs, 
such as "Werewolves," "Johnny Strikes Up The 
Band," and " Excitable Boy," out of the way early 
in the show. Why not save them closer to the 
end? 
Zevon: No, because I don't want to encourage 
the audience into a state of anticipation for old 
things. I prefer to say, "Well, if you came for 
'Werewolves,' here it is," and move on to newer 
things. 
M.I.: Why the infatuation with guns? 
Zevon: O... K... It's gonna be guns. [Long pause.] 
After I had decided to go through with it and 
give up drinking, which was one of those prob-
lems I had, I took up a whole lot of physical ac-
tivity. I realized that I was going to have an ex-
cessive amount of energy, time nerves.., all 
those things. So, I started doing a lot of things, 
including shooting, which I was surprised to find 
I was extraordinarily good at. But apart from 
that is a personal consideration: I think that it's 
essentially like a very primitive kind of sym-
bolism. We did the Excitable Boy sleeve with the 
gun on the plate. I guess my job is to get thesE 
weird ideas and use what skill I spent 30 years 
developing to present them in a way that's in-
teresting. I wasn't entirely sure what [the photo 
of the gun] meant, except that I was entertained 
by it. So my artistic conscience said, " If this 
entertains you, then you gotta show it to 
somebody else." Jimmy Wachtel, Waddy's 
brother, who does all my art stuff and 
Jackson's— he doesn't like guns. And he didn t 
like it. We did a lot of soul searching about using 
it. I was scared, morally. But then I said, "You 
only get these ideas as an entertainer; it's not my 
idea to be a moral politician. It's up to the peo-
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ple who see it to evaluate it." So I said, "Well, 
it's my idea, I thought of it, I think it's funny, I'm 
gonna put it out." On the second album [with a 
gun on it, Bad Luck Streak], I wanted it on the 
outside, way upfront, so there was no way you 
could be misled into thinking it was a ballet or 
Swan Lake thing. But getting back to what I said, 
I think it's like a symbol to me. I think everyone 
has their own way of coping with big absolutes, 
big scary questions, big inevitables. I'm afraid of 
people who aren't afraid, who aren't confused, 
because those people are following the 
Ayatollah. So, it's like.., in the midst of life we 
are in death. So you see the innocence [of the 
ballerinas] on the front, and you see the evil on 
the back. The Ingram [machine gun] on the back 
is more a suggestion of terrorism, which is what's 
going on now and which I pray is not a con-
tawous disease of the Eighties. 
M.I.: And how about your fascination with the 
C.I.A. and mercenaries? 
Zevon: During the period just before I started 
recording, a number of my companions in Spain 
were mercenaries. They're a very colorful people 
and good for songs. 
M.I.: Do you see yourself mostly as a singer, 
musician, or writer? 
Zevon: As primarily a composer who happens to 
write lyrics. 
M.I.: Did you ever say to yourself, " I'm just a 
songwriter and not a performer," or did you 
always want the performing thing? 
Zevon: No, but there were a lot of other people 
who said, "You're just a songwriter, you're not a 
performer." In fact, one guy I was signed with, 
Bill Wilde, said: "I promise you you'll hang up 
the guitar after three days if you go out there." 
He was wrong [laughs]. M.I. 
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ver since his first album with Return To 
Forever at the age of 19, Al DiMeola has 
wowed budding young guitar players 
with his incredible technique. They have 
religiously followed his career through 

Ft three LPs with that band, and four more 
of his own. His combination of lightning fast 
fingers, a unique emphasis on muting, and a 
special flair for all things Latin have set stand-
ards for others to try to reach. 

But that was little help when DiMeola was 
starting out. Back then, being a technical whiz 
was the furthest thing from his mind. All he real-
ly wanted to do was play Ventures tunes. 

In 1957, at the age of five, DiMeola took up 
the drums, but three years later he changed his 
mind. "My sister had some friends who were into 
the Ventures and Elvis," he recalls. "They used 
to come over to the house and bring their gui-
tars. I picked up the instrument and took a liking 
to it. So I decided to take lessons and get 
serious." 

With characteristic efficiency, he got himself 
a serious teacher. "He was a jazz guitarist—a 
very, very good jazz guitarist," Al stresses. 
"I was quite impressed with his technique. I 
learned all my theory and scales while I was still 
very young." 

Around this time, DiMeola also began muting 
his playing. A method he developed so as not to 
disturb his family when he was practicing, mut-
ing has become a trademark of his style; one he 
decided to keep because of the clarity it lends to 
his playing. "I like to play in every register," he 
says. "You get down low, and if you're playing 
fast there's no way you're going to get a clear 
sound. It's harder to do, but I want that clarity." 

Unfortunately, knowledge of scales and a 
good muting technique were not the order of the 
day; and though DiMeola had more facility than 
his contemporaries, he was unable to do the very 
thing which had inspired him to take up the gui-
tar in the first place— play rock & roll. "I was 
very frustrated during my teenage years," he 
says, "because my training had been more in the 
jazz/classical vein. But I was influenced musical-
ly more by rock & roll. So at a time when all the 
guitarists wanted to play like Eric Clapton and 
Jimi Hendrix, I couldn't do it. And I tried. I mean, 
I tried to play bluesy. But most guitarists in that 
period were playing riffs," he says, spitting out 
the word with disgust. "They didn't know how to 
play scales. Even today, most rock guitar players 
don't know how to use their second finger that 
much. They learn those four or five basic riffs 
with their first and third fingers and that's all you 
need, except for your barre chords. Now, I see 
that kind of playing as being rather limiting. But 
it was very frustrating at the time, because I 

wasn't accepted when it came time to audition 
for bands." 

Turning away from rock, DiMeola sought sol-
ace in country music. There he found not only 
good musicianship but also an unexpected in-
centive to his technique. "When I went to 
Berklee," he remembers, "people wanted to 
know where I got my technique from. Most of 
the people there had not been playing as long as 
I had, and didn't have as good a teacher. But it 
also came from the time I was into bluegrass 
pickers. I used to listen to Doc Watson on re-
cords and try to do that stuff. When I finally 
went to see him play, I saw he was using finger-
picks on some tunes. I had been trying to do all 
that with a regular flat pick! But it really helped 
me get better, because I had been attempting 
something that was next to impossible." 

Continuing to play country music, DiMeola 
began getting into jazz at around age 16, listen-
ing to John Coltrane and Miles Davis, and to 
guitarists like John McLaughlin and Larry Cor-
yell, with whom he later became friends. 
With such high standards and such diverse in-

fluences, he found himself heads above most 
guitarists by the time he reached The Berklee 
School of Music in Boston— not only in tech-
nique, but in attitude. Of his time there he now 
says, " It was a very good experience. I recom-
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DiMeola with Les Paul— Splendid° Hotel sessions. 

mend going to school very highly. But you have 
to stay away from the purists. There's a lot to 
learn from them, but they can be really closed-
minded to what's happening outside, in the rest 
of the world. To them, Wes Montgomery was it 
and nobody else. And that's just not true." 

ut DiMeola didn't stick around the 
purists too long. Soon after he arrived, 
an audition with Barry Miles landed him 
a gig out on the road which lasted six 
months. And not long after he returned, 
a friend of his (Mike Buyukas), who had 

a tape of him with Barry Miles, handed it to 
Chick Corea who at the time was looking for a 
new guitarist. Chick gave DiMeola a call. 

"It was mind-bloWing," Al exclaims. " For 
about two or three years before I joined Return 
To Forever, that was my favorite group. If there 
was a dream that I could wish for, it would have 
been to play with them. I was in my apartment in 
Boston, broke, down and out, and there I was 
getting this call from Chick. I didn't believe it. I 
thought it was a prank. And then he said, ' Listen, 
I heard a tape of your playing and I was floored. 
I want you to come down to New York right 
away and join the band.' Just like that— no audi-
tion! And that's too much to believe, you know? 
Because he was a god in my eyes." 

Within two days of Chick's call, DiMeola was 
playing with the band at Carnegie Hall. The next 
night, they played in Atlanta to an audience of 
40,000; and thereupon began a whirlwind period 
of two years during which DiMeola played 
countless gigs (they toured over ten months a 
year), and recorded three albums, Where Have I 
Known You Before? (Polydor, PD 6509), No 
Mystery (Polydor, PD 6512), and Romantic War-
rior (Columbia, PC 34076). 

During that time he also put the finishing 
touches on his playing style, and for that— 
without hesitation— he thanks Corea. "Chick has 
been a total influence," he offers. "There is no 
one who has been more influential. I was in-
fluenced by him a lot before I ever met him; but 
playing with him helped develop my style a lot 
quicker, because when I first got with the band, I 
didn't recognize the, style— he did." 

Much of the influence was a Latin one. "Chick 
is Italian and I'm Italian; but when I heard him 
play before, I swore he was Latin. He plays rhy-
thms no other keyboard player plays. He's got 
those rhythms down better than anyone— even 
the Latin players. And I relate to those rhythms 
easily." 

Since leaving RTF, DiMeola has put out four 

Columbia albums of his own: Land Of The Mid-
night Sun (PC 34074), the award winning Elegant 
Gypsy (JC 34461), Casino (IC 35277) and Splen-
dido Hotel (C2X 36270). Each one has delved fur-
ther and further into the realm of Latin music, 
fusing complex rhythms with increasingly modal 
writing, while continuing to explore the areas of 
jazz and flamenco guitar. 

A guitarist who for seven years has made his 
reputation on spellbinding technique, DiMeola 
has been accused by some of being a mechani-
cal player. That criticism surprises him. "Most 
critics are frustrated musicians anyway," he 
counters, "so I'm not bothered by that. But you 
know, playing a steel-stringed instrument like my 
Ovation is a different kind of feeling than a ny-
lon-string. I think you can put more emotion into 
a nylon-stringed guitar, but I can't play it as 
well." 

But if critics have found his playing concepts 
mechanized in the past, they may be a bit sur-
prised by his attitude. Contrary to the impression 
given by the speed of his fingers, DiMeola does 
not live his life at a mile a minute. In fact, he was 
in no hurry to make his latest LP. "We went into 
the studio a year ago, but there have been a lot 
of breaks," he explains. "I took a trip to Japan 
and did a show with Chick and Tony Williams— 
there were a lot of factors. But I'm really against 
quantity over quality. So I'll make it when I want 
to make it. Of course, record companies don't 
love that attitude, but I'm more interested in the 
final result. If I don't feel like going in to record 
one day because I'm not feeling creative, I'm not 
going to go. Because there are a few songs in 
there that you really have to be in the right 
frame of mind for. It's more than just chops." 

DiMeola's more relaxed approach to the 
studio is evident in his latest double album. 
Splendid° Hotel is by far his most varied, in-
teresting album yet. It includes not only the kind 
of blazing guitar work by which he made his 
name, but also a double-tracked flamenco guitar 
duet, a duet with Corea, some accessible cuts of 
light jazz, and a danceable rendition of "Spanish 
Eyes" played in collaboration with another one 
of his idols, Les Paul. 

"The main reason I wanted to do a double 
album," explains DiMeola, " is that I wanted to 
be able to combine— to experiment with vocals 
and different things. I wanted to have a commer-
cially successful record, but I didn't want to go 
completely commercial to get it. I just wanted to 
keep doing what I'm doing, but also include 
some things that your everyday person can en-
joy." 

Of those cuts, the everyday person is likely to 
enjoy " Roller Jubilee" and "I Can Tell," a tune 
where DiMeola once again takes up drums and 
also sings lead. But his own favorite is " Isfahan," 
an eleven-minute piece by Chick Corea featuring 
a string quartet, a boys choir and — by Corea's 
own admission— the most exquisite melodic line 
he has ever written. 

"That's the greatest thing on the album," says 
DiMeola. "We did it live, except for the boys [the 
Columbus Boychoir]. I sent them the lead sheet, 
and they rehearsed it for two or three days. They 
must have rehearsed it intensely, because when 
they walked in they were totally ready. They had 
memorized it. And some of those intervals— for 

little boys to sing— were really incredible. 

"The rest of it was done live," he continues, 
"with a string quartet in Chick's living room in 
L.A. Later, I added mandolins to it. But it was a 
day that had to be over 100° outside; and with 
the recording equipment, it was about 110, 115. 
We were sweating to death when we were play-
ing it, and I had jet lag galore. But we rehearsed 
it that day and did it." 

As far as guitar sounds (and sounds in general), 
this is also DiMeola's most varied album and 
reflects just how far he's come since his days at 
Berklee. "When I first joined up with Chick, I 
knew the sounds I wanted to get," he says, "but I 
didn't have any time to experiment to get them. 
We had two days of rehearsal, went over about 
eleven charts, then played Carnegie Hall, and we 
were on the road ever since. So I didn't know as 
much about electronics, amplifiers, and how to 
achieve a magnificent sound as guys who have 
been doing it for awhile professionally and have 
the right equipment. Plus, it was a heavy chair to 
fill, because [guitarist] Bill Connors sounded real 
good with the band. And with Stanley going over 
to Alembic bass, it was pretty hard to mesh my 
sound in with that. 

"Also, Chick has his own theory on making a 
record, and that's not to spend too much time 
getting it down. The first two records I ever did 
with Return To Forever only took four days 
apiece for the whole thing. So I was never really 
happy with what I played. But Chick was, and 
since he was the leader, I went with it. But I 
thought our third album, Romantic Warrior, was 
the best that I lent to the band." 

When he first joined RTF, DiMeola was play-
ing his 1971 black Les Paul through a 1958 
Fender Twin Reverb, to which he later added a 
number of effects— an Edwards volume pedal, a 
Colorsound wah-wah, and a Taurus synthesizer 
(made by Moog and operated by a footswitch), 
which he used to drop notes down an octave. By 
the time of Romantic Warrior, however, he was 
playing through Marshalls straight, and since 
th en he has lost all interest in effects. 

"When I was playing through the Twin," Al 
details, "I used effects because you can only do 
so much with those amps— they just don't have 
that desirable a sound. But as time went on, I 
began to experiment with bigger amps— any-
thing to get that sound. Now I just go straight. 
I'm not closed-minded to effects, but in seven 
years I haven't found any that really turn me on 
that much. Every effect just thins out your 
sound. Especially since I mute a lot. Effects 
don't lend themselves to that. I love that thick 
sustained sound. I can get a few different kinds 
of sounds with my hand and that's enough." 

A guitarist whp at one time used a synthesizer, 
DiMeola is now opposed to them for guitarists. 
"I don't want to sound like a keyboard player's 
synthesizer," he says. " It's horrible. I mean, I 
heard John McLaughlin once experiment with a 
Moog on stage. He was plugged into a Moog, 
and he was trading with the Moog player, and I 
didn't know who was playing what. I didn't 
know. I want to know that it's a guitar when I 
hear it. I don't want to have the sound changed." 

So rather than use an arsenal of effects, 
DiMeola prefers to play a variety of guitars. As 
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well as his '71 Les Paul, he also uses a new Les 
Paul Recording guitar ("I just love that one," he 
says), and a '58 sunburst Les Paul (used primarily 
on Casino and his newest LP, though he con-
sidered it too ugly to put on the cover, and in-
stead used his '66 gold-top Les Paul, now painted 
white). He also has a 1936 Gibson mandolin, and 
a Gibson L6-5. 

But it is in his acoustics that he has the most 
variety. They include mostly Ovations—among 
them, his old Ovation Balladeer acoustic/elec-
tric — and six Fylde guitars (four 6-strings, a 
12-string, and a mandocello). 

While that may seem like an excessively large 
collection, as far as DiMeola is concerned each 
one has its function. He explains: "The Fyldes 
have a sustaining quality that the Ovations 
could never have—a quality of highs and an 
evenness. But they're not as easy to play 
anything technically difficult because of the 
way they're set up. And I love the sound of the 
Ovations, so for anything that's technically dif-
ficult, I'll use them. I use them both and 1 en-
dorse them both. 

"Frankly, I don't know any guitarist today who 
uses just one guitar. It's 1980, you know? It's 
variety now. There's no drummer who uses one 
kind of drums. If they say they do, they're lying. 
Especially if you're a professional who has influ-
ence over a very large number of people. You 
have companies coming up to you all the time 
with new products; and if you don't want to try 
them, you're crazy. It doesn't mean you have to 
stop playing the other guitars." 

If variety is DiMeola's watchword, so is pa-
cing. A phenomenal guitarist who raced rather 
than climbed to stardom, he has become more 
relaxed and sure of himself over the past couple 
of years. 

"You've got to learn how to pace yourself," he 
feels. " I've been trying to do that the last couple 
of years, and it can be done. It's a problem, es-
pecially if you're out there doin' it all the time; 
because you can't only do it, you have to live it. 
I've learned a lot about my instrument in the last 
few years, not from practicing— I don't practice 
that much anymore— but from living. It's not 
that I don't want to practice. But there's a lot 
more to life." 

PHOTO: TOM COPI 

With chops out of the way and recognition es-
tablished, DiMeola is looking forward to explor-
ing new aspects of music. "Chick is not a pop 
writer. He doesn't write anything ABA. He writes 
more in the classical vein, and that interests me, 
because the music takes me somewhere. That's 
what I want to do. It's a great showcase for any 
instrument, and you can build into different 
moods in different sections. I've always been in-
spired by classical music. I haven't done any ex-
perimenting with sonata form yet, but I'll be get-
ting into it. And, in fact, I'll probably be doing a 
record with John Williams in the future. Boy, 
that would be a dream. Phenomenal." 

But DiMeola has not forgotten the inspiration 
that got him started. And now, with the advan-
tage of pacing, the desire to expand, and a gen-
erally more relaxed attitude, it might not be too 
long before he takes another shot at rock & roll. 
"1 still love the Ventures," he admits. "1 gotta do 
a Ventures record. Maybe an updated version of 
'Walk Don't Run." M.I. 
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Aboom in independently produced records 
and small labels has been one of the 
more interesting by-products of the New 

Wave explosion. Independent records are cer-
tainly not new, nor are they confined to punk/ 
New Wave music, but the punks' staunch D.I.Y. 
(do-it-yourself) philosophy, along with major 
labels' reluctance to invest heavily in an un-
proven commodity, has made this alternative 
particularly attractive. What's more, the pro-
gress of punk provides the perfect microcosm 
for observing trends within the music industry at 
large, for if the majors continue their economic 
direction, we can look for independent record-
ing to become increasingly critical to the de-
velopment of new artists and new musical styles. 

Major labels, to be sure, have achieved some 
degree of success with the more commercial 
proponents of the New Wave: Columbia with 
Elvis Costello and Nick Lowe, Epic with The 
Clash, A&M with Joe Jackson and the Police, and 
Warner Bros. with DEVO and the B-52's. But 
none of these artists even come close to the 
multi-platinum status sought by the majors and 
achieved by the superstars of the Seventies. The 
chances of a new band landing a major record-
ing contract are more remote now than ever, par-
ticularly for those whose music shows little pro-
mise of breaking the Top 40. 

The reasons, of course, are primarily eco-
nomic. Major labels at one time worked success-
fully with the "buckshot approach": sign a lot, 
break a few. The winners more than paid for the 
losers, and there was no end of fresh fodder on 
the doorstep. But times have changed. The soar-
ing costs of producing and marketing records, as 
well as the astronomical overhead of major 
labels, has placed the break even point for most 
albums in excess of 150,000 units. Artists who 
cannot sell at least 200,000 units of their second 
album are frequently dropped from the label, an 
ironic situation when you realize that 500,000 
units — a gold record — was once recognized by 
the industry as an extraordinary achievement. 

When the top priority is the bottom line, 
quality artists are no longer good enough; A & R 
people must sign "hit artists," pick up on "the 
next big thing," and that's very tricky business. 
Key decision-makers have shown a greater pre-
occupation with business concerns and become 

"X" Billy Zoom, John Doe, Exene, Don Bonebrake 

increasingly removed from street-level reality 
where new trends are born and nurtured. Former 
United Artists chief, Artie Mogull, succinctly 
summarized this situation at last March's 
N.A.R.M. (National Association of Record Mer-
chandisers) convention: "The deal became more 
important than the music. Now the guy in the re-
cord company who'll listen to tapes has no au-
thority, and the guy who has the authority won't 
listen to tapes." 

Whatever the reasons, it has become increas-
ingly clear that major record labels are abandon-
ing the low-volume end of the business which 
has frequently been the domain of our most in-
teresting, innovative and, ultimately, influential 
music. Small independent labels and enterpris-
ing self-produced artists are attempting to fill 
this vacuum. Their ability to do so successfully 
will, to a great extent, determine the future of 
new music in this country. 

The task of any record company is to find 
quality talent (A & R), capture that quality on 
vinyl (production), make that product available 
to potential buyers (distribution), and create a 
demand for it in the marketplace (promotion). A 
major label, as defined in this article, is one that 
is financed by a major corporation and/or owns 
its own distribution network. An independent 
label is privately owned by its key personnel and 
financed and distributed outside of these cor-
porate systems. A comparison between major re-
cord companies and small independent labels 
reveals advantages and disadvantages to both, 
and the difference, by and large, boils down to a 

question of creative priorities and economic 
scale. 

While independent label chiefs and self-
produced artists certainly understand the neces-
sity of showing some profit if they are to survive, 
fast bucks and overnight success are the last 
things on their minds. Most of them are under-
capitalized, minimally staffed and run by sheer 
will. Often at the heart of their professional com-
mitment is an intense love of the music they pro-
duce and the acute realization that, without 
their efforts, this music will go unheard and 
unappreciated. Howie Klein, co-founder of San 
Francisco's 415 Records, is typical of many small 
entrepreneurs in his business motivations: "To 
tell the truth, the reason we started 415 was be-
cause we thought it a tremendous crime that the 
Nuns weren't getting signed and their music 
wasn't going to be preserved. And here was a 
band that we felt, at the time, was great and had 
captured the imagination, certainly, of this area 
[S.F.] and they weren't getting recorded. And we 
thought, 'Well, they tried, we tried to help them, 
nothing's happened, we'll just do it ourselves.' 
And that's exactly the reason why 415 got 
started— nothing more, nothing less." 

Since its inception with the Nuns in 1978, 415 
Records has gone on to release singles by the 
Offs, Pearl Harbor & the Explosions, the 
Mutants, the Readymades, SVT, the Units and 
the Pushups, as well as a compilation album 
featuring eleven of San Francisco's leading 
bands. To this day, Klein and his two partners 
have yet to draw money from their label. 



Because of their strong belief in the artists and 
their music, independents usually give artists a 
large degree of artistic freedom and creative 
control, long a bone of contention for those on 
major labels. Small labels also have no huge 
capital investment to protect and therefore have 
no need to dictate aesthetics to guarantee mass 
sales. 

The aesthetic freedom offered by small labels 
is made possible by their ability to operate on a 
shoestring. Independently produced LP's can 
usually turn a profit at 5,000 units or less. Ne-
cessity is the mother of invention, it is said, and 
the independents' lack of capital has made them 
resourceful, even ingenious, and at the very least 
careful about expenditures in the studio and 
marketplace. When asked what constituted a 
profitable record for his label, Miles Copeland, 
chief of the International Records Syndicate, 
shot back, "One that costs nothing to put out." 

Indeed, " indies" frequently avoid front-end 
costs altogether through speculation deals with 
recording studios or releasing finished masters 
produced by the artists themselves. By keeping 
costs down, they avoid losses, turn profits at low 
volumes, and can experiment and succeed with 
projects that would surely spell disaster for a 
major record company. "Any band can be eco-
nomically viable if the production is scaled to 
suit the market," explains Bob Biggs of Slash Re-
cords in Los Angeles, "even the most esoteric 
jazz band. The whole market has become so 
fragmented that no major record company can 
exist on any one fragment. Generally what they 
do is get a crossover-pop type of audience. What 
we do is get a fragment and work it. We find a 
band we really believe in, let them do their mu-
sic, and then go out and find a market." 

So far, Biggs has released LP's by the Germs 
and X, both Los Angeles-based punk bands with 
strong followings. His philosophy of economic 
viability is reflected in the production budgets 
for these records: the Germs' LP cost about 
$5,500 to record and has sold around 6,000 
copies, while the X album, which cost $10,500, 
has sold nearly 30,000 copies, a smash hit by in-
dependent standards. Both albums have turned 
profits for Slash. 

The indies' ability to stretch their money is fur-
ther demonstrated in promoting their product. 
Instead of pouring big bucks into expensive 
mass media— national consumer and trade pub-
lications, radio and TV— they concentrate their 
efforts on the grass-roots level. Bob Biggs ex-
plains his strategy: " Because we're so tied up 
with the magazine [Slash, L.A.'s leading punk 
publication] and our street credibility is so good, 
we deal mostly with the street. We've found that 
people in 'the business' are so removed from a 
street awareness and so jaded, they tend to deal 
with what they can sell based on demographics 
and abstract rules. That doesn't really work in 
this age. They don't know how to be site specific 
or people specific, and that's what we are— very 
small, very attentive and very specific." Paid ad-
vertising for small labels is generally limited to 
underground publications, while posters, flyers 
and disarmingly simple press mailings constitute 
the primary means of getting the word out. Most 
independent product is not geared to a mass au-
dience anyway, so these methods tend to work 
quite effectively, especially for the amount of 
cash outlay. 

Greg Shaw 

F
. or all the opportunities offered by in-
dependently produced and distributed 
labels, every one of them is plagued by the 

same critical problem: their inabtlity to sell large 
volumes of records. "Any decent New Wave al-
bum ought to be able to sell 20,000 to 30,000 
units," states Greg Shaw, head of Bomp Records 
in Los Angeles. "When the major labels put them 
out, even the worst groups manage to sell 25,000 
units, because they can get into the stores. Small 
labels don't have access to that. The average 
sales for small labels on a single or an album is 
3,000 to 6,000. It's very hard to get beyond that." 

Bomp, for instance, released early singles by 
DEVO, the Romantics, 20/20, and the Shoes, 
among others, all of which sold under 10,000 
units. Each of these artists has gone on to major 
label deals and sales of 50,000 to 100,000 units 
or more, an increase typical for artists making 
this transition. With such dismal sales for in-
dependents, one can only conclude that either 
everyone involved is incompetent, or else they 
are being held back by some very rea i problems. 
An examination of distribution and promotion 
within the American marketplace, especially 
when compared to Great Britain, reveals ob-
stacles that are almost insurmountable. 

Distribution is very difficult for independents. 
The vast size of this country, with its numerous 
urban and suburban markets, precludes the 
practice of loading up the car with records and 
hitting the stores, as is frequently done in the 
U.K. Professional distributors are necessary but 
not easy to come by, because all of them' are in-
terested primarily in big volume records. Most 
major labels own their own distribution net-
works, while those large companies which do 
not (A&M, United Artists, etc.) have deserted in-
dependent distribution in recent years and align-
ed themselves with the majors, a move that has 
driven many distributors out of business (Record 
Merchandising out of Los Angeles), caused 
others to be absorbed by larger firms (MS 
Distributing of San Francisco was bought by 
Pickwick), and limited the creative range and 
capabilities of those that remain. 

"Without the volume of some majors," 
explained Ken Kushnick of Sire Records, " in-
dependent distributors cannot afford to make 
the payments on the warehousing and trucks to 

be there for Tomato Records. All the little guys 
in the world don't solve their problem, because 
what they need is one record that can do a half a 
million pieces in two weeks." Most distributors 
won't handle one-off labels at all, and even 415, 
Bomp, Ralph and other small labels are lucky to 
get distribution at all, let alone priority. 

By far the most receptive and consistent out-
let for new and unusual music has been Jem Re-
cords, a leading national independent record 
distributor. (Most distr butors are regional.) Jem 
distributes Slash Records and the bulk of one-off 
labels and punk singles released in recent years, 
but the rising volume of independent product is 
taxing their ability to celiver. " It used to be that 
I would distribute any sort of independently pro-
duced single that was any good at all that I 
could get my hands on, because I felt that it 
wasn't my position to play A & R man here. I was 
just trying to make these records available to the 
public," explains Rick Lawler, general manager 
and chief buyer for ern. "The number of re-
leases that are now being sent to me are far be-
yond Jem's capability to distribute all of them. I 
wish I could distribute all of them, but unfor-
tunately it's just not feasible." 

Cash flow and retail credit terms also pose for-
midable problems for independent labels. Jem 
and other independent distributors generally 
pay on a 90-day credit basis, which means that 
small labels must wait at least three months to 
be paid on product sold. The situation is even 
worse when dealing directly with major retail 
chains like Tower Records, Peaches, Where-
house Records, Recorc Factory, and Licorice Piz-
za, the corporate ccunterparts to the major 
labels, which rely on the majors for their big 
volume business and don't really need anyone 
else. The few small labels able to ride with a 
90-day credit arrangement risk not being paid at 
all by major retailers, since many retailers are in 
a shaky cash position themselves and pay only 
those accounts that Feve the clout to shut off 
their critical flow of hit product. As a result, 
most independents do not sell to major chains at 
all. By comparison, the only financial terms 
available for retail suppliers in England is seven-
days-cash, so cash flow is workable and indepen-
dent product is available in all the stores. 

Without the ability to make their records 
available to a broad range of stores, it's little 
wonder that independent labels are unable to 
sell in volume. "Ccrporate rock doesn't all 
sound alike, but it thinks alike," comments Ken 
Kushnick. "What we really do need is an alterna-
tive method of distr: bution in this country so 
that some alternative music can get distributed 
by people who are no: saying, 'Call me when you 
go platinum." 

The adverse attitudes and resistance met by 
independents in obtaining distribution is 
even more evident in their promotional ef-

forts— most notably in radio. Every independent 
polled agreed that the recalcitrance of radio is 
the single biggest obstacle to selling and break-
ing records in America. Playlists have shrunk and 
tightened to such an extent that even major la-
bels are having difficulty obtaining airplay for 
new artists; for independents, it is virtvally im-
possible. 

Radio, you see, is not in the music business. 
Radio is in the business of selling advertised oro-
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ducts using music as bait. There's a difference. 
Because 100 percent of radio revenues come 
from advertising dollars, their goal is obtaining a 
large listenership by playing mass-oriented 
music ( hits), quantifying that listenership 
through surveys (Arbitron, Source, Pulse, etc.), 
and generating maximum dollars from local and 
national advertisers on the basis of that listener-
ship. Programming more diversified, innovative, 
specific music is considered counter-productive 
to the financial goals of radio. 

In order to guarantee "big numbers," radio 
stations have become increasingly dependent on 
call-out research, sales statistics, and the opin-
ions of highly paid programming consultants to 
tell them what to play. Gone are the days when 
programmers with good taste and a genuine love 
of music would listen to records and play what 
they liked. A few still do, like KLBJ-FM in Austin 
or WBCN-FM in Boston, both very highly rated 
stations in their respective markets, interestingly 
enough. But they are the exception that proves 
the rule. Most programmers play "follow the 
leader." Bruce Kirkland, general manager of 
Stiff-America, said it best: "American radio, in 
the final analysis, as far as we're concerned, is 
bankrupt." 

Radio's reliance on sales statistics presents a 
Catch-22 for independents already handicapped 
by distribution problems. Even strong sales do 
not always guarantee critical radio exposure for 
an artist. Jay Boberg of the International Re-
cords Syndicate cited the example of a recent 
John Cale album that sold 10,000 to 12,000 
records in markets where it received no commer-
cial airplay whatsoever. "The main thing that 
we're finding out with radio," he notes, " is that 
excessive retail action or extremely strong de-
mand on the part of the consumer, shown 
through buying records, does not necessarily dic-
tate that radio will play it. You can virtually 
show them that their demographics point to 
playing the record, and they will still turn around 
and say, 'So? We're not going to play it!" 

The salvation of New Wave has been non-
commercial and college radio stations, many of 
which are hampered by weak signals and spora-
dic scheduling. "The problem with a lot of col-
lege stations," observes Howie Klein bemusedly, 
"is that you turn on the radio and you either get 
the Slits or you get Armenian folk dancing. But 
many are tremendously effective." 

Particularly problematic for the New Wave 
are blocks of key commercial stations pro-
grammed by consultants who are unable to re-
late to the genre, especially since records are 
broken by a chain reaction domino effect. The 
lack of support from one or two consultants can 
virtually kill a potential hit. "The Abrams-
Burkhardt people [the nation's leading program-
ming consultants] have such a hold on that 
domino effect," notes Howie Klein, "that 
nothing can happen without them. They've got 
sixty AOR [album-oriented rock] stations, and 
that block is enough to totally make or break 
any record. It's a disaster." Lee Abrams made a 
trip to England several years ago to check out 
punk music, and upon his return announced in 
his newsletter that it would never happen in this 
country. Klein, for one, has placed innumerable 
phone calls and sent letters and promotional 
copies of 415's records to Abrams and his staff. 
From what he has been told by representatives 

Chris Knab, Howie Klein of 415 Records 
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at Abrams-Burkhardt stations, the consultants 
have never even listened to the records, nor has 
Klein ever received a reply, a return phone call, 
or one note of airplay. 

Whether it's the money, the opportunity to 
communicate their music to the broadest possi-
ble audience, or simply the desire to succeed for 
its own sake, musicians want desperately to 
crack the American record market. And they re-
alize that it's not likely to happen on a small in-
dependent label. As a result, most artists are 
reluctant to remain tied to a small label once a 
major beckons. Three of England's most radical 
bands, for example, are signed to giants in the 
U.S.: the Clash to Epic/CBS, and Public Image 
Ltd. and the Gang of Four to Warner Bros. Their 
disagreements and dissatisfaction with their 
labels may be legend, but there they are, none-
theless, and they're not alone. "Really, I can't 
blame musicians for playing the traditional 
game and wanting the traditional rewards," 
-notes Andy Schwartz of the New York Rocker, 
"when the alternative is, in a sense, a ghost— 
when the alternative system in this country of re-
cording, distribution, promotion and financing 
for rock & roll is so pitifully weak, and, in many 
ways, ineffective." 

Independent labels, to be sure, have tremen-
dous difficulty procuring long-term agreements 
with artists. 415's deals, so far, have been exclu-
sively one-offs, while Bomp Records holds long-
term options on the Dead Boys and one or two 
others only, agreements with built-in guarantees 
regarding methods of distribution and projected 
sales levels. X and the Germs have long-term 
agreements with Slash Records, as do Tuxedo-
moon and MX-80 Sound with Ralph Records, but 
these artists are so non-commercial that a major 
label deal was practically precluded from the 
start. In light of this last problem, independents 
are faced with a very serious dilemma, for with-
out the opportunity to share in the payoff from 
the groundwork laid in establishing new artists, 
where are they going to get the money, power 
and prestige to change their dismal standing in 
the record industry at large? And, without that, 
how can they improve their ability to deliver 
substantial results for their artists? 

Something's got to give, not cnly for the 
sake of small independent labels and aspir-
ing musicians, but in order to assure the 

change, growth and enrichment of the music 
itself through the influence of new styles and 
trends. Some alternatives must be found so that 
music not geared to the American Top 40 can 
still be heard and appreciated by a potential au-
dience far greater than sales statistics would 
lead one to believe. 

One solution lies in major labels opening their 
distribution and promotion networks through 
custom label deals, licensing agreements and 
other types of affiliation. CBS and MCA have an-
nounced plans to offer pressing and distribution 
services to established labels that are financially 
autonomous and promotionally self-sufficient, a 
practice that has worked successfully in England 
in recent years. While these deals are now being 
offered only to those executives with track re-
cords— Neil Bogart's Boardwalk Records and Ron 
Alexenburg's Handshake Records, for instance 
—they represent a move in the right direction 
and, with success, could filter down to the real 
independent level. 

British labels like Stiff, Virgin, Island, and 
I.R.S. (known as Faulty Products in the U.K.) have 
procured U.S. distribution through licensing 
agreements with major labels — CBS, Atlantic, 
Warner Bros., and A&M, respectively — lath these 
affiliations, while considered successful by the 
parties involved, are far from a panacea. In each 
case, the smaller label is still privately owned 
and financially autonomous, but relies on the 
the major for its promotion and distribution. 
Most of these majors, however, have the right to 
pass on any given album, and the smaller label 
must be prepared in such cases to function inde-
pendently in the American marketplace and gen-
erate profits on sales of 50,000 albums or less. 
Most are ready and even enthusiastic. 

Probably the New Wave's most successful 
custom label is Sire, an American company co-
owned by Warner Bros. and therefore no longer 
technically an independent. Through the mar-
riage of small company creativity and large 
company clout, these labels are beginning to fill 
the no-man's land of sales statistics with some of 
the most interesting rock & roll to come along in 
years: the Ramones, Talking Heads, XTC, Lene 
Lovich, Rachel Sweet, Ian Dury, the Buzzcocks, 
John Cale, and the Pretenders. Each of these ar-
tists has sold between 50,000 and 400,000 units 
(the Pretenders are approaching 1,000,000) of 
albums that cost far less than most major label 
LP's. But this is only a beginning. Other solutions 
are required as well. 

Musically speaking, the future looks good. Ev-
eryone quoted in this article agrees that we are 
headed for tremendous creative diversity, and 
that the viability of the American music industry 
is dependent on its ability to be responsive to 
the changing tide. " If you look at the scene to-
day in terms of an infinite number of bands, any 
one of which could sell 50,000 to 100,000 
albums," notes Greg Shaw, "and if you sing them 
and record them and market them in such a way 
that you can make a profit on those kinds of 
sales, which can be done, then you have a very 
healthy situation that is a lot more economical, 
efficient, and really in tune with the direction of 
history at this point. The only revolution," he 
concludes, " is to change the system so that there 
is never a handful of people, whoever they may 
be, who control what we hear and what we buy." 

M.I. 
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t is 5:15 in the alternoon and the large 
auditorium that's empty with audience is 

with chaos. Everywhere you look 
there are roadies in T-shirts and jeans scur-
ying in every direction, looking for 

cables, adjusting lights, moving this, moving 
that. Security men stake out their territory, while 
someone from the promoter's office is wonder-
ing where the hell the caterer is with dinner for 
54. Through the monitors blare vocal checks, 
while two drummers, out of sync, pound away 
out of the mains. And in the midst of all this in-
sanity, behind a barrage of keyboards, sits Tony 
Banks with headphones on, calmly trying to tune 
one of his synthesizers. 

Aside from being one of the premier progres-
sive rock keyboardists, Banks is also one-third 
of Genesis, one of the most popular and note-
worthy groups on either side of the Atlantic. For 
Tony, this soundc heck will be one of the last for 
the year. The group is about to finish up four 
months of solid touring in Europe, Canada and 
the United States and that will be it, until 1981. 

Hot on the heels of their newest album, Duke 
(Atlantic, SD 16014), Genesis has covered nearly 
40 cities with a generous and exciting two and a 
half hour live show featuring some of the most 
innovative music and musicianship offered in a 
long while. 

It has been an exhausting jaunt for the group, 
which in addition to Banks includes vocalist/ 
drummer Phil Collins, bassist/guitarist Michael 
Rutherford, as well as their two regular support 
musicians, drummer Chester Thompson and gui-
tarist Daryll Stuermer. With the exception of the 
Vancouver gig, which was cancelled because 
Collins had laryngitis, the tour has gone as 
smooth as silk, even though you'd never know it 
from watching the soundcheck. 

But when the lights go down in each city a lit-
tle after 8:00 PM, the magic of Genesis captures 
the stage and from then on it's clear sailing. 
Despite their intricate melodies and solos, their 
songs are unusually accessible. The outstanding 
stage presentation, along with the charisma of 
frontman Collins, makes the Genesis show one 
of the most entertaining packages currently on 
the rock scene. 

The audio quality of the Genesis show is 
among the finest of all touring rock bands. 
They're loud, yet never excessive. Unlike most 
highly technical bands, their soundman never 
loses sight of the fact that the vocals are the key. 
Collins and the harmonics were always crystal 
clear and mixed upfront. Gone are the mirrors 
and extravagant lasers from previous tours. This 
time the group used only stage lights and in-
dulged only occasionally in their smoke 
machines. 

Offstage, Tony Banks is much like he is on-
stage— quiet and serious. He is a very pleasant 
Englishman and, fortunately, void of any of the 
attitude problems that most rock & roll million-
aires seem to live on. 

"We're trying to change the balance a little 
bit," said Banks earlier in the tour from his hotel 
room in Houston. He was speaking of the group's 
plans to gradually curtail their touring activities 
and concentrate more and more on their studio 

The Duke of It 

TONY 
BANKS 
by Bruce C. Pilato 

work. "We're trying to change the emphasis. 
We've got a routine that we've been in for about 
the last seven years where we'd spend six to nine 
months a year on the road touring and then 
about three months rehearsing and doing an 
album." Pausing slightly to emphasize his point, 
he concludes, "We're going to change that 
now." 

Banks also seemed pleased by the group's 
regression towards a much simpler live visual 
presentation. "I think we just got fed up with it," 
he said of the lasers and mirrors the band had 
used previously. "Actually, there were several 
reasons. All these extra effects tend to be unreli-
able and that is very frustrating for us, for when 
things go wrong it has an adverse effect on the 
music. And one is irrelevant and the other mat-
ters a lot. The other thing is, it was time to do 
something different. We really like to make each 
tour different and we feel there is an awful lot 
that can be done just with lights." 

Along with the others in the band, Banks takes 
his work very seriously. A workaholic by most 
rock & roll standards, when Banks and the band 
aren't touring they're probably recording, writ-
ing or rehearsing for more tours. 

"It's mainly getting the lighting rigs together," 
he said of preparing and rehearsing for a Genesis 
tour. "We work on the design, but once we get to 
a place a lot of it is changed." For the,most re-
cent tour the band rehearsed for two weeks with 
Stuermer and Thompson to break them into the 
new material and then for an additional three 
weeks, working on the entire show. 

And after seeing the band live, it seems as 

though the rehearsals are most important to 
Banks. His intricate keyboard work, along with 
Collins' distinct vocals, are the essence of the 
band's music. In fact, when Genesis became a 
trio in 1977, it seemed as though all the pressure 
was placed on Banks to carry the melody as well 
as a good portion of the soloing. 

But Banks doesn't see himself working any 
harder onstage or off. "Well no," he said matter-
of-factly, "no more than the other two. I think 
Genesis has always been a co-operative band, so 
the fewer the people in the band the more the 
rest of us have got to do; but nevertheless we 
find, in fact, that it gets easier. With five [people] 
sometimes it's harder to get what you want, be-
cause there's more people writing and wanting 
to play on tracks. When there's only three of 
you, the greatest thing, let's say, of having a bas-
sist who also plays guitar is that it's easy not to 
have guitar on a track. Because he's content to 
just play bass. Also, in my case, I can play guitar 
on a track that might not have too many key-
boards on it." 

At a time when Emerson, Lake & Palmer, King 
Crimson, Strawbs, U.K., Yes, Jethro Tull, and 
other British progressive rock bands have either 
disbanded or are merely living off the fat of their 
past glories, Genesis has become an oddity. 
When it seems as though techno-art rock is wan-
fling in popularity, Genesis keeps getting bigger 
and bigger, without compromising. 

And with Rick Wakeman, Keith Emerson, and 
Eddie Jobson out of the limelight, Banks remains 
one of the last surviving British keyboard kings. 
Yet he doesn't see it that way. "I don't think of 
myself as a keyboard player in that kind of way; 



I think of myself as more a band member and a 
writer." Banks added that he foresees Emerson 
and Wakeman returning to the rock scene be-
lore long. 

Banks, however, has all the elements of the 
others: a lengthy training in classical piano, a 
love for rock & roll that developed as a teenager, 
an avid interest in synthesizers, and a career with 
a progressive rock/theatrical band. But accord-
ing to Banks, all that means nothing. 

"I did have classical training until I was 17, 
but to be honest I never really got very good at 
it. Although there was a period where I hated it, I 
did end up enjoying it." Banks says he was most-
ly influenced by pop songs he would hear on the 
radio. The songs he liked he would learn by ear 
on the piano. 

Banks first got seriously interested in rock & 
roll back in 1966 when he attended England's ex-
clusive Charterhouse School. Among his class-
mates were three other music minded chaps 
named Peter Gabriel, Michael Rutherford, and 
•Nnthony Phillips. The four eventually got togeth-
er. Their original aim was not to be a band, but 
rather a songwriting team. 

"Yeah, we definitely were [songwriters]. I 
mean, Peter and I wrote songs together and 
Michael and Anthony wrote songs together, and 
we decided to make tapes together. Really, just 
as an idea to sell our songs. We couldn't get any-
one interested and a lot of people said the best 
way to get people interested was to form a band 
and maybe get yourself some gigs. So, we started 
doing that and we made one record, From Gene-
sis To Revelation [out of print] in 1968. And we 

were really trying to sound like everyone else in 
some ways so we might get someone interested 
in one of our songs. But that didn't work, so in 
1970 two members of the band [Michael and An-
thony] wanted to go professional and so Peter 
and I carried on playing with them." 

The Genesis To Revelation LP was produced 
by British pop-whiz Jonathan King and featured 
the four teenage members, along with drummer 
John Silver. That album was a dud (only to be 
revived after the band had hit it big) and Silver 
was replaced by drummer John Mayhew. 

After a two-year hiatus, the group re-emerged 
with Trespass (ABC Records, ABCX-816), the first 
album to feature the original style that would 
soon be recognized throughout the world as the 
sound of Genesis. At this point, however, the 
band had a format that was as much acoustic as 
it was electric, and although Gabriel had already 
made himself the focal point of the group, Banks 
and Phillips traded off as the band's chief in-
strumentalists. 

Three months after the release of the record, 
Phillips and Mayhew departed and the band 
nearly folded. Gabriel, Rutherford and Banks, 
however, realized they had worked too hard and 
come too far to just throw it all away. They re-
cruited guitarist Steve Hackett and drum-
mer/vocalist and ex-child actor, Phil Collins. 

In September of 1971, the band in its new line-
up released Nursery Cryme [re-released with Fox-
trot, Charisma, CA-2-2701], the album that would 
begin their steady popularity climb in the U.S. 
Although the album didn't break any sales re-
cords at first, the group did gather a loyal cult 

following that eventually became a mass of 
admirers. They also started to develop their intri-
cate lyrical and musical style, and even more im-
portantly, Gabriel initiated the bank's lavish 
stage presentation, one that would soon become 
as central as the music. 

The following year they released Foxtrot, an 
album that took up where Nursery Cryme left 
off. By now the group had a stable of classics, 
which included "Watcher 01 The Skies," "Sup-
per's Ready," and "The Musical Box." Through 
heavy FM airplay alone, they made their U.S. 
debut headlining a sold out Philharmonic Hall 
concert in New York. Because of their involved 
stage show, the band was orzed to play all their 
gigs without being (or having) a support act. A 
live album followed later that year. 

In 1973 Genesis put out Selling England By The 
Pound [Charisma, FC6060] and also became link-
ed to Atlantic Records through a distribution 
deal with their label, Char sn-a. Atlantic gave the 
band a healthy promotional push and soon after-
ward the band became superstars. 

By this point, Banks' sythesizer work was 
among the musical highlights of the group. His 
innovative keyboard runs ranked second in the 
group's indentity, behind only Gabriel's unique 
vocals and lyrical concepts. 

Banks looks back on the period from 1970 to 
1973 as a time when Genesis worked hard to suc-
ceed, but never really had to overcome any ma-
jor obstacles: " By the time we came to the U.S., 
we were already playing the bigger theaters and 
we were always playing shows on our own. We 
always thought we were quite lucky. I mean, 
some places we played had large audiences right 
from the word go. Whereas in England, we 
would play for three or f ve people some nights; 
when we first started off there was no one there. 
It was very frustrating. But in America it had 
always been more organized. We came over in 
1972 after being on the road for three years 
already. It sort of has become a steady circuit; 
each time you come back you just play bigger 
and bigger halls to more and more people." 

Genesis' next release, the mammoth and 
thoughtful double LP The Lamb Lies Down On 
Broadway [Atco, SD2-40-], aside from being one 
of the definitive concept albums, was their most 
sophisticated work to date. Although it re-
mained in the typical Genesis mold when it 
came to music, lyrically the Lamb LP was a 
distinct departure. Prewiously, most of their 
songs revolved around odd characters in a fan-
tasy universe setting. This LP, however, dealt 
with the bleak reality of New York City. 

The band toured feverishly to promote the al-
bum, and from November 1974 until May 1975 
they performed the entire album 102 times. 
Although the band had become even more in-
strumentally oriented onstage, they also expand-
ed their visual presentation to include a huge 
screen which sat behind them, on which over 
2,000 slides were projected during their show. 

For critics and fans, their extraordinary live 
show seemed more theatrical than musical, and 
the constant focus on Gabriel eventually took its 
toll on the other members of the band. "I sup-
pose it did a bit, yea 1." admits Banks. "The 
band, you see, was always a very co-operative 



thing. Everyone thought that they were equally 
responsible in terms of the lyrics, music and 
presentation, because we all worked on it. And 
obviously, Peter became the figurehead. But on 
The Lamb Lies Down On Broadway tour, the rest 
of the band was hardly ever mentioned in any of 
the reviews that we read, which was a bit strange 
for us. But I think that kind of balance would 
have changed a bit as we got better known; peo-
ple would have gotten more interested in other 
people in the group." 

In August 1975, the rock world was stunned by 
Peter Gabriel's announcement that he was leav-
ing Genesis. Many thought that this was truly the 
end for the band; it was as if Mick Jagger had left 
the Rolling Stones. 

The band, however, was told by Gabriel of his 
upcoming departure in December of the previ-
ous year. According to Banks, they were sad-
dened by his decision, but by no means crushed. 
"I tried to persuade him not to [go], but once he 
had decided to go and the rest of us decided to 
carry on, that was it, really. We'd been through it 
before with people leaving. To everyone outside 
the band, Peter leaving seemed to be the most 
serious thing, but for me the most serious depar-
ture was that of Anthony Phillips back in 1970. 
At that stage we had only been going a very 
short time and we really felt the nucleus of the 
four of us was very important." 

The band rebounded in March of 1976 with 
what has become their most successful album to 
date, A Trick Of The Tail [Atco, SD38-101]. Filling 
Gabriel's spot was drummer Phil Collins, who, 
ironically enough, had more of the elements of 
Gabriel's voice than any of the many vocalists 
they auditioned. The group, now a foursome 
with Chester Thompson added on drums for live 
gigs, did a worldwide SRO tour to support the al-
bum. "The point was that Lamb Lies Down On 
Broadway, in terms of sales, was a bit of a failure 
compared to Selling England By The Pound. But 
with Trick Of The Tail, we were very confident 
with that album. We thought it was pretty 
good." 

In between their incessant touring, the band 
found time to record and release Wind & Wuth-
ering [Atco, 5D36-144] in 1977. Although not as 
big a seller as Trick, it did further propel the 
group's popularity. 

Then came another live LP, and another dou-
ble album, this one entitled Seconds Out [Atlan-
tic, SD2-9002]. After touring to support that 
album, the group was shocked with another de-
parture— this time guitarist Steve Hackett. The 
remaining three members decided to "simply 
carry on" and went right to work on their next al-
bum, entitled And Then There Were Three [Atlan-
tic, SD-19173], released in 1978. With that album 
Genesis scored their first bona-fide worldwide 
hit, "Follow You, Follow Me." The group toured 
heavily throughout that entire year, using their 
current line-up. 

The three members used 1979 to relax and 
work on solo projects. Michael Rutherford did a 
solo album called Smallcreep's Day [Charisma, 
CMA1-2212], Phil Collins recorded and toured 
with a jazz fusion band called Brand X, and 
Banks released a solo LP entitled A Curious Feel-
ing, [Charisma, CMA1-220]. 
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"After we finished doing And Then There Were 
Three, I was writing material but I didn't know 
what it was going to be for. I was saving it for 
another Genesis album, although I had thought 
vaguely of doing a solo album. And then Phil 
had to sort out a few personal problems in the 
beginning of '79, and that left time for Mike and 
I to put together our solo albums. I began to put 
the stuff in a certain order and began working on 
lyrical concepts to link all the pieces of music. 
Then I made some demos and decided on a story 
line. And I don't know quite why I decided on 
what I did." 

For A Curious Feeling, Banks played all the in-
struments himself, with the exception of drums 
and vocals. Tony seemed to have no problem 
getting his one man band together. "Well," he 
said in a modest tone, " I've played rhythm guitar 
with Genesis all through the years, so in that 
area I didn't have too much of a problem. I only 
played a little lead guitar on the album and that 
was more difficult because I'd never done that 
before. And the other thing, the bass guitar, I'd 
played it before a bit but never really done it on 
an album. But it wasn't that big of a challenge; I 
really got into that. Also, I could fall back on the 
electronic bass, such as on a keyboard... bass pe-
dals and what not." 

Before he knew it, Banks was back at work 
with Genesis. Upon the release of their solo 
albums, the band regrouped and began writing 
for their newest LP, Duke. Half the album was 
written by the band as individuals and the rest 
they wrote collectively. After six weeks of re-
hearsals, they went into the studio with long-
time producer David Hecthnel and cut the 
record. 

For Banks there is no conflict in writing for 
himself and the band. "I couldn't make an al-
bum where I sort of 'kept back' stuff, unless I 
was writing for a specific project. We did have a 
song, however, that worked the other way, with 
some of the material we ended up not using on 
the solo albums. There is one song on the new 
Genesis album, a compilation of one bit of 
Mike's and one bit of mine, which we'd actually 
rejected for our solo albums. But that turned out 
to be one of the best tracks on the album, so that 
just goes to show you..." 

Duke, to no one's surprise, has become one of 
1980's monster releases. It has no particular con-
cept (" It's just a collection of songs"), and two of 
the tracks, "Misunderstanding" and "Turn It On" 
have become the group's newest hits. 

Although some critics feel the band is getting 
too commercial, Banks doesn't see it that way at 
all: "No, not really. It's just that with And Then 
There Were Three we decided that we liked 
shorter songs. That was the only decision [ in that 
direction] that we made, because there were 
three songs that we couldn't include on Wind & 
Wuthering because other songs were too long. 
We felt the album would've been better bal-
anced had those three songs been on. So when 
we came to And Then There Were Three we tried 
to keep the song lengths down a bit and get the 
variety. I don't know with this album; once we 
got into it we started keeping the songs shorter. 
It just sort of turned out that way, you know? It's 
quite possible that on the next album we won't 
have any. It's not sort of planned to keep getting 
singles, and anyway, I'm getting fed up with 
singles! You start worrying about what's happen-
ing with your single and that's not what I'm in 
this business for. I prefer not to think about 
them; I think about the album." 

As a matter of fact, Banks prefers to think of 
one thing at a time. At this point in his life, all he 
is concerned with is the current tour and his re-
sponsibilities to it, among them, his equipment. 
Banks has far more to keep him occupied on-
stage than the other members; therefore he 
needs a keyboard setup which allows him to be 
in total control of the sound. 

"Onstage," he says, speaking enthusiastically 
about his gear, " I'm still using the Yamaha CP-70 
electric piano. And I'm still using a Hammond 3 
organ, but other than that, the other instruments 
are all different [than on the last tour]. I'm using 
a Prophet, an ARP Quadra, and also a Roland 
Vocoder. 

"For all albums, I use anything that comes to 
hand. The main synthesizer on the new album, in 
fact, is the Yamaha CS-80, but I don't like taking 
that on the road; it's too bulky. I can't fit it into 
my setup, and the change of tone is not as easy 
as the Prophet, which is also a great bass instru-
ment. So I just decided when we started rehears-
ing that I'd like to use the Prophet. I use an ARP 
Quadra because you can get tones similar to 
ones I got on the 2600. Actually, you can trigger 
the 2600 using the Quadra. Originally I thought 
that's what I was going to do onstage, but in the 
end I decided it wasn't really worthwhile. I de-
cided to use the Quadra on its own." 

For Tony Banks and the rest of Genesis, their 
future is not so much unorganized as it is laid 
back. "At this point," says Banks, seeming like it 
makes no difference to him at all, "I have no 
idea what the next album is going to sound like. 
When we get back, Phil's gonna do an album on 
his own and Mike and t are going to continue 
writing. And then we'll all get together again late 
in the fall." 

He makes it sound as if the band has finally 
settled into its current line-up, and with all its 
personnel changes behind them, can now con-
centrate 100 percent on its music. "And there's 
always an audience for it; I mean, Genesis' pop-
ularity always grows." As for the band's contin-
ual acceptance by the masses when intricate 
music like this is being strangled by the likes of 
Ted Nugent and New Wave? "Well," says Banks 
with a slight chuckle, "our competition is dying 
off!" M.I. 



THE BETTER ALTERNATIVE TO WHEELS, RIBBONS, PRESSURE 

PADS, KNOBS, SLIDERS AND, PEDALS, FOR ANY 

PATCHABLE SYNTHESIZER 

The CATSTECK is a precision, spiingloaded 
joystick controller that lets one hand control 
four dieferern modulation settings - one for each 
of the joystick d-rections. By movum the stick 
off eras. combination modulations of cdfcrent 
proportions are possible. When the stick is 

released, it svi -igs back to its vertical, zero 
modulation position. 

For portab'e synthesizers, like the CAT. 
Odyssey, or Mihimoog, you can connect the 
CATSTICK DIs ¡puts to the VCO, WCF or VCA 
inpzts nottnally intended for footpedal -contras. 
Th.s lets ,.cu use the CATSTICK EFO's and 
con-sol voltages to modulate the synthesizer as 
the joystick is Troved. In patchable systPrn-i liks 
the ARP 2680 or Modular Moogs, you can con-

nee: the CATSTICK VCA's in series with patch-
cords to a.bw. real-time control of synthesizer 

patelles. 

If you even a MINIMOOG, CAT, KU IEN, 
ODYSSEY. 2E00, OBERHEIM. MODULAR 

SYSTEM or .any other synthesizer with contro 
vol age inputs, you can use a CATSTICK. And, r_ 
if you don't have control voltage - nputs or want 
more, we'll show you how to modify your in-
strumen- or do it for you at a t ery modest cost. 
We can also miodify your syritheszer for "single 
cable" connectol to dite Catstick outputs. 

Inclucka are four VCA's (each externally ac-
ressib ei, twc wide-range LFO's with rate 
mon-tors. and a complete internal voltage 
processing system. The twenty-jack rear panel 
patel bay allows access to al of the internal 

control voltage signals rule makes the CAT-
STICK a versatile addition for both perfor-
trearce-oriented and studio synthesis systems. 



by Kirk Austin 

Terry Sherwood Richard Neatrour Phil Betette 
Secretary-Treasurer Chief Engineer General Manages 

Having trouble lately being able to tell a gui-
tar from a synthesizer? On many current albums 
the sounds produced by these two instruments 
are so similar that it takes a trained ear to heal 
the difference (and even the trained ear can be 
fooled sometimes). During the Sixties it was easy 
to identify an electric guitar, but since the mid-
Seventies it has become increasingly difficult. 
One of the biggest reasons that this has hap-
pened is a company called MXR Innovations, 
Inc. They produce a complete line of effects 
boxes that alter, enhance, color, or otherwise 
modify the sound of electric instruments. 

Of course, there were fuzz tones and wah-wah 
pedals before MXR came along, but, by and 
large, they were thought of as gimmicks by most 
musicians, and many of these devices lacked 
high quality design and production techniques 
because they were "just for guitar players any-
way." As time went by, though, it became appar-
ent that guitar players required as much quality 
and durability as the finest studio equipment. 
Anything could happen to electronic equipment 
that was subjected to the abuses of being on the 
road. Guitar players needed equipment that 
could be run over by a truck or soaked with beer 
and still operate. There is nothing more frustrat-
ing than having a piece of equipment fail during 
a live performance in front of an audience. 

Two people who became aware of these prob-
lems were MXR's President, Keith Barr, and Sec-
retary/Treasurer, Terry Sherwood. They met each 
other at Rush-Henrietta High School in Roches-
ter, New York, and both of them were interested 
in music at that time. After high school, in 1971, 
they formed an audio equipment repair company 
called Audio Services and began to realize that 
the fuzz tones and other devices brought in for 
repair were not as durable as they could be. Two 
years later, Sherwood and Barr formed MXR and 

DESIGN & E,NG 

began producing phase shifters in their base-
ment. At first they built just fifty of them. The 
business eventually snowballed into what is now 
a company employing over 170 people. 

MXR's first product was called the Phase 90, 
and it brought a new standard of reliability to 
the effects market. There were other phase shif-
ters on the market, but the Phase 90 was small 
enough to fit in a guitar case, sturdy enough to 
withstand severe abuse, simple to operate, and 
cost effective. It was a very big seller, and soon 
phase-shifted guitar sounds were heard on a 
large number of recordings. It became "the 
guitar sound" of the mid-Seventies much like the 
wah-wah pedal had dominated the late Sixties. 

More importantly, the Phase 90 changed the 
way people looked at effects boxes. According 
to Terry Sherwood, " By providing the musician 
with studio quality sound effect devices that 
were not only cost effective, but highly reliable, 
we feel that we've helped bring credibility to an 
industry that was once thought of as gimmicks 
and toys." Another interesting thing about the 
Phase 90 was the fact that it fit into many dif-
ferent styles of music. Rock, jazz, and country 
musicians alike were making use of this new 
sound, and continue to today. 

With the success of the Phase 90, MXR had to 
expand. And in doing so they hired their first 
employee— Richard Neatrour. Richard originally 
worked for Barr and Sherwood when they oper-
ated Audio Services, and he later became the 
Chief Engineer for MXR. Neatrour, like Barr, had 
a background in both electronics and guitar 
playing, and is intent on making products that 
have practical value for the working musician. 
"A basic part of our philosophy," says Neatrour, 
"is that our designers be constantly aware that 
our musical and professional products are used 
as tools by musicians and sound engineers to 
free up their creativity, and to more easily and 

repeatably produce audio images." The fact that 
the engineers at MXR are also musicians might 
explain why all of their products have been well 
accepted. 

This "musical engineering" that created MXR 
in the beginning is still going on today. Along 
with Senior Engineer Tony Gambacurta, 
Neatrour is continuing the MXR tradition. 
"When designing, we constantly update our 
knowledge of not only the circuitry, but also the 
end user's real needs," says Neatrour. "We use 
positive-action switches instead of the silent 
type, because you can feel when the effect is in 
or out. You won't find useless controls on our 
products." This philosophy has led to a musical 
product line of over a dozen different musical 
"effects boxes" that are easy to understand and 
useable with any electric instrument (electric 
piano, synthesizer, and bass as well as guitar). 
The controls are kept to a minimum in order to 
avoid confusion, and most of the musical pro-
ducts are still small enough to fit in a guitar case. 
Also, when designing new products the present 
users are never forgotten. The power supply/bat-
tery eliminator is a new product that interfaces 
with all of the previously manufactured units. 

MXR was instrumental in bringing effects box-
es to a point where they could be judged by the 
same criteria that other audio equipment are 
judged. According to Neatrour, "All products 
are designed to provide low power consumption, 
low noise, low distortion, wide bandwidth, easy 
interfacing with other equipment, low upkeep 
and maintenance, and long life in the field. We 
are also involved in the setting of standards of 
electrical parameters to insure compatability 
among electrical manufacturers. All of the 
above requirements are considered before we 
manufacture a new product, because we want 
the audio craftsmen using our products to have 
not only a useful effect now, but also equipment 
with lasting value." 
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ronstein 
music 

Soar to New Heights 
With The Falcon 

State of the Art 
design and performance 
at an affordable price 
THE FALCON is handcrafted of 
selected hardwoods using the latest in 
electronics to satisfy the needs of the 
most demanding guitarist. 

Special features include. 
• Neck-through body construction 
• 5-piece rock maple and rosewood 
neck 
• Bound ebony fingerboard with pol-

ished jumbo frets 
• Solid ash body with carved rosewood 
or maple arch-top 
• Washburn " Power Sustain" hum-

bucking pickups 
• Coil disconnect switches built into 
volume controls 
• Brass bridge and nut 
• Strings anchored from back of body 
• Available in natural and antique sun-

byrst finishes 

If you purchase a guitar without 
playing one of Washburn's new 
Wing Series, you're making a 
mistake! 

One of many fine lines sold exclusively by Bronstein's Music 
We feature: Randall, Washburn, Music Man, Traynor. 

363 Grand Ave., South San Francisco 
(415) 761-0918 

Tell Us All The 
Things You Do! 

M.I. is interested in finding out who our readers 
are. We'd appreciate it if you would fill out the 
form below and return it to us so we can learn 
more about you and what you like. To show our 
appreciation, we will send you a free copy of our 
next issue of M.I. Thanks for your time. 

1. What is your age? 
11115-25 E 25-34 E 35-50 E over 50 

2. Are you E male or Olemale? 

3 What is your occupation? 
A. MUSICIAN 
ü Full Time 
0 Part Time 
DOn Contract to record label 

B. Other 

4. How long have you been an active musician? 

5. Do you own 0 guitar 
Or Play 0 bass 
Now many of each) al keyboard instrument 

In synthesizer 
a peicu.ssion instrument 
0 brass or woodwind instr. 
E pickups/transducers 
E instrument accessories 
II spacial effects devices 
a amplifiers 

6. Do you play III Rock 
E Jazz 
E Fusion 
E Country Er Western 
0 Folk 
E Blues 

7. How much time do you spend in recording 
studios in one month? 

8. What other musc publications do you read? 
' 

9. How did you find out about Mi.? 

10. What other listings, features, or articles 
would you like to see in future issues of 
Mi.? Any comments? 

Please return this completed form to: 
M.I. M agazine 
P.O. Box 6395 
Albany Branch 
Berkeley, CA 94706 

flarlIO 

address 

coy, state, zip 
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SOME OF THE CREW 

Although MXR started out only manufacturing 
musical equipment, they began to realize that 
studio engineers and audio enthusiasts are also 
interested in products that enhance sound. This 
led to the development of two other product 
lines— the professional products and the con-
sumer products. The professional products are 
rack-mountable studio-oriented effects that in-
clude the Digital Delay, the 15- and 31-band 
equalizers, the Pitch Transposer, and the Flan-
ger/Doubler. These differ from the musical pro-
ducts in that they are AC-powered units with XLR 
connections, and operate at line levels (some of 
the musical products also operate at these 
levels). 

Since MXR was already making effects that 
were being used by studios, it was a natural pro-
gression for the company to begin a line of pro-
ducts that were specifically intended for studio 
use. Again, the musical value of the products 
was the main concern, and the first entry into 
this field, the Digital Delay, proved to be 
extremely useful. Not only was it capable of 
long echoes, but it also created flanging 
(positive and negative), vibrato, infinite hold, 
and automatic double tracking (doubling) at a 
price that was well below competitive digital 
delays which were much less versatile. 

By the late Seventies, the flanging and auto-
matic double tracking effects had become so 
popular that they were appearing on almost ev-
ery record. The doubling effect was especially 
popular, because it enhanced or fattened the 
sound without making it appear overly "pro-
cessed." In order to provide a means for creating 
these effects without the investment of a Digital 
Delay, MXR introduced the Flanger/Doubler. 
This is a device that combines these most used 
effects in one package with easy to understand 
controls and remote capability. Although this 
duplication of effects may seem redundant to 

some, the reality is that some manner of these 
sounds could be used on every track of a record-
ing. When Gary Numan toured the United States 
this Spring, he brought with him almost every 
MXR Digital Delay that was available in England 
in order to duplicate the sounds of his record-
ings. 

The latest addition to the professional pro-
ducts group is another device that manipulates 
time— the Pitch Transposer. This device utilizes 
a unique application of the Doppler effect (the 
reason a car horn changes in pitch as it moves 
towards you or away from you) to change the 
pitch of an instrument or a vocal line. This opens 
up a whole new range of possibilities to perform-
ing musicians and studios alike. In live perform-
ance, it will allow musicians to sing harmony 
with themselves or to raise or lower the pitch of 
instruments. In the studio, it will enable engi-
neers to fix a flat note in an otherwise perfect 
track, or to add pitch bend to instruments like 
acoustic piano. 

When the people at MXR began noticing that 
home stereo equipment was getting more so-
phisticated, the consumer products line was 
started in order to meet the needs of the serious 
audio enthusiast. Graphic equalizers (10-, 15-
and 31-band) and Compander noise reduction 
systems are two of the products in this rapidly 
growing line. With their entry into this field, MXR 
has completed the chain of equipment from 
making music to recording it to playing it back. 

Another innovation from MXR has been in 
marketing. According to Advertising Coordina-
tor Jerry Brown, "When MXR first started there 
was nobody else around that was mass market-
ing effects like they should have been. The mar-
ket that we're looking for is the professional and 
the semi-professional, or the discriminating 
musician who wants the very best instruments." 
In order to reach this market MXR has set up a 

network of international distributors on a scale 
that has never been approached by effects man-
ufacturers. Thirty percent of MXR's products are 
exported to other countries, and you're just as 
likely to find a Phase 90 in Barbados or Australia 
as New York. 

The international popularity of MXR's pro-
ducts is partially due to its customer service 
department. Customer Service Manager Joel 
Silverman claims that "the percent of returns is 
well below the industry standard, and most of 
the returns received by customer service are due 
to user malfunction as opposed to unit malfunc-
tion. Very often effects boxes are returned that 
have nothing wrong with them. The users just 
forgot to replace the battery." The units that do 
have genuine breakdowns are analyzed to find 
the cause, and the resulting information is used 
to redesign a more reliable product Reliability is 
a high priority at MXR, and each musical and 
professional product carries a full one-year war-
ranty that covers both parts and labor. Equip-
ment that is received by customer service is 
typically repaired and returned in less than four 
days. The customer service department is also 
available for applications advice, and this ser-
vice includes an informative newsletter called 
Discussion -I- (available on request), which is 
published quarterly. 

What's in the future for MXR? "We're going to 
do our best to keep all of the people involved in 
music— the musicians, engineers, and listeners 
—as innovative as we can," says Jerry Brown. 
This means keeping abreast of the changing 
needs of musicians and being able to respond to 
those changes by producing cost effective, 
musically versatile electronic equipment. The 
growing number of MXR product users may 
make it harder for some listeners to tell which 
instrument is doing what, but it is also freeing 
the creativity of musicians. 
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CHECK THESE EXCLUSIVE FEATURES 
ONLY AT G. LEUENBERGER AND CO. CAN YOU FIND THE FOLLOWING: 

VERY COOL OPERATOR 

no 00 
ROBERT BLUE YOUNT 

LOVELY FEMALE ORGANIZER 

PATTI GONSALVES 

VERY CLEVER FELLOW 

oeo 
NORMAN LANDSBERG 

ABLE DEPENDABLE SHIPPING RECEIVING 

DENNIS WADLINGTON 

i I( ;71ULMLMLI 
SYNTHESIZERS • MODULAR SYSTEMS • ELECTRIC PIANOS • ACOUSTIC PIANOS • ORGANS 

VERY COMPETENT ADMINISTRATOR 

ie a OO 

GARY LEUENBERGER 

iL ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 
CAROL BOOTH 

CHOOSE YOUR KEYBOARD AND SOUND 
REINFORCEMENT SYSTEMS - 
SET UP FOR COMPARISON 

DON'T GET A SALES PITCH - GET AN EDUCATION AT 

WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL ON THE PREMISES 

into your Rhodes* 73 or 
Model Piano. Replace your 
cuitry with 15dB boost and cut 
and treble. See it at your 
dealers or write 
for complete 

specifications. 

eeelea-l?, 

727 MARKET ST., SAN RANCISCO, CA 94103 
(415) 543-1838 
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SnLL REIGNING 

Ten years after his death, 
Jinn Hendri' x remains 
the most funtortant 

melody seldom associated with rock & roll. (The 
"prettier" songs were also apparently among 
Jimi's personal favorites; I once saw him play 
"Little Wing" three times in one night just 
because he liked it so much.) And, of course, 
Hendrix could play the blues— whether it was 
the standard 12-bar variety or his own space-age 
derivations. 

Books and articles have been written and 
films produced about Hendrix (with more on the 
way), but very little is known about the man, 
whose career (from his American debut at the 
Monterey International Pop Festival in 1967 till 
his death in 1970) lasted barely three years. The 
most revealing aspect of A Film About Jimi Hen-
drix is that with dozens of interviews with people 
who supposedly knew Jimi, each seems to con-
tradict the other. Hendrix was a different person 
to as many different people, and no one really 
seems to know who was the "real" Jimi Hendrix. 

Hendrix's guitar playing has been exhaustively 
analyzed, but misconceptions still abound. For 
instance, many reports still state that he played 

e, guitar left-handed and upside down, when in 
- fact he played right-handed model guitars with 
7,É the strings reversed so as to be standard for a lef-

ty. As John Morthland concluded in his chapter ce 
< on Hendrix in The Rolling Stone Illustrated 

History of Rock & Roll, "Meanwhile, guitarists 
—2 continue trying to figure out how he did what he 
,7 did." 

"Still Reigning" is not meant to tell the com-
plete story of Jimi Hendrix, or even to attempt 
to. Rather, it is our tribute to and remembrance 
of the man and his music. The section includes a 
retrospective look at the albums we feel are the 
most essential in the Hendrix catalog; an inter-
view with Alan Douglas, who was the last pro-
ducer to work with J imi, and who oversaw pro-
duction of many of the posthumously released 
Hendrix albums; and several spectacular and re-

force i* n roe guitar of one of the most dynamic performers in the 
history of mck & roll. 

vealing photos, by Jim Marshall and Tom Copi, 

—Dan  Forte 
"ALL RIGHT!... Now dig this, baby... You don't 

care for me, I don't care about that. You got a 
new fool, hal. I like it like that... I have only one 
burning desire: Let me stand next to your fire." 

When I first heard Jimi Hendrix on the radio, 
in the summer of '67, my reaction was probably 
not unlike that of nearly every other listener. 
"Who is that? Where did he come from? Is that a 
guitar? How does he play like that?" 

In a summer of peace, love, and flower chil-
dren, this black guitarist from Seattle came out 
of England with an aggressive, sensory-overload 
barrage of psychedelic blues that made one and 
all take notice. He asked, "Are you experi-
enced?" and, judging by what we were hearing, 
most of us had to admit that we apparently were 
not. 
Listening to Hendrix today, ten years after his 

death, he sounds just as timely as he did then, 
and just as impressive. Surprisingly, in ten years 
lime, no one has come onto the scene who has 
made as strong an impression on rock guitar, or 

the electric guitar in general. And although new 
gadgets are introduced every day, no one has ap-
proached Hendrix's mastery of electronics. 
When Musician, Player & Listener magazine con-
ducted a poll, of musicians and critics only, ask-
ing what artists had exerted the greatest impact 
on the music of the Seventies, Hendrix was the 
hands-down winner in the category of Rock 
Guitar, even though he was around for only the 
first nine months of the decade. 

Hendrix didn't just play the guitar, he played 
with it. He played it with his teeth, behind his 
head, between his legs, behind his back. But all 
of the theatrics were secondary to what was 
streaming out of his stack of Marshall amps. 
Feedback and distortion the likes of which had 
never been heard; " multiple" guitar parts com-
ing from a single Strat; screams, howls, even 
laughs; bombs bursting in air, and rockets' red 
glare. And, along with all of the pyrotechnics, 
Hendrix above all knew the meaning of subtlety. 
Ballads like " Little Wing" and "Wind Cries 
Mary" displayed a poetic vision and sense of 

Are You Experienced? 
Reprise, 6261 

Are You Experienced? transformed a total 
unknown into the almost universally accepted 
"king of rock guitar," a title previously reserved 
for Eric Clapton. Coming out of nowhere as it 
did, this LP had a greater impact on pop music 
than any of Jimi Hendrix's follow-up albums 
possibly could. Jimi's debut was at once original, 
far reaching, and stunning. 

Hendrix has often been categorized as a blues 
guitarist, which is rather like calling Bob Dylan a 
folk singer. Eric Clapton was a blues guitarist; 
Jimi Hendrix was much more. By 1967, when Ex-
perienced was released, Jimi had already learned 
and absorbed the blues. Combining the earthy 
and the spacey, Hendrix sometimes used the 
blues as the basis of his playing (the solos on 
"Hey Joe," "May This Be Love" and "Foxy 
Lady") and at other times entered entirely un-
charted territory ("Third Stone From The Sun" 
and the title song, with its backward guitar solo). 
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It's risky to speculate as to how Hendrix 
achieved his various guitar sounds, because he 
was capable of so much with just his two hands, 
an amp, a Stratocaster, and extreme volume. For 
example, he may have overdubbed two guitars 
to accomplish the feedback riding over the 
guitar chords at the beginning of " Love Or Con-
fusion," but onstage he managed to do both at 
once, as evidenced by his version of this song in 
the film Jimi Plays Berkeley. 

Hendrix's overwhelming mastery of the f ret-
board and electronics notwithstanding, probably 
the most impressive aspect of his debut album is 
its consistency. There is simply not a weak cut 
on it. And, let's face it, during that period the on-
ly way most psychedelic groups could come up 
with an album's worth of material was to include 
at least one interminable jam. Jimi only indulged 
in this briefly, with "Third Stone From The Sun," 
and, although it is without doubt the least seri-
ous cut on the album, Hendrix used it as a tour 
de force of electronic guitar-induced sound ef-
fects, played over a hypnotic melody. 

Unfortunately, the American edition of Experi-
enced omits three equally strong selections from 
the original English disc which are not found 
anywhere else in Hendrix's American catalog. 
These are the driving "Can You See Me?"; "Red 
House," one of the most seering yet concise 
slow blues ever recorded; and the Fifties-ish " Re-
member," which was regrettably not up to the 
recorded quality of the rest of the LP. They were 
replaced on the American issue with Jimi's 
English singles —" Purple Haze," " Hey Joe" and 
"Wind Cries Mary." By buying Smash Hits 
(Reprise, 2025), which includes the singles, and 
the English version of Are You Experienced? on 
Polydor, one can get a more complete view of 
the Experience's early days. "Red House" alone 
is more than worth the extra expense. 

—D.F. 
Axis: Bold As Love 
Reprise, 6281 

Axis: Bold As Love was made at a time when 
Hendrix seemed most enthusiastic about his 
music and his life. He had just finished his first 
American tour, and his popularity in England 
was greater than it had ever been. His musical 
ideas seemed to flow effortlessly and it was one 
of his most prolific periods. Axis appeared at a 
time when Hendrix was into fantasy lyrics and 
futuristic sounds (the UFO of radio station EXP 
is even more timely today) before he was con-
vinced by political activists to get back to his 
roots. It is an album of true fusion music com-
bining the R&B past of Hendrix (especially ap-
parent in his vocal arrangements) with the 
English rock influences of Mitch Mitchell 
(drums) and Noel Redding (bass). 

While English guitarists like Clapton and Beck 
were trying to duplicate the work of American 
blues artists, Hendrix took the music one step 
further. He had completely absorbed the blues 
tradition and was able to produce a new style 
that had its base in blues, but went far beyond it. 
When Hendrix's talent and background were 
combined with the new guitar sounds produced 
by technician Roger Mayer and the recording ex-
pertise of engineer Eddie Kramer the result was a 
visionary album. The overdriven-sustaining 
guitar, the animated panning effects, and the 
flanging sounds on the title cut have all become 
accepted standards of contemporary produc-
tion. 
When I listen to Axis today, it sounds as 

though it could have been made in 1980 instead 

of 1967. A true classic. In addition to the revolu-
tionary sounds, the material is diverse and in-
triguing, and the musicianship is flawless. The 
delicate beauty of " Little Wing" and "One Rainy 
Wish" complement the drive of cuts like "Span-
ish Castle Magic" and "You've Got Me Floatin'." 
And, while everyone else was using the wah-wah 
in a monotonous rhythmic fashion (sorry, Eric) 
Hendrix used it in a more fluid, melodic type of 
phrasing. The tune "Up From The Skies" is an ex-
ample of this technique, and the nature of the 
song itself is an interesting combination of rock 
and jazz. It is another case of Hendrix being able 
to fuse elements of many different styles into a 
sound that was uniquely his own. 

—Kirk Austin 

Electric Ladyland 
Reprise, 6307 

Besides being one of the classic rock albums 
of all time, Electric Ladyland was much more. It 
was an important vehicle with which Hendrix 
made a musical metamorphosis. It was the end 
of his association with the Jimi Hendrix Experi-
ence and with conventional pop songs, and the 
beginning of a new, more instrumentally pro-
gressive direction than he was headed in. 

Electric Ladyland was one of the earliest 
albums to prove that the recording studio, itself, 
was an instrument. It was also Jimi's only self-
produced LP. 
With Are You Experienced being the sensa-

tional debut that it was, and with Axis: Bold As 
Love a quick follow-up in the same progressive-
pop style, Electric Ladyland was the first real test 
of time for Hendrix. 

The double album gave Hendrix the room to 
move that his other conventional albums didn't. 
He had the freedom to jam, which most people 
who worked with him agree was an essential part 
of his playing. But more than anything, for Jimi 
Hendrix it was the only real complete musical 
statement he ever got to make. 

There are several reasons why this album is so 
unique and such a mainstay of the Hendrix lega-
cy. It incorporated all the musical directions 
that Hendrix was known for. There's the infec-
tious and funky "Crosstown Traffic," clocking in 
on AM playlists at a perfect 2:14. There's the ex-
tended blues "Voodoo Chile," one of the finest 
tributes Hendrix ever made to his musical roots. 
And, of course, there were tastes of Jimi's other 
loves such as jazz (" Rainy Day, Dream Away"), 
R&B ( Earl King's "Come On"), and experimental 
progressive rock ("1983: A Merman I Should 
Turn To Be"). 

Considering the diverse musical styles fea-
tured, the album has remarkable consistency. 
The segues, especially on sides one and three are 
among the smoothest in rock history, with possi-
bly only Sgt. Pepper's and The White Album be-
ing finer. 
One of the main reasons Hendrix comman-

deered such a large white following, aside from 
playing rock & roll, was his outright sexuality. 
"Crosstown Traffic," the LP's AM single, was, 
along with " Foxy Lady," among his most aggres-
sive songs ("Tire tracks all across your back, I 
can see you've had your fun"). The ten-minute 
version of "Voodoo Chile," as mentioned earlier, 
is among Hendrix's finest blues recordings, and 
the tasteful organ of Stevie Winwood adds to 
the color of the music. Again, with songs and 
guest appearances like this one, Hendrix was 
able to break away, temporarily, from the re-

strictive mold of the Experience and what was 
expected of him musically. "Voodoo Chile" also 
had some of the most remarkable lyrics and 
imagery found in a blues— with lines like: "My 
arrows are made of desire, from as far away as 
Jupiter's sulfur mines " 

Side Two, more than any other section of the 
album, is closest to the style he debuted with on 

Are You Experienced? It is filled with five short 
tracks, all of which are drenched in the frantic 
guitar solos that Hendrix is best remembered for. 
"Long Hot Summer Night" with Al Kooper's 
piano and "Come on (Part I)" with Jimi's manic 
solo are among the highlights of the side. The al-
bum's only real sore spot is the over-produced 
and (even at that lime) dated " Burning Of The 
Midnight Lamp." It was recorded fifteen months 
before the rest of the album and was a throw-
away single that had some success in Europe. 
However, on this album, it is, in Jimi's own 
words, "such a drag." 

Side Three is almost total experimentation. 
Opening with the ;azzy-funky "Rainy Day, 
Dream Away" with Jimmy Smith-styled organ 
from Mike Finnigan and drumming by Buddy 
Miles (fresh out of the Electric Flag), this side, I 
might guess, was probably Jimi's favorite. The 
first half is a jam and the second ("1983... A Mer-
man I Should Turn To Be") is among the most in-
teresting and progressive tracks Hendrix ever re-
corded, with its lush sounds and swirling produc-
tion. 
The album closes with the hard-edged Side 

Four, with cuts such as the powerful "House 
Burning Down" which some say was Hendrix's 
response to the Black Panthers movement ("Try 
learning instead of burning, hear what I said"). 

Hendrix was a die-hard Dylan fan, so it was on-
iy natural for him to cover a song from his favor-
ite Dylan disc, John Wesley Harding. Although 
he also cut " Drifter's Escape," that song was re-
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jected in favor of "All Along The Watch Tower" 
which became Jimi's biggest hit single. 
And finally, the album closes with a wild jam 

and slight return of "Voodoo Chile." With its in-
stantly recognizable wah-wah pedal_ intro, the 
song was often used by Hendrix to close his live 
show. On the album, it also serves as an appro-
priate way to finish such a startling musical 
statement. As J imi tells us at the end of the song: 
"If I don't see you no more in this world, I'll 
meet you in the next one, and don't be late." 

—Bruce Pilato 

Hendrix 
Band Of Gypsys 
Capitol, STAO-472 

Whereas one could argue successfully that 
any of the above LP's was Hendrix's " best," Hen-
drix by the Band Of Gypsys surely stands out as 
his most lackluster. Although recorded live on 
New Year's Eve, 1969, at Fillmore East, the per-
formances sound uninspired and, most of all, un-
exciting. Regarding the album (which was owed 
to PPX Productions and released on Capitol as 
part of an out-of-court settlement stemming 
from a breach of contract suit), J lmi once stated: 
"It was a real drag. My guitar was out of tune all 
night." 

This was a Hendrix far removed from " Purple 
Haze" and " Little Wing." Gone were lyrics about 
"a thousand smiles" and traveling by dragonfly. 
Instead, Hendrix sang, "Machine gun, tearing my 
body all apart." This coming from the same man 
who had declared, " I'm gonna wave my freak 
flag high." 
' Along with the more heavy-handed, militant 

lyrics Jimi switched to an equally heavy-handed 
rhythm section. Whereas the Experience's Eng-
lish rhythm section of Redding and Mitchell 
darted unexpectedly from place to place, their 
black American counterparts, Billy Cox and Bud-
dy Miles, plodded along sluggishly. And while 
Hendrix at times coaxed some powerful, driving 
drumming out of Miles, the latter too often in-
dulged in background vocals bordering on the 
obnoxious. Hendrix, on the other hand, brought 
an inventiveness to his backups seldom found in 
rock & roll, making an otherwise run-of-the-mill 
song like Miles' "Changes" into a stunning yet 

tasteful display of the art of accompaniment. By 
playing only what is essential to the tune, Hen-
drix gives the illusion of several instruments— 
instead of a lone guitar. 

Easily the most dramatic selection from this 
concert is "Machine Gun," with Hendrix supply-
ing combat sound effects with his guitar. But at 
twelve and a half minutes it becomes almost an 
ordeal. "Message Of Love" is the only song 
showing a direct link to Hendrix's earlier mater-
ial, with it's thick yet bouncy guitar textures. 
This was an album Hendrix inevitably had to re-
cord; it seemed to get a lot of things out of his 
system. While some of his later recordings con-
tinued in a political vein (" Freedom," "Straight 
Ahead") the attitude was less bitter and more 
optimistic. 

—DF. 

Historic Performances Recorded at the 
Monterey International Pop Festival 
Reprise, 2029 

When the Jimi Hendrix Experience appeared 
at the Monterey Pop Festival in June of 1967 it 
was the first time that the band had played in the 
United States. The recorded product of that set 
takes up one side of this album, with Otis Red-
ding's remarkable show on the other side. 

Hendrix was in great form. He was constantly 
smiling, and when I've studied the film footage 
from that show he appears to be at a raised con-
sciousness level (so to speak). According to Da-
vid Henderson ( in his biography of Hendrix) Jimi 
was on LSD for this particular performance. The 
music was totally different from anything else 
there at Monterey, but J imi worked the audience 
like a snake charmer. At times his inimitable 
showmanship made for some sloppy playing, 
but, like Miles Davis, there is a certain amount 
of sloppiness that is a part of Hendrix's style. 
This is not meant to imply that Hendrix lacked 
good guitar technique; it just means that the 
overall effect of the music/performance was of-
ten more important than executing a letter per-
fect fingering. This was the case with " Like A 
Rolling Stone" which is the first cut on the al-
bum. His interpretation of the classic Dylan song 
seems rather casual and off-hand at first, but 
ends up being a meaningful statement from 

someone who lived the New York street life. 
"Rock Me Baby" bears very little resemblance 

to the B. B. King version. In fact, it was different 
enough to later be made into an original com-
position called " Lover Man," which was written 
for Billy Cox. The only original song on this al-
bum is the electrifying "Can You See Me," and it 
really smokes. The pulsing rhythms and wailing 
guitar brought a new kind of music to the flower 
generation. 

Hendrix then announced that he was closing 
the show with what he called the combined Eng-
lish and American national anthems. It consisted 
of "Wild Thing" with "Strangers in the Night" 
quoted during the solo. This one song contained 
all of the showstopping antics of Jimi Hendrix. 
He played the guitar behind his back; with his 
teeth; with one hand; and finished by smashing 
his guitar and setting it on fire. This song, in-
cluding feedback and guitar generated sound ef-
fects, set new levels of- live performance. Rock 
music has never been the same. 

—K.A. 

The Cry Of Love 
Reprise, MS 2034 

The tracks for the last great, unfinished Hen-
drix studio album were recorded in the 
guitarist's newly constructed Electric Lady stu-
dios. Although a few strong cuts from these c. 
1970 sessions appear on War Heroes and Rain-
bow Bridge, most of them make up The Cry Of 
Love. Some obvious filler notwithstanding (in 
particular, "Astro Man," which is based on the 
Mighty Mouse theme song), there is little doubt 
that this important album, the first to be re-
leased posthumously, accurately reflects the 
musical and political direction in which Hendrix 
was heading at the time of his death. 

"Freedom" and "Straight Ahead" express 
most explicitly Hendrix's growing interest in 
black liberation and resistance, themes which 
first appeared on the Band of Gypsys album. The 
opening track, " Freedom," is positively feroci-
ous— both vocally and instrumentally. With the 
Ghetto Fighters singing backup, Hendrix sounds 
as if he really means it when he shouts " Get off 
my back/If you want to get out of here alive." 
Mitchell's drumming changes pace frequently, 
often in dynamic polyrhythmic contrast to Hen-
drix's heavy chording and Cox's similar bass 
lines. Although Hendrix's vocal on "Straight 
Ahead" isn't as strong (unfortunate given the 
superior quality of the lyric, which is reprinted 
on the back cover), his stunning wah-wah intro 
and mid-song break speaks with its own tremen-
dous eloquence. 
Two other hard rockers, " Ezy Rider" and " In 

From The Storm," also rely on rapid wah-wah 
leads on top of heavy rhythms. The latter cut is 
perhaps the definitive heavy metal song, featur-
ing a strong unison riff by Cox and Hendrix, 
while " Ezy Rider," the only track with Miles in-
stead of Mitchell on drums, stands out because 
of the many layers of guitar used by Hendrix and 
the ascending climax on bass and guitar. 
Of the two soft and pretty songs on the LP, 

"Angel" and " Drifting," the latter is most inter-
esting. Hendrix effectively evokes a "drifting" 
mood, conveying a sense of floating in air or on 
water. Abetted by Mitchell's light touch on cym-
bals and the tasteful use of what sounds like a 
guitar played backwards (with Hendrix it is haz-
ardous to guess how he produces anything!), 
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"Drifting's" mellow tones may remind a listener 
of " Frippertronics," though this was recorded 
several years before the first Robert Fripp/Brian 
Eno collaborations. 

Both sides of the album close with oddities, 
songs whose distinctivenes among Hendrix's 
work is all the more startling because of their 

proximity to his death. "My Friend" is reminis-
cent of Dylan's " Rainy Day Women #12 & 35": 
the setting is a party, with glasses tinkling and 
conversations in the background. Yet in a room 
full of people partying, Hendrix sings/talks to a 
slow blues about how his only friend is the one 
in the mirror. Similarly, on " Belly Button Win-

ALAN DOUGLAS: 
an exclusive interview 
by Bruce Pilato 

Alan Douglas was the last person to work per-
sonally with Jimi Hendrix on his music. He be-
came associated with Hendrix about a year be-
fore his death, and in that short period made sev-
eral new career decisions with Jimi, as well as su-
pervising over 400 hours of recording. 

When Hendrix died unexpectedly in Septem-
ber, 1970, Douglas abandoned the work he had 
done with Jimi. It wasn't until three years later 
that he resumed work on the Hendrix recordings, 
at the request of Warner Bros. and the Hendrix 
Estate. 

In the last five years Douglas has come under 
severe criticism from the press and fans for pro-
ducing two albums (Crash Landing and Midnight 
Lightning) that feature guitar and vocal tracks by 
Hendrix remixed with new bass, drum, and other 
tracks by musicians who never even met Jimi. 

At present Douglas and his production com-
pany have done five Hendrix albums (including 
two anthologies of The Essential Jimi Hendrix) 
and are currently working on a full length fea-

PHOTO: TOM COPI 

ture film on Jimi's career. Prior to his association 
with Hendrix, Douglas participated in a myriad 
of multi-media projects which included Timothy 
Leary, the Last Poets and Lenny Bruce. He is best 
known, however, for his work as a jazz producer. 
During the early Sixties, he recorded Duke El-
lington, Charlie Mingus, Max Roach, Bill Evans, 
Jim Hall, Eric Dolphy, and others. 

In 1965 he started FM Records, a small label 
that catered strictly to the newly emerging FM 
pop music stations. He then moved to head of 
Special Projects for United Artists, whereupon 
he got into television, film and other media. In 
the late Sixties, he formed Douglas Records, 
which introduced John McLaughlin. 

In this rare in-depth interview, Douglas spoke 
of his personal and business relationship with 
Hendrix, the man many have called the greatest 
rock guitarist who ever lived. 

ML: How did you come to produce the 
posthumous Hendrix albums for Warner Bros. 
beginning in 1974? 
Douglas: Without going too deep into the back-
ground, I started to produce the Band Of Gypsys 
in the fall of 1969. Jimi had called me in and we 
were real good friends. He asked me to help him 
finish the album that he was doing. He had just 
formed the Band Of, Gypsys. So I recorded a 
whole lot of those things that came out in Cry Of 
Love and subsequently those sessions. And Don 
Schnitzerle [of Warner Bros.] had known that. In 
1973 Don Schnitzerle was offered the album 
called Loose Ends [Released in Europe in 1973; 
Polydor, 2310 301]. They rejected it on the basis 
of poor quality and that the material wasn't up 
to the standards of Jimi. He just couldn't believe 
that that was the end of the Jimi Hendrix legacy, 
and he remembered that I had done a lot of 
recording. So he called me and asked if I thought 
there was more material than what was out, and 
I said yes. I knew about "Crash Landing" and all 
of those things. So he said, "Do you think you 
can get at it?," and I said, "I don't know. Why 
don't you call the estate?" So finally he called 
Leo Branton [lawyer for the Hendrix Estate], and 
they both asked me to go through all of the 
tapes that were stored in the warehouse. I had a 
lot of tapes of mine on Jimi at Media Sound. So I 
took all of my tapes and all of their tapes up to 
Stockbridge, Massachusetts and worked it all 
out. But it was all initiated by Don Schnitzerle, 
because he felt there was more material. 
M.I.: How did you first meet Jimi? 
Douglas: He had a girlfriend named Devon who 
was a close friend of my wife. She brought him 

dow," in which Hendrix sings softly, accompa-
nied solely by two guitar tracks, he seems isolat-
ed and alienated, the last line going "... and I 
wonder if they want me around." 

Based on this album and the unforgettable re-
cordings that are his legacy, it's a tragedy that 
Hendrix didn't know better. —BD. 

to me sometime in 1968. I had done a lot of jazz 
and had a reputation. We then had a multi-
media company called Douglas Communica-
tions, doing books, records and films. We did all 
the Timothy Leary stuff, Allen Ginsburg and 
Lenny Bruce. We did El Topo, the movie. Jimi 
.was just very interested in moving into multi-
media himself. He had a script for a film he 
wanted to do. And he just wanted to get away 
from doing a lot of little songs and performing 
on one stage. He wanted to get bigger. He was 
coming to the McLaughlin se'ssions I was doing, 
and during that time he asked me to come in and 
do the Band Of Gypsys. 
M.I.: Did you do all the initial recordings that 
eventually became War Heroes, Rainbow Bridge 
and the like? 
Douglas: Well, I did all the Band Of Gypsys, at 
'least basic tracks, like "Stepping Stone" and 
"Isabella" [War Heroes]. That was 1 imi, Buddy 
Miles and Billy Cox. I think Mitch Mitchell was 
overdubbed on some of those later on. 
M.I.: Was Hendrix's management afraid that you 
were taking him away from rock and directing 
him into less commercial jazz directions? 
Douglas: Yeah, of course. They were concerned 
with that. And when he became associated with 
me, who was completely on the other side of the 
pop business, they really got scared. 
ML: Didn't Hendrix have other problems with 
his management? 
Douglas: Jimi and Buddy [Miles] had a problem. 
Jimi's management didn't want Buddy there 
either, because he was pulling Jimi in other 
directions. They had a very successful, lucrative 
situation with Mitch and Noel, and anything but 
that bothered them. They didn't understand that 
the times were changing and Jimi was tired of it 
all. It was always a constant fight between every-
one. So Buddy was one problem, I was another 
problem, and so was everyone Jimi associated 
himself with outside of the pop field. 
M.I.: Why didn't he fire his management? 
Douglas: He was about to. He hadn't seen them 
for two months before he died. And he wouldn't 
see them. I was in London the week he died (I 
came home the day before) and his manager 
tried to see him that week and Jimi wouldn't see 
him. We had talked about it and we were making 
plans for new administration of his career and all 
of that. But unfortunately it never came off. 
M.I.: Could you explain some of your feelings 
and motives behind Crash Landing, Midnight 
Lightning and the other albums you've done? 
Douglas: I tell you this from being with, talking 
and working with him a lot, and working from his 
notes— if you distilled all the records that came 
out after he died, the essence or the best of them 
all would have been the double record set that 
would have been produced at that time. And I 
knew all the tunes. When he died his manage-
ment, who didn't know about all these other 
tunes that were sitting there, went out right away 
and put out Cry Of Love, War Heroes and all 
those things. They spread the tunes out. They 
took the best tunes and put some here and some 
there. Subsequently, they made all the albums 
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except Cry Of Love, which is pretty 
good. And it just destroyed his 
legend. The sales began to go down 
and there was just not as much inter-
est in Hendrix. And that's when Don 
Schnitzerle and everybody got in. 
When they called me, I said, "Yes, 
there are these tracks." And my 
basic premise on all these tracks 
was this: there was a final rhythm 
track by Hendrix, a final solo by 
Hendrix and a final vocal track by 
Hendrix. Now those were the only 
tracks I would use, because I knew 
Jimi well enough to know that he 
would've changed those other 
tracks himself — some of the bass 
tracks, the drum tracks and so on. I 
worked with his notes and essential-
ly did the same thing— put in what I 
thought were more efficient musi-
cians than were on the originals. We kept the 
spirit of the whole thing. 
The reason was because his father was broke. 

That's really why we did it. And the management 
had been so confused and so broke that there 
was just no money in the estate at all. So at the 
request of his father and Leo Branton, who was 
head of the estate, that's what we did. 
M.I.: So the real reason you did Crash Landing 
was because the Hendrix estate asked you? 
Douglas: Exactly. 
[Ed. Note: M.1. contacted Leo Branton, lawyer for 
the Hendrix Estate, for information regarding the 
estate and the release of the posthumous albums. 
Mr. Branton supplied the following information: 
"When Jimi died and I took over the management 
of the estate, he was, in effect, broke. He had on-
ly about $21,000 in cash assets. And 1 marshalled 
the assets, which included not only the making of 
Crash Landing and Midnight Lightning— because 
those didn't make him whole again— but also his 
publishing rights, his catalog of prior recordings, 
etc. As a result, the estate became solvent. Hen-
drix's father would have recovered from the cir-
cumstances of Jimi's death without those two 
releases, so the motive for doing the albums was-
n't because the estate was broke. Warner Bros. 
had already rejected the tapes, so we went to 
Alan Douglas, because he had worked with Jimi 
and he was very ingenious in recording. As a mat-
ter of fact, it wasn't Jimi's father that asked Alan 
to do that at all. Mr. Hendrix, by this time, had 
made a deal with another corporation for an an-
nuitant in return for those tapes. It was this other 
corporation, PMSA, that asked Douglas to do it; it 
wasn't Mr. Hendrix at all. The estate got absolute-
ly nothing out of those records, because the es-
tate had sold its rights to PMSA by this time. They 
were the ones who put up the investment— they 
invested several hundred thousand dollars in 
what Alan did. Douglas may very well have 
thought when I was talking to him about these 
albums that I was speaking on behalf of Mr. Hen-
drix. But the fact of the matter is, I wore several 
hats. I made a deal with PMSA for the tapes— 
which could not have been made into records, as 
they existed, without a substantial investment. 
Those two albums cost over $300,000 to master. 
The estate not only didn't have that kind of 
money to invest, but it would have been improp-
er for the estate to invest that kind of money, 
because an estate cannot enter into a speculative 
venture. And the record industry is highly spec-
ulative. Therefore, wanting to protect the estate, 
on behalf of the estate, I made a deal with PMSA 
that they would buy these tapes from Mr. Hendrix 

in return for a long-time annuity contract, in 
which he would be guaranteed a certain income 
for the rest of his life. And they took the gamble 
of investing the money in the tapes to make re-
cords. Because PMSA is a foreign corporation, it 
cannot do business in the United States. So PMSA 
then sublicensed those albums to a British Virgin 
Islands corporation, which again then subli-
censed those to a New York corporation named 
Depaja, Ltd., which was given the right to make a 
multi-record deal with Warner Bros., and PMSA 
made a deal with Polydor for distribution outside 
the U.S. It's a highly complex business transac-
tion and both were on a 3-record deal.1 
M.I.: Were you surprised by the success of Crash 
Landing? 
Douglas: Not at all. [ It sold] about 800,000. I 
mean, they were great tunes. I thought that they 
were well done. You have to understand that 
Hendrix had laid out all the arrangements. We 
didn't do any new arrangements. Another thing, 
if you listen to the multiple track tapes, aside 
from the finished rhythm track and the finished 
solo guitar track that I worked with, there are 
always little tracks that are indications of how 
something should play. And if you listen to his 
rhythm track you always get the arrangement. 
He always keeps going in and out of the arrange-
ment. Literally, I thought he could've been sit-
ting there listening with us when we did the 
thing, man. That's how felt about that album 
[Crash Landing]. The next album [Midnight 
Lightning] I would rather not have put out. I was 
obligated to put it out. The estate had taken 
money on it, and I had to go through with it. I 
would have put out Crash Landing and I would 
have put together the Essential Jimi Hendrix LPs 
the way we did, and that would have been it. But 
there were obligations with the estate, so we 
tried to do the best possible thing we could. 
M.I.: Was it your idea to put out The Essential 
Hendrix Vol. I and Vol. II? 
Douglas: Yes. 
MI.: Was anything done to the original records? 
Douglas: No, we just programmed it. We put the 
songs in the order they're in. 
M.I.: How about the new album, Nine To The 
Universe? 
Douglas: Nine To The Universe is just jams. I 
think I made a tactical mistake by not calling the 
album that. I should have said that they were 
jams. We wrote the liner notes on the back, and I 
stated quite clearly why that record is out. We 
say on there that they are jams and you should 
listen to the tunes in that context. There are 
some things in there that if you're a Hendrix fan 
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and you want to hear some interest-
ing things, you will hear it. If you 
listen to that album and compare it 
to his best pop records, of course it's 
not gonna stand up. It's not meant 
to be commercial, but again it was 
part of the obligation that was taken 
on at the very beginning of the situa-
tion. There was a three-album obli-
gation. And in order to fulfill the fi-
nancial situation, three albums had 
to be created. 
M.I.: So now the contract is ful-
filled? 
Douglas: Yes, I'm happy to say. 
M.I.: What in particular was it about 
Hendrix's guitar playing that im-
pressed you the most? 
Douglas: It was his inspiration. First 
place, technically, he was very un-
orthodox. The one thing that I don't 

know if many people realize is that he had huge, 
huge hands. .1 mean, he could reach all over the 
guitar. So he was capable of taking the guitar 
itself, the instrument, to its capacity. That's the 
great guitar player part of him. But his inspira-
tion, his motivation, to me, was like a medium 
who was being used as a vehicle by forces other 
than his own capacity. 
M.I.: Was there a particular pattern that Hendrix 
followed when recording? 
Douglas: The way the session would go down is, 
he would just come in and start jamming with 
everyone and get them into the rhythm pattern 
of a particular tune that he wanted to play. 
When he felt the groove going he would break 
into the particular tune. That's where we would 
cut out the choruses we wanted. Then we would 
do the overdubs on top of that. Jamming was 
part of his philosophy or part of his natural work 
all the time. 
M.I.: Some of the posthumous albums, especial-
ly Cry Of Love and Hendrix In The West were not 
particularly bad albums. Why did Warner Bros. 
delete them? 
Douglas: Because I asked them to. That was the 
reason for the Essential/Hendrix, Vols. I and II. 
The way we did the Essential Jimi Hendrix LPs is 
we took a poll of 1,000 people— promotion peo-
ple, radio people, disc jockeys, fans and so on. 
We put the most popular tunes in that order. 
That's how those two albums came out. 
M.I.: Are you planning any more albums from 
Jimi's left-over tapes? 
Douglas: That's it on music. We're doing a pic-
ture now. 
M.I.: Could you say more about that? 
Douglas:: This is a post-production project. All 
the film is already shot. We're using all the Hen-
drix concert footage that makes sense and we're 
weaving it into the story of his career through 
other films and photographic techniques. The 
soundtrack itself will be all live. We wrote an ori-
ginal song tor it called " Electric Magic Guitar 
Man" and we're gonna shoot B. B. King singing it 
onstage. We're doing coverage of artists influ-
enced by J imi. And there's a young artist named-
Nona Hate& who hand-painted 150 photographs 
which we're doing to "Voodoo Chile." It's gonna 
be interwoven with a media kind of feeling, but 
it's all the story of J imi. It's chronological. We've 
got all of the English and BBC footage. We're go-
ing from America where we've got him with Rev. 
Kilpatrick playing back-up guitar, and then we're 
going to go into a Little Richard thing on the 
road. And the Isley Brothers, and so on. We're 
gonna tell the whole story. M.I. 
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Meet the Original 
Stanley Screamer 

It all started with an idea: build a professional sound 
reinforcement system that would knock your socks off, 
yet survive the rigors of the road 
Now we don't want to leave ycu barefoot, but we do want 

to make an impact on your ears... and your performance. 
Stanley Screamers do just that. 

How'd they come about? Stan Miller of Stanal Sound Ltd. 
developed the concept. Then Altec Lansing took that 
concept and breathed life into it, creating the Stanley 
Screamers— state-of-the-art in sound reinforcement! 

There are eleven models ir al!, from the small slope 
monitor to the huge dual sub-woofer system, with 
everything in between. 

Burbank Studio Center 
301 North Golden Mall 
Burbank, CA 91502 
(213) 842-8191 

Pro Media 
185 Berry St., Suite 3865 
San Francisco, CA 94107 
(415) 957-1383 

Stand l Sound Ltd. 
816 E. 25th St. 
Kearney, NE 68847 
(308) 237-2207 

WMT Music & Sound 
931 Blairs Ferry Rd. 
Cedar Rapids, IA 52406 
(319) 395-6000 

AAA Swing City Music 
1312 Vanda,ia 
Collinsville, IL 62234 
(618) 345-6700 

AST (Audio 
Speaker Technics) 
281 Church St. 
New York, NY 10013 
(212) 226-7781 
(212) 925-8149 

BrBra, Inc. 
21-29 45th Rd. 
Long Islanc City, 
NY 11101 
(212) 729-C600 

Dimension Five 
Sound Co. 
24 N. 3rd St. 
Wome;sdorf, PA 19567 
(215) 589-2546 

Quantum Audio Inc. 
200 Park Ave. South 
New York, NY 10003 
(212) 260-2300 

Adrian's Electronics 
982 Lower Main St. 
Wailuku, HI 96813 
(808) 244-5922 

John J. Harding Co. 
2825 Valena St 
Honolulu, HI 96819 
(808) 836-0944 

Abadon-Sun Inc. 
10330 Kotzebue 
P.O. Box 6520 
San Antonio, TX 78217 
(512) 824-8781 

Features? How's Altec Lansing's latest: Mantaray horns, 
Tangerine Radial Phase Plugs and LE Series Loud-
speakers! Three reasons why the Screamers blow away 
their competition. 

Plus they're super-rJgged. Built from non- resonant 
plywood, covered with fiberglass— they're impervious to 
ham-fisted roadies and cross-country tours. 

What else makes Stanley Screamers special? The 
company they keep! S:an and the Screamers have backed 
such folks as Neil Dianond, John Denver and Pink Floyd, 
to name just three. 

Stanley Screamers...they're one tough act to follow. 
For more information about Stanley Screamers, contact 

Altec Lansing or one of the Altec Lansing Professional 
Sound Dealers listed below. 

Crossroads Audio 
4535 McKinney Ave. 
Dallas, TX 75205 
(214) 528-0600 

Se und ;Ind 
Communications, Inc. 
5466 Neth State 
Jackson, MS 39206 
(631) 982-2080 

Multi- Sonia, Inc. 
1099 Jay Street 
Rochester NY 14611 
(716) 436- 7330 

eCREAME 
A umc 1515 S. Manchester Ave. 

Anaheim, CA 92803 113EZZIMIME1  

ALTEC CORPORATION 
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The live production of Pink Floyd's The Wall 
must have been the most elaborate undertaking 
ever attempted by a rock group. Not just a rock 
concert, The Wall involved the use of three 
movie projectors and associated sound tracks, 
hundreds of "bricks" and other props, giant in-
flatable balloons, miniature airplanes, and even 
a second band. All of this was in addition to the 
enormous amount of audio gear needed to pro-
duce the sound of the two bands, the movie 
soundtracks, and the sound effects (such as the 
crashing airplane). 

To deal with the problem of moving this 
equipment to the different locations where The 
Wall has been performed (London, Los Angeles, 
and New York) Pink Floyd formed Britannia Row 
Productions to build, maintain, and otherwise 
oversee the tons of equipment at their disposal. 
Britannia Row was formed approximately three 
years ago, with offices in New York and London. 
The London-based operation is now a group of 
companies consisting of Britannia Row Audio, 
Britannia Row Lighting, and Britannia Row 
Recording, among others. The activities of these 
separate organizations are all coordinated by 
Britannia Row Productions Ltd., which also 
makes arrangements with other bands interested 
in using the resources of Britannia Row. The New 
York-based company (Britannia Row Inc.) was 
originally set up as a rental operation to make 
use of the lighting and audio equipment that 
usually lay dormant between Pink Floyd's tours 
of the U.S. It also serves as a rehearsal studio for 
Pink Floyd, and as a shop for building and repair-
ing stage equipment. 

With a production of this nature the lighting is 
as complicated and involved as the audio. There 
are actually two stages, and the eight musicians 
were constantly moving between the two. There 
were also moments when members of the band 

BRITANNIA 

were located offstage, as when David Gilmore 
played a guitar solo standing on top of the wall. 
All of this mobility created a more animated 
show, but it also placed great demands on the 
lighting crew. Since its responsibilities are so 
vast, Britannia Row Lighting is maintained as a 
separate company from the audio department. 
They also handle the giant balloons and the stag-
ing, including the bricks. Graeme Fleming is the 
head of Britannia Row Lighting, and is also in-
volved with Britannia Row Productions (the or-
ganizational group). 

According to Fleming, the actual hardware for 
the production cost around $250,000. The bricks 
were made from a special non-flammable card-
board, and the wall itself was designed specifi-
cally around the auditoriums that were to be 
used. Twenty-eight people were needed to han-
dle the lighting and the building of the wall dur-
ing the performance. There were five "man lift" 
platforms behind the wall that enabled the 
"wallies" to reach the higher levels. Other plat-
forms were also used to elevate members of the 
band and their equipment. 

Pink Floyd's sound system was perhaps the 
largest ever used in a performance of rock 
music. James Guthrie, who engineered the 
album, was the main audio engineer and was 
responsible for the house mix. Two Midas mixing 
boards were employed along with three extender 
boards for a total of 106 inputs, which were 
mixed down to four outputs. This may seem like 
a lot of inputs, but there were two bands and 
three eight track tape machines for the film 
soundtracks. Also, the band played through a 
rather elaborate stage set-up, and many of the 
outboard effects used to treat the instruments 
were controlled by feeding their outputs into a 
separate input on the mixing board. However, 
this was true mostly for the drums, vocals and 

keyboards, since David Gilmore has a pedal-
board set-up that allowed him to switch in his 
own effects. 

It was remarkable that this number of inputs 
could be mixed with such precision, and it re-
quired the team of engineers to be just as well 
rehearsed as the band. It also required equip-
ment that was reliable and capable of producing 
repeatable effects. Thé outboard gear was an 
awesome collection, including a Lexicon 224, 
Lexicon Delta-T's, Marshall Time Modulators, 
Harmonizers, Scamp limiters, dbx 160 and 162 
compressors, URE I 1176 LN's, and URE I LA3A's. 
The compression and limiting was used largely 
for the vocals, while the delays were used both 
on the vocals and the instruments. 

All this equipment resulted in something that 
every road engineer dreams of, but few actually 
achieve— live sound as good as the album. In 
fact, depending on the kind of stereo you have 
at home, it may have been better than the 
album. For one thing, it was mixed down in quad, 
and another set of speakers (the sub-woofers) 
were used to reproduce the ultra-low frequen-
cies present in the sound effects. The main 
speakers were tri-amped and driven with modi-
fied Phase Linear 700's, BGW 750's, and Altec 
9440's. This is all in addition to the amplifiers 
that the band members had on stage. The key-
boards and bass were both tri-amped on stage, 
and the guitar was run through a couple of Hi 
Watt stacks. Then this more than adequate stage 
sound was mic'd and run into the mixing board. 

The main speakers were suspended groups of 
Stanley Screamers, a joint effort of Altec Lansing 
and Stanal Sound (a sound service company 
based in Kearney, Nebraska). Stan Miller, presi-
dent of Stanal Sound, met the people who han-
dle Pink Floyd's sound ( Britannia Row) while he 
was on tour with Bob Dylan in Europe. Miller 
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sold Britannia Row the speaker system to do The 
Wall, and rented them additional equipment to 
do the rear channels. According to Miller, the 
Stanley Screamers evolved out of a need for dur-
able, road-worthy speaker cabinets. The sub-
woofers consisted of two Altec 4218LF 15" 
speakers in a 25 cubic foot cabinet, and have a 
separate feed from the console. In order to main-
tain clarity in a system of this magnitude, only 
the bass, kick drum, and synthesizer were mixed 
into the sub-woofers. This allowed the tremen-
dous low frequencies to create the physical vi-
brations that could only be achieved with high 
levels without muddying up the musical part of 
the program. 

Since the set-up for The Wall consisted of two 
separate stages, the monitor mix had to be quite 
elaborate itself. Seth Goldman, who ran the 
monitor board, had two Midas 24x8 monitor 
mixers configured to provide 48 inputs and 14 
outputs. The monitor speakers were mounted 
under the stage, and also along the rear of the 
back stage. With this arrangement, there was a 
different monitor mix for each of the fourteen 
different possible places where a musician 
would stand. The constant movement among the 
band members made it difficult to provide the 
right monitor mix at the right time. Stanley 
Screamers and Martin 15" speakers were used 
for the monitors, and the signals were processed 
with Klark-Techntk DN27 third-octave 
equalizers, and B&B audio parametrics to 
supress feedback. 

The entire production took about a year and a 
half from conception to presentation, and the 
performances consisted of week-long engage-
ments in New York, Los Angeles, and London. If 
you saw it you know what a massive undertaking 
it was, and if you missed it— too bad— it won't 
be back. M.I. 
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BARTOLINI GUITARS 

BOX 934 LIVERMORE, CALIF. 94550 (415) 443-1037 

Exact Replacement Pickups For Most Electric Guitars And Basses. 

Trident Console, 

28 x 24 

Ampex MM- 1200 

2-ATR 100's 

UREI Time Align & 

Tannoy Monitors 

Acoustic Echo 

Chamber 

9-ft. Baldwin Concert 

Grand 

Complete Selection of 

Microphones & 

Outboard Gear 

26 channels of Dolby 

John Wright, Chief 

Engineer 

RECORDERS 
Modesto, California 

BACK TO BASICS 
24 Track Professional Recording in a 

Relaxed Country Setting 

For information call: (209) 521-1494 
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audio on a budget 

by Jim Coe 
In this issue I'm going to join everyone else in 

talking about money— specifically, how to get 
more soundsystem for fewer dollars. 

Put Your Mind Where Your Money Is 

What one "commodrty" is the most valuable, 
portable, efficient and can be given without los-
ing it? Answer... information! 

The more you know the more you can do with 
less. In other words, the best way to save 
yourself money when you need a soundsystem is 
to educate yourself. In a future column I'll be 
talking about audio education and where to find 
it. For now, let's just list some sources: 
1) Magazines. Remember, just because it's in 
print doesn't mean it's true. Try things out for 
yourself. 
2) Textbooks. A more reliable source, but it's 
hard to find much on concert audio. 
3) Consultants. For a specific problem or to dou-
ble check your well thought out ideas, ask an ex-
pert. 

The subjects in which you'll need some 
knowledge: 
1) Acoustics 
2) Electronics 
3) Audio 
4) Products and Specs 

Before you decide that you have to have more 
or better equipment, ask yourself if a little more 
knowledge might not make it possible to use 
what you have more effectively. 

Buy Used 

If you are "equipment wise" you can find 
many good deals. Look at flea markets, pro 
audio retail stores, the back pages of audio 
magazines, and newspaper classifieds. 

Some examples: 
Blown loudspeakers with perfectly good baskets 
and magnetic structures can often be bought for 
less than $20 and reconed for $40 — half the 
price of new. 
Mixing boards using the inferior op amps of a 
few years ago can be fitted with op amp sockets 
and upgraded to the latest generation of I.C.'s 
every few years. I call this "upchiping." 

Do It Yourself 

With a few hundred dollars worth of elec-

tronic test gear and tools, you can set up your 
own electronics lab/shop. Given some time and 
a little trial and tribulation, you can build high 
quality audio circuits or modify used gear to 
your purposes. 

Integrated circuit "chips" cost from a few 
cents to a few dollars and can handle almost any 
circuit chore. You don't have to be an electronic 
engineer to use them. All you must do is supply 
the proper voltages at each of the chip pins. In-
tegrated circuit manufacturer's application liter-
ature, hobby magazines and various books are 
filled with diagrams showing how to implement 
and test all the common audio functions. It can 
be a lot of fun! 

If you don't want to do it yourself, there are 
electronic services that do just this sort of thing. 
Just be sure you get an estimate before you turn 
someone loose on anything that could turn into 
a " research project." You might want to check 
the electronic parts stores and junior college 
engineering departments for students or hobby-
ists who will build or modify equipment for you. 
Many of these people would be delighted to 
help you in exchange for money for their favor-
ite new project. 

Some audio gear, especially power amplifiers, 
are available as kits. The kits often have good 
circuits but lack ruggedness. You can beef these 
up mechanically. I call this " road hardening." 

Buy Smart 

There are good and better ways to shop for 
audio wares. Here are a few thoughts: 

First, you should really know what you need. 
This knowledge will make it hard for a salesper-
son to sell you something you don't need and 
easy for them to help you. 

Don't forget to look for used equipment at re-
tail stores. The better stores will give a 30 day 
warranty on used gear. 

Retail stores don't like it much, but some 
manufacturers (especially small ones) will sell to 
you directly if you contact them. Why should 
they refuse a sale and possible future business? 

When you can wait, order equipment instead 
of buying it "off the shelf." In this way you will 
save the retailer some of the expense involved in 
stocking and displaying equipment and may 
earn yourself a savings. Always pay a deposit 

when you order (20% to 50%) and the balance 
when you pick up the gear. If you pay 100% in 
front there is little incentive for speedy action. If 
you have an account, paying within 10 days will 
usually get you a discount. 

Develop a long-term relationship with an 
audio dealer. Retailers have .great respect for 
repeat business. If a dealer knows you'll come 
back, you will get better service and, in the long 
run, better prices, even if a few items cost more 
at that store. 

This is not to say you shouldn't be aware of 
prices elsewhere. Salespersons have a hard time 
resisting a factual "I really want to buy from 
you, but can you match the price I can get from 
X?" 

When you shop for an audio retailer, look for 
knowledgeable people. Avoid discount chain-
store types and manufacturer's puppets who just 
quote advertising copy. 

Above all, get to know the difference between 
the most " cost effective" and the "cheapest." 
There is an excellent new compression driver on 
the market. This device costs almost twice as 
much as most, yet it performs so well that it 
saves you money. In other words, you would 
have to spend even more money to get the same 
performance from other brands. It's the perform-
ance level you need that determines the true 
value. You don't need to spend another $100 for 
a power amplifier with .001% harmonic distor-
tion instead of .01% if your speakers are going to 
have 10% distortion. 

Remember the order of importance of the ele-
ments of a soundsystem project and spend time, 
energy, and money in proportion: 
1) People involved 
2) Acoustic environment 
3) Speakersystems 
4) Microphones 
5) Recorders 
6) Electronics 

Here are some good books that will help you 
save money: 
1) Audio Handbook, National Semiconductor 
Corp., (408) 732-5000, a book of circuits and in-
formation. (Out of print.) 
2) Linear Applications, same. 
3) I.C. Op Amp Cookbook, Howard Sams & Co., 
Indianapolis, 1974. 
4) The Incredible Secret Money Machine, Don 
Lancaster, same, 1978. M.I. 
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PRO 
MEDIA 

ystems In Profess onal Electronics, Sound and Audio/Visual 

AMPLIFIERS 
A.B. SYSTEMS 
-ALTEC 
ATD 
Crown 
'vie 
JBL 
McGohan 
Shure SR Series 
TOA 
YAMAHA 

MIXING CONSOLES 
Altec 
Shure 
TANGENT 
TRIDENT 
YAMAHA 

SIGNAL PROCESSING 
A.B. Systems 
AKG 
Altec 
Clear-Corn 
dbx 
DeltaLab 
Iie 
LEXICON 
Orban 
QRK 
Ramco 
Sony 
UREI 
Yamaha 

AUDIO-VISUAL 
PRODUCTS 
AVL 
BERGEN EXPO 
Buhl 
Crestron 
Da Lite Screens 
Hurley Screen Co. 
KODAK 
Navitar 
RCA 
Van San 
Vicon 

MICROPHONES 
AudioTechnica 
AKG 
Altec 
Beyer 
Calrec 
Electro Voice 
HME 
PML 
Sennheiser 
Shure 
Sony 
SWINTEK 
Vega 

185 BERRY ST., SUITE 3865 SAN FRANCISCO. CA 94107 (415) 957-1383 

LOUDSPEAKERS 
ALTEC 
Argos 
Emilar 
JBL 
Northwest Sound 
Shure SR Series 
Soundolier 
STANLEY SCREAMERS 
University 
YAMAHA 

CUSTOM 
EQUIPMENT 
& SERVICES 
AMP 
ANVIL CASES 
Atlas 
Audio Transformers Inc. 
Belden 
Bud Radio 
Cases Inc. 
Direct Boxes 
Jensen Transformers 
Northwest Sound 
Patch Panels 
RTS 
Soundolier 
Stantron 
Switchcraft 
Telex 
Ultimate Support Systems 
Wire Works 
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M.l.TM Magazine, for the active 
musicianTM, contains essential infor-
mation about all aspects of the music 
business. 
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A MIX PUBLICATION 

by Kirk Austin 
In this column I will be reviewing an elec-

tric bass which has been around for about a year 
or so, the Kramer DMZ 6000B. It has some 
features that are definitely new while retaining 
the traditional tones that we have grown ac-
customed to. 

One trend that has become popular re-
cently is the use of materials other than wood 
for the neck of bass guitars. Specifically, 
aluminum and graphite have both been used in-
stead of the usual wood design in order to make 
a bass guitar that has an even response with no 
dead spots (especially in the critical low octave). 
The Kramer DMZ 6000B has an aluminum neck, 
and the response is excellent. The lower notes 
ring out and sustain with much greater clarity 
than wood necks provide, and the G string does 
not overpower the lower strings when played in 
the finger popping, hammer-on style The bass 
comes with round-wound strings as standard and 
the aluminum neck brings out the harmonics 
beautifully. At times it can sound like a grand 
piano string. 

The pickups on th.e Kramer DMZ 6000B 
make it possible to get the sounds of the two 
most popular basses— the Fender Precision, and 
the Fender Jazz. The Kramer has a DiMarzio 
P-Bass pickup in the traditional (neck) position 
and a DiMarzio J- Bass in the bridge position. 
Both are wired with dual-sound switches to give 
either a big, powerful tone or a clean, articulate 
bite. The P-Bass pickup gives the heavy bottom 
sound associated with, say, Duck Dunn while the 
J-Bass pickup produces a Jaco Pastorious type of 
tone. Both pickups are humbucking types, so the 

noise levels are reasonably low. 

The 6000B also uses active circuitry to give 
a wider range of tone control than what is usual-
ly available on a bass guitar. There is a separate 
volume and tone control for each pickup, and 
the tone controls provide both a treble cut and 
boost. In the treble cut position (knob turned to 
0) it sounds like a typical tone control, but in the 
boost position (knob turned to 10) it produces a 
tremendously crisp, bright sound. This is par-
ticularly useful if you are playing out of 15" 
speakers, as it makes up for the high end that is 
usually lost with large speakers. The electronics 
are powered by one 9-volt battery, and also pro-
vide a low impedance output to drive long 
cables (one of the reasons I strongly favor on-
board circuitry). 

Playing the Kramer bass was a really plea-
sant experience. The neck is slim and fast, and 
the action low all the way up the neck. The body 
is small and lightweight but sturdy enough to 
make the 6000B a substantial feeling instrument. 
It's well balanced and quite comfortable to play 
The instrument that I tested was made of birds-
eye maple with walnut stringers, and had a 
beautiful deep-gloss finish. 

This is an excellent working man's bass. The 
neck and pickups combine to give the 6000B a 
tone that is recognizable but much improved, 
and the playing ease makes this instrument a joy 
to play. Although there are a number of more 
sophisticated instruments on the market right 
now (like the 8 and 12-string basses) this model 
seems to be an excellent choice for someone 
who just wants a good, solid bass guitar. M.I. 
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«MP 
Pickup 

Placement 
by Seymour Duncan 

In this column I'd like to discuss the place-
ment of pickups on a guitar and how it affects 
the tonal response. First, we should know a little 
about the string and its vibration characteristics. 
The points of the string which are at rest, such as 
the nut and the bridge, are termed " nodes." The 
points in the strings where maximum string vibra-
tion occurs are called "antinodes." The follow-
ing illustration shows the different ways that a 
string vibrates to produce the various overtones 
or harmonics. 

Figure 1 

FIRST HARMONIC 

SECOND HARMONIC 

THIRD HARMONIC 

FOURTH HARMONIC 

FIFTH HARMONIC 

In a vibrating string these happen simultaneously 

The string becomes magnetized by the 
magnet inside the pickup, and as it moves back 

and forth through the coil it induces a voltage 
that is sent to the amplifier and amplified many 
times. Moving the pickup closer to the bridge in-
creases the high end (treble) and there is a loss in 
volume. There is little string vibration very close 
to the bridge, so it is best to place the pickup so 
that its pole pieces are about the distance be-
tween the nut and the first fret away from the 
bridge. 

Companies that angle pickups do so to get a 
wider tonal response from the low end of the 
pickup to the high end, as on Telecasters and 
Stratocasters. Different tonal responses are also 
obtained by using different types of coils and 
magnets. A coil wound with 42 gauge wire will 
sound brighter than a coil would with 43 gauge 
wire with the same number of turns. The coil 
wound with 42 gauge wire will also pick up a 
higher range of harmonics. 

Moving the pickup closer to the bridge (as is 
done with steel guitars) will allow you to get 
higher pitched harmonics. Steel guitar pickups 
are wound hotter than standard guitar pickups 
and they are generally closer to the bridge. By 
winding them hotter the output is increased and 
the high end is attenuated somewhat, but by be-
ing closer to the bridge they are more sensitive 
to the harmonics that many steel players get out 
of their instruments. 

It is really important which pickup— bridge or 
front—you are using for the harmonics to come 
out, and a lot of experimenting can be done to 
find new tonal possibilities. The bridge pickup is. 
best for screaming harmonics, and the front 
pickup is great for mellow chime and bell har-
monics. If you are interested in playing har-
monics, it is best to pick your string by the bridge 
pickup, and lightly run your finger down the 
string towards the nut, carefully listening to all 
the harmonics that appear. Playing harmonics 
with the right hand by letting the picked note hit 
the underside of the thumb is more difficult, but 
listening to harmonics played by masters like 
Roy Buchanan, Arlon Roth, Jeff Beck, and Billy 
Gibbons will open a lot of playing possibilities. I 
would suggest using a fingerboard chart and 
marking all the points where the harmonics can 
be heard. Remember, you will get different har-
monics when using the bridge and neck pickups. 

For those of you who may be building your 
own instruments, or in case you're interested, 
here are measurments taken from leading instru-
ment manufacturers. 

Measurements below are distances from the nut, as this measurement will always be 
consistant. Measurements from the bridge saddles will not work, as the distances can vary. 

All single-coil pickups measured at center of poles. Humbucker pickups measured at 
adjustable poles unless otherwise noted. 

Instrument 

Jazz Bass 

Rickenbacker 12-string 
Model 360 

Fender Mustang 

Duo Sonic (old) 

Telecaster Custom 
(with Humbucker) 

Telecaster 1954 19 1/4 

Front Pickup 
27 7/8 

18 1/2 

Distance from nut in inches: 

Middle Pickup Bridge Pickup 
31 9/16 

17 13/16 treble side 
17 7/16 bass side 

18 treble side 
17 19/32 bass side 

19 13/32 measured at center of 
pole pieces, bass side 

Guild Blues Bird (1959) 19 3/16 

Firebird 

Gibson Switchmaster with 
single coil pickups 

1958 Les Paul Goldtop with 
(P-90 pickups) rare 

1956 Les Paul Goldtop 

1958 Les Paul Special 

1963 S G. Custom 

1963 ES-335 ( left hand) 

1958 ES-175 

Jazzmaster 

Mosrite 

Gretsch Falcon 

Gretsch Duo Jet 1955 

Precision Bass 

Les Paul Standard 1958 

Stratocaster 

19 measured from center 
of pickup 

19 5/16 21 1/2 

18 7/8 

18 13/16 

18 13/16 

19 3/8 

18 3/4 

18 9/16 

19 3/4 

19 1/16 treble side 
19 9/16 bass side 

19 1/16 

18 21/32 

28 1/16 (E & A strings) 

18 21/32 

19 5/16 

23 3/8 

21 1/4 
20 7/8 

21 3/32 
21 3/32 

24 1/8 
23 9/16 

23 9/16 
24 1/8 

treble side 
bass side 

treble side 
bass side 

treble side 
bass side 

bass side 
treble side 

23 7/16 measured from center 
of pickup 

23 3/4 

23 

23 

23 

21 1/8 23 

23 

23 

23 

23 3/8 Mosrite front pickup 
23 3/8 angled opposite than a 

Telecaster or St:at-
°caster lead pickup. 

5/16 

1/8 

1/8 

5/8 

1/2 

15/32 

7/8 

23 1/8 

23 1/8 

29 3/32 (D & G side) 

2 

21 11/16 24 
23 

7116 

3/32 treble side 
23/32 bass side 
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basic tracks 
The Cost of Home Recording 
by Hide! Resner 

With high-quality recording equipment avail-
able at relatively low prices, it has become the 
dream of almost every serious musician to have 
some kind of recording setup in his or her home. 
Thousands of players have managed to make 
this dream a reality— whether in the form of an 
inexpensive cassette deck with a single micro-
phone, or a full-fledged home studio with multi-
track recorder, mixing board, high-quality 
monitors and professional mikes. 

Unfortunately, many people set out to ac-
quire home recording gear without having a 
clea- idea of what they really need to ac-
complish their purposes. As a result, some may 
spend much more money than is necessary, 
while others may not spend enough and end up 
disappointed when they are unable to get the 
sound they were hoping for. 

Depending on your objectives, the type and 
amount of equipment required will vary great-
ly—as will its cost. Let's consider the main cate-
gories of home tapes and what each realistically 
requ.res: 
Wwk tapes/rehearsal tapes. For a songwriter 

worKing on new compositions with a guitar or 
piano, or a band that merely wants to get an idea 
of how it sounds in rehearsal, a fairly simple sys-
tem should be more than adequate. The two 
tracks of a stereo tape recorder will enable you 
to capture reasonably well the two main com-
ponents of a musical performance: words and 
mus!C. 

For the tape recorder in such a setup, a good 
qualhy cassette deck can be obtained for $300 
or less; or, for about $500 one can have the add-
ed flexibility of a quarter-track, reel-to-reel 
machine with sound-on-sound capabilities. 
These tape recorders will generally accept two 
microphones and can be used in conjunction 
with a home stereo receiver and speakers. For 
microphones, manufacturers such as Sony, 
TEAC and Nakamichi have electret condenser 
mikes that will do the job for about $80 to $135 
apiece. If more than two mikes are required, 
smL mixers from companies such as Shure can 
be bought for about $100. Assuming an invest-
ment of around $700 for receiver and speakers, a 
complete system for making "work tapes" can 
be put together for between $1,150 and $2,000. 

It may be that you feel your music requires 
greater flexibility than that provided by two 
tracks, but you haven't the money for a com-
plete 4-track reel-to-reel setup. If so, TEAC has 
recently introduced the Portastudio, which sells 
for around $1,200. According to sellers of re-
cording equipment, this miracle of miniaturiza-
tion is one of the hottest items on the market, 
with supply barely keeping up with demand. By 
inc:orporating the Portastudio into a simple 
sys',:em, you can secure the blessings of multi-
track for a cost of between $2,300 and $3,000. (I 
am including here $2004500 for a 2-channel 
recorder to make stereo dubs of your master 
tape.) 

As one who learned a great deal about the art 
of recording with 4-track tape recorders, I will be 
the first to sing their praises; anyone who can af-
ford one will certainly profit thereby. However, I 
want to emphasize that once you have acquired 
recording knowledge and skills, it is not hard to 
obtain a first-rate tape using only a 2-track 
machine. A 4-track may be convenient, but it's 
certainly not essential— especially for work 
tapes. 
Demo tapes: If you are planning to make real-

ly high quality demos— tapes Vou can submit 
with confidence to producers, publishers and 
record companies— it may be worth your while 
to make the investment in a complete 4-track, 
reel-to-reel setup. Remember, however, that the 
master tape recorder is only the main ingredient, 
and that to get the most out of it you will need to 
spend additional money for other pieces of 
equipment. Some are more essential than others, 
but there is a minimum amount needed to make 
the kind of tape your 4-channel recorder is cap-
able of producing. 

Let's look at a typical package for recording a 
four-person group. First, you will need the 
4-track machine, at a cost of around $1,600; a 
2-track recorder for mixdown, at around $1,200; 
a pair of accurate monitor speakers, $700; an ef. 
ficient power amp to drive them, $500 to $800; 
and, of course, a 6- in by 4-out mixer, such as the 
TEAC 2A, at a cost of about $725 if you wish 
headphone-mixing capabilities. 
Microphones are probably the most important 

item when making budget tapes. At the very 
least you will require several of the better 
models of the aforementioned condensers ($125 
each), as well as two or three decent dynamic 
mikes (such as those made by Shure and E lectro-
Voice) for use on electric guitar, kick drum, etc. 
These will cost about $150 each. Minimum for 
microphones: $500. 

There are various other items you will need to 
have: mike stands and booms ($100); direct box 
for bass guitar, electric piano, etc. ($65 each); 
and headphones ($ 50 to $100). As you can see, 
these items can add another $500 to your bud-
get. Total cost for your 4-track system: approxi-
mately $5,800. 
Of course, other pieces of equipment will as-

sist you enormously in making professional-
sounding tapes with a 4-track. These include a 
reverb unit, a compressor/limiter, and some sort 
of outboard equalizer. At a minimum, you 
should plan to spend about $1,200 for these 
items, and it will probably be money well spent. 

As you can see by doing a little doodling, it 
now costs around $7,000 to put together a basic 
home 4-track setup— and we haven't talked 
about construction of a room, wiring, etc. Thus, 
if you're planning to acquire your own recording 
equipment, it will pay to do a lot of thinking 
beforehand about your needs and goals. 

By all means consult your audio dealer, be-
cause he can help you make the right choices— 
once he knows what you want to achieve. M.I. 

Hyce 
Street 
Stuc los 

The Staff of Tewksbury Sound 
Recorders (Richmond) and Rancho 
Rivera (San Francisco) is proud to 
announce the merger of our facili-
ties and the opening of The Hyde 
Street Studios in the heart of San 
francisco. 

Formerly the home of Wally 
Heider Recording for the past thir-
teen years, the studio complex con-
sists of three music studios and a 
media room (for commercial and 
audio/video production). Hyde 
Street features Trident and Helios 
consoles; a new 24 track Otani MTR 
90 recorder; Ampex and Studer re-
corders; an extensive selection of 
outboard equipment and micro-
phones; five acoustic echo cham-
bers and complete air conditioning 
and lighting control. 

Hyde Street Studios is equipped 
and staffed to handle the highest le-
vels of professional recording; and 
is flexible enough for any recording 
budget (with rates as low as $25/hr 
for 16 track including engineer, and 
$40/hr for 24 track). 

Please feel free to come by and 
see us soon! 

245 HYDE ST., SAN FRANCISCO 
CALIFORNIA 94102, 415/441-8934 
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Moog Music, 2600 Walden, Buffalo, NY 
14225, has introduced a new synthesizer that is 
worn around the neck with a strap and gives 
the keyboard player freedom to move around 
on stage. The " Liberation" combines a 
polyphonic tone bank with a lead line syn-
thesizer. This allows the playing of chords with 
the lead synth following the highest note held 
down. Of course, either lead synth or poly 
voices may be played separately. The left hand 
controls consist of a pitch ribbon as well as 
modulation and filter wheels. The keyboard is 
pressure sensitive and can also be used to con-
trol the amount of modulation. The instrument 
is self-contained and plugs into a 19" rack-
mount power supply/interface. List price is 
$1,395.00. 

The "Shok-blok" from Polyfusion 

Polyfusion has developed a new product 
that protects musicians from potentially lethal 
shocks. The "Shok-Blok" is designed for use 
with all instruments and microphones, and 
does not affect the sound quality of the instru-
ment. The unit measures 1.75" x 3" x 4", 
operates on one 9 volt battery, and sells for 
$49.95. The "Shok-Blok" is distributed by BKL 
International, Box 248, Neptune, NJ 07753. 

The Link from Ampersand 

External control of the Prophet 5 synthesizer 
is now available in a control voltage and gate 
interface device from Ampersand. The Link is 
installed as a modification into the Prophet, 
and terminates at a remote box having phone 
jacks for each of five voices' CV and gate in-
puts and outputs, and five independent voice 
select switches are provided. A high quality 
connector scheme provides reliable quick-con-
nect setup; Prophet circuitry is isolated and 
buffered for protection. Typical controllers 
used with the Link are thé Emu Systems Micro-
processor Keyboard, the Roland Microcompos-
er, and guitar synthesizers having IV/octave 
outputs. Price: $990.00 installed. Write to 
Ampersand, 9548 E. Zayante Rd., Felton, CA 
95018. 

Creative Space,a composers pre-production 
workshop, opened in August. The facility offers 
seven self-operated recording suites and a real-
time copy room designed specifically for the 
musician/composer who is developing material 
for future record production. Each suite is 
complete with all the necessary equipment for 
the production of a song demo, including the 
4-track TEAC 144 Portastudio with Dolby, 
Yamaha piano, programmable rhythm machine, 
reverb unit, Auratone speaker monitors, stereo 
amplifier, tuning device, studio quality 2-track 
cassette recorder, microphones and head-
phones. Special features include professional 
acoustic design and treatment, independent 
climate control and electronically filtered air 
in every suite. All rooms are designed for 
acoustic instruments and vocals. Any electric 
instruments can be connected directly to the 
input of the Portastudio, thus eliminating the 
need to transport heavy speakers from the gig 
or home. A Creative Space suite is available 

for $12.50 an hour, and for the struggling mu-
sician/composer, the facility offers a 20% cash 
discount making suites available for a low 
$10.00 an hour. Room and equipment 
demonstrations will be held twice weekly or by 
appointment. For further information, contact 
J anis Thompson (213) 384-3704. 

The Music People of West Hartford, Connec-
ticut, have brought out King Cobra, a 1/2 " clear 
lucite guitar stand in a design that accepts all 
acoustic and most conventionally shaped solid-
body electric guitars and basses. The King 
Cobra is padded with soft neoprene rubber 
wherever the guitar surface makes contact 
with the stand. When assembled, two nylon 
locator pins maintain vertical stability. For use 
on road tours, it breaks down into two pieces 
and packs in most traveling cases. As a stage 
stand, the fiber-optic effect of the crystal clear 
lucite catches the spotlights to present an im-
pressive luminous effect. For additional infor-
mation, write The Music People, Inc., Box 648, 
West Hartford, CT 06107 or call (203) 521-7782 
or 521-2248. 

Moonstone Guitars 

Moonstone Guitars, 112 South G St., Arcata, 
CA 95521, makes unique guitars out of hard-
wood burls. Woods include maple, myrtle-
wood, and walnut for the bodies, with Eastern 
hardrock maple for the necks. Standard 
features include two-octave fretboards, double-
f lex adjustable truss rods, shielded wiring har-
nesses, and Allen Bradley pots. Options are 
limited only by the buyer's imagination, and in-
clude neck radius, pickups, electronics, and 
custom finishes. 

Hamer Guitars, known for their custom work 
with people like Rick Nielsen of Cheap Trick, 
have started production on a guitar for the 
average working musician. The "Special" 
features two humbucking pickups and a 
unique tone control that creates the midrange 
sound associated with bands like Def Leppard 
and UFO. These guitars are available with 
Hamer's new candy finishes or the unique 
transparent colors. For more information, con-
tact Hamer Guitars, 835 West University Drive, 
Arlington Heights, IL 60004. 

The Bose Accesories Carry Bag 

Bose Corporation has introduced a zippered 
carrying bag for speaker stands, cables, and 
other pro sound accessories. This is a basic 
item, but one that will make transporting the 
stands for Bose speakers much easier. For 
more information contact Bose Corporation, 
100 The Mountain Rd., Framingham, MA 01701 

After our article on Allan Holdsworth in the 
May/June M.I., we received a number of inquir-
ies about Hartley-Thompson, the amplifier com-
pany Holds worth mentioned. They are located 
at 198 Brookhill, Sheffield 3, Yorkshire, England. 
Many different combinations of amplifier and 
speaker are available, and a typical configura-
tion of a single-channel 100-watt amp with one 
12" speaker lists at about 600 pounds sterling. 
Since there are, as yet, no American distribu-
tors, inquiries should be sent directly to the 
'factory. M.I. 
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Multivox has introduced two new amplifiers 
for guitar and bass. The P66 Contender guitar 
amp features reveb and distortion controls as 
well as treble, midrange, bass, volume and 
master volume assuring the musician of total 
sound control. The P64 Contender bass amp 
features treble, midrange, bass, volume and 
master volume controls. A 12" special design 
high efficiency Multivox speaker is utilized in 
the P66 and 15" special design bass speaker is 
in the P64. Both Contender amps are built in 
sturdy tongue and groove wooden cabinets, 
covered in heavy duty naugahyde eliminating 
the need for pampering. Multivox has solved 
the component part failure due to inadequate 
heat dissipation in many compact amps by us-
ing oversized, state of the art engineered heat 
dissipation sinks in the Contenders, assuring 
that all the parts operate well within the 
prescribed temperature ranges. The Contenders 
circuit breakers eliminate the need for spare 
fuses. The P66's 19" x 15" x 10" cabinet weighs 
28 lbs., while the P64's 22" x 17" x 10" cabinet 
weighs 34 lbs. All Multivox products are 
backed by a full one year warranty. Multivox, 
370 Motor Parkway, Hauppauge, NY 11787. 

The Piccolo Cuica, the latest addition to the 
LP line of percussion gear. It features a six 
inch "slunk" head that enables the player to 
achieve a wide range of both pitch and colors 
which were previously unavailable. The com-
pact shell (six inches in height) incorporates the 
same exclusive ribbed shell design as the LP 
Timbales and Timbalitos and is constructed 
from the same quality stainless steel. Latin Per-
cussion, Inc., 160 Belmont Ave., Garfield, NJ 
07026. 

Computone has produced a unique syn-
thesizer controller that can be used with any 
voltage controlled equipment. The " Human-
izer" converts wind pressure into a control 
voltage that can be used to control timbre, at-
tack, loudness, filter cutoff, etc. There is also a 
second control voltage that is produced 
through lip motion that can be used to create 
vibrato, pulse width modulation, of any other 
voltage controlled parameter. This leaves the 
synthesist with both hands free to play the key-
board. Computone, Inc., P.O. Box 488, Norwell, 
MA 02061. 

Two new products have been introduced by 
MXR recently. The MXR Distortion II, and the 
MXR Limiter were unveiled at the Chicago 
NAMM convention. The Distortion II is an AC 
powered unit that offers more control over the 
distortion effect than was previously available 
from MXR. The " Drive" control selects the 
amount of distortion and sustain, while the 
"Resonance" control brings in the punch of a 
heavily driven speaker cabinet. Then, there is a 
"Filter" control to adjust the amount of high 
frequency distortion, and, finally, an "Output" 
control to set the output level. The Distortion 
II also utilizes solid state switching and an LED 
effect status indicator. The MXR Limiter has 
been designed to meet a wide variety of appli-
cations, from live performance (guitar, piano) 
to studio recording (vocals, drums). The con-
trols include " Input," "Attack," "Release" and 
"Output", all of which are self explanatory. 
The MXR Limiter is also AC powered; utilizes 
solid state switching, and features an LED for 
effect status display. MXR Innovations, Inc., 
740 Driving Park Ave., Rochester, NY 14613. 

C011gtleSt e)01111t1 
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Conqueror Instrument Cables 

The Conoueror Coil. 
Rugged and Dependable. 

Conqueror Multi-Cables avail-
able from 6 to 27 Channels. 

in 16 ga., 16 go and 14 ga. 

Wiring Up 
the World 

The new Rugged Gladiator In- The rewfleat Shrunk Epoxy Fil-
led Wrapper Series. strument Cables. 

CS Series Speaker Cables RA Series High and Low Impe-
dence Microphone Cables. 

At Conquest Sound everyone of our 60 different 
products is hand built, hand tested and hand packed. 
We don'i tolerate inferiority. Neither should you. 

See the entire line at fine music stores everywhere. 

15524 S. 70th Ct. - Orland Park, IL 60462 
(312) 429-1770 

Building Blocks 
to Supporinfour Sound. 
As reviewed in Sound International May and September 1979 issues. 

Reverberation-custom 
designed natural sound 
spring with tone control 

Compressor featuring 
variable 0.5-5 mS attack 
and 0.1-2 S release, 6:1 

If your PA or recording sys-
tem could use a hand in getting 
full professional sound, Accessit 
is the answer. 

Each simple plug together 
building block is yours for only 
$108. 

And the outboard power sup-
ply with power enough for four 
processors is only $93. 

Building blocks for simply 

Two bank parametric 
equalizer + 16dBm 50/300 
Hz & 3/14 kHa 

creative sgna1 processing. 
For better sound and flexible 

performance, get the full 
Accessit story. 

Spectre Audio Systems 
8033 Sunset Blvd. Suite 177 
Hollywood, Calif 90046 

Dealer inquiries invited 

Accessit 

Compounder with up to 
30dB noise reduction 
& 10 dB dynamic range 

Booster featuring 
balanced line driver 
4 channel - 10 in 0 out 
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Uprising 
Bob Marley & the Wailers 
Island, ILPS 9596 
Produced by Bob Marley & the Wailers; 
engineered by Errol Brown; recorded at Tuff 
Gong Studio, Kingston, Jamaica. 

Uprising and last year's Survival could be 
the most important albums in the illustrious 

career of Bob Marley & the Wailers. They re-
versed the downward, overly laid-back trend 
that characterized Exodus and Kaya, releases 
that coincided with Marley's exile from 
Jamaica following a late 1976 assassination 
attempt. Most importantly, the two most 
recent works show that Marley has complete-
ly regained the sparkle in both his songwriting 
and singing that made him and his band the 
world's premier reggae group. 

Abetted by the cleanest and clearest pro-
duction I've ever heard on a reggae album, 
Marley and the band— Aston Barrett, bass; 
Carlton Barrett, drums; Alvin Patterson, 
percussion; Tyrone Downie and Earl Lindo, 
keyboards; Junior Marvin and Al Anderson, 
guitars; and Rita Marley, Marcia Griffiths, and 
Judy Mowatt (the I Threes), backing vocals— 
continue to move reggae forward in sophisti-
cation without succumbing to slickness. 
The jumpy "Coming In From The Cold" has 

a remarkably crisp bass and percussion sound 
that gives a neat push to the call-and-response 
vocals between Marley and the I Threes. Even 
more impressive is "Could You Be Loved," 
whose triumphant reggae/disco fusion creates 
an entirely new, distinctive sound whereas 
previous efforts in this vein by groups like 
Inner Circle, Third World and Eddy Grant 
have simply added on undigested disco ele-
ments to reggae. As Carlton Barrett's drums 
somehow manage to capture the particular 
beats of both genres simultaneously, Clavinet 
fills percolate around a riveting rhythm pro-
vided by the counterpointing bass and stutter-
ing lead guitar. The shimmering melody and 
concise yet haunting guitar fills of "Work" 
stand in sharp contrast to the extravagant, 
acid-rock leads that have marred the guitar 
breaks in Marley's most recent tours. 
One thing that separates the truly great 

from the merely marvelous is an ability to do 
the unexpected. After an album's worth of 
state-of-the-art songs, inspired musicianship, 
and forthright vocals, Marley closes by singing 

ft 

"Redemption Song" unaccompanied except 
by his own acoustic guitar. Simply and with 
modesty and a feeling so genuine that it is un-

forgettable, Marley lays out what is essential-
ly his reason for being. "All I ever had is 
songs of freedom," he sings, and there could 
be no more beautiful conclusion to an album 
by a singer and his band at the peak of their 
creative powers. 

—Bruce Dancis 

JEFIF 
BECE 
There & Back 
Jeff Beck 
Epic 35684 
Co-produced by Jeff Beck and Ken Scott. 

One thing that I have always liked about 
Jeff Beck has been his ability to change. Beck 
always manages to come up with something 
you never thought was possible with the 
guitar. He certainly did it with the Yardbirds, 
and he has continued to do it on each solo 
album. (I still haven't figured out how he 
makes the guitar sound like a submarine on 
"Ice Cream Cakes".) 

Well, on this new album Beck is still 
changing, although he hasn't really come up 
with anything that is very different from his 
previous LPs. He does have a new band, 
though, and his playing is as beautiful as ever. 
He can play a simple melody as it was written 
and you still know that it's Jeff Beck. ( He can 
play three notes and you know it's Jeff Beck!) 
His bright, ringing tone and his economical 
use of bottlenecking are unmistakeable. 

Jan Hammer wrote the opening three num-
bers on the album, and they bear a definite 
resemblance to the material on Wired. 

Hammer, one of the few keyboard players 
who can actually keep up with Beck on 
blistering solos, also plays drums on the cuts, 

which tends to make them sound a bit 
narrow in scope, but energetic regardless. 

The rest of the album features Jeff's new 
band which consists of Tony Hymas on 
keyboards, Mo Foster on bass, and the incred-
ible Simon Phillips (of 801 fame) on drums. 
Hymas and Phillips are responsible for writing 

the bulk of the material here. Beck always 
sounds best when he has a strong keyboard 
backing to allow him the freedom to do what 
he does best— play lead guitar. And there is 
some great lead playing on the album, to be 

sure, even if it's come to be expected. The 
album's closer, " The Final Peace," showcases 
Beck's playing in a Roy Buchanan style and 
reaffirms his place at the top of the rock 
guitar pack. 

—Kirk Austin 

Heroes 
The Commodores 
Motown, M8-939M1 
Produced by James Anthony Carmichael and 
the Commodores; engineered and mixed by 
Cal Harris and Jane Clark. 

Few bands have achieved the level of 
consistent success that the Commodores have 
enjoyed on Motown since their 1974 hit 
"Machine Gun." The group's 1980 release, 
Heroes, shows them at no loss for material, 
funk, or soulfulness. Their blend of R&B is 
recognizable now, and the band is sticking to 
that formula. 
The Commodores' "Mean Machine" horn 

section have become more involved in the 
composing here, and the results are positive 
and promising, without being drastically 
different. The Commodores have always sung 
love songs directly to their ladies, and 
continue to do so here. Milan Williams' tune 
"Old-Fashion Love" has a classy pop melody, 
pleading for affections. "All The Way Down" 
exhorts us to new heights of boogie pleasure 
with its infectious and sensuous lyric line, and 
contains an interesting but brief synthesizer 
solo. There is also a song of broken love here, 
the irrepressibly funky "Sorry To Say," written 
by Ronald LaPread and Darrell Jones. Lionel 
Ritchie, author of such Commodore ballads as 
"Easy," "Just To Be Close To You," and 
"Three Times A Lady," explores the same vein 
in the title track, a song that extols the heroic 
virtue in all of us "plain ol' people." 

Side Two of Heroes contains some of the 
group's best compositions, and is the scene of 
a switch to more spiritual themes. "Wake Up 
Children," written by Ritchie and Thomas 

McClary, is one of the group's strongest ef-
forts, with a timely lyric delivered over a tight 
and powerful instrumental track. "Mighty 
Spirit" implores us to "Get up— it's time for 
you to pray." And Lionel Ritchie's ballad 
"Jesus Is Love" closes the album with praise 
and heartfelt joy, a 30-voice choir adding to 
the spirit of the affair. 

James Anthony Carmichael has produced 
all of the Commodores' albums and he knows 
the sound they strive for. The bass guitar is 
clean, with lots of bite. The drums are 
basically simple and funky (not disco) and are 
laced with extra percussion. Carmichael's 
string and brass arrangements add just the 
proper amount of spice to the package. The 
Commodores' vocals, distinctive as always 
with their exaggerated "yowws," "owws," and 
"wells," are out in front, and in top form. 
Much thought goes into these vocals, especi-
ally the complex background parts that do 
much to make their sound complete and rare-
ly monotonous. —Robin Tolleson 

Quintet '80 
David Grisman 
Warner Bros., BSK 3469 
Produced by David Crisman; engineered by 
Bill Wolf; recorded at 1750 Arch Studios, 
Berkeley. 

The David Crisman Quintet, released in 
1977, reached unprecedented heights, both 
artistically and commercially, for an acoustic 
album on an independent label (Kaleido-
scope). 1979's follow-up, Hot Dawg! (on Hori-
zon), was without doubt the first mandolin 
album to ever penetrate Billboard's jazz 
chart, threatening the Top 10 for more than 
30 weeks. With his move to Warner Bros., 
Grisman's unique blend of bluegrass and jazz 
stands a good chance of achieving the un-
thinkable— mass acceptance of an all- instru-
mental, all-acoustic string band. 

Although the present incarnation of the 
Crisman Quintet consists, of course, of five 
members, the versatility of each constitutes a 
mini-orchestra at the composer's disposal. 
Violinist Darol Anger (the only charter 
member left besides Grisman himself) doubles 
on cello; second mandolinist Mike Marshall 
also contributes guitar and fiddle parts; Mark 
O'Connor handles both guitar and fiddle with 
equal ease and authority; and bassist Rob 
Wasserman comes up with lines as creative as 
Grisman's melodies. The instrument swapping 
proves particularly effective on " Bow Wow," 
a haunting minor key fiddle tune Crisman 
wrote for O'Connor's fiddle and Anger's cello. 
O'Connor, who turned 18 shortly after this 

recording was completed, had the formidable 
task of replacing the legendary Tony Rice as 
the band's guitarist a year ago. That seat may 
never be completely filled— especially in 
terms of Rice's rhythmic strength— but O'Con-
nor has a lot of new sounds to offer. As co-vi-

olinist Anger is quick to admit, "Mark is prob-
ably the country's leading exponent of old-
time Texas-style fiddling." 

Quintet '80 seems more of a group effort 
than the previous Hot Dawg!, although Cris-
man gets his share of the spotlight as well. In 
particular, his beautifully executed rendering 
of John Coltrane's " Naima" should make 
some jazz purists take a longer look at the 
former bluegrasser. 

But it is Grisman's compositions that really 
capture the listener's attention— and all of the 
virtuosic soloing only serves to enhance 

David's keen sense of melody and structure. 
Grisman's swinging "Dawgma," which opens 
Side One, provides such a versatile setting 
that it reappears on Side Two as " Dawg-
matism," done bossa nova style. The extended 
"Thailand," a showcase for Anger's violin, 
passes through bluegrass, jazz, flamenco, and 
rock sections, with just the right portions of 

chops and taste. In this song, as in the group 
itself, the whole is still greater than the sum 

of its parts. 

—Dan Forte 
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The Art Of Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar 
Duck Baker 
Kicking Mule, KM 156 
Produced by Stefan Grossman; engineered by 
Nic Kinsey and John Verity; recorded at 
Livingston Studio, London. 

Duck Baker is one of the halt dozen or so 
most gifted acoustic guitar players in the 
world today, not only because of his dazzling 
technique, but his originality and universality 
as weli. He has been compared to lazz guitar 
great Jim Hall, and, even though the two 
work in totally different contexts to arrive at 
two entirely distinct sounds, it's easy to see 
why. Eacn employs qualities such as subtlety, 
simplicity, and humor to achieve the progres-
sive and unexpected. 

With !is first Kicking Mule album ( There's 
Something For Everyone In America, KM 124), 
Baker established himself as one of the most 
unique new voices in folk guitar. Fingerpick-
ing a nylon-string flamenco guitar on ragtime 
and country tunes, Baker introduced a com-
pletely new sound to the school ot finger-
picking previously founded by Stefan Gross-
man, Dave Laibman, Eric Schoenberg and 
others. And, while arranging has always been 
one of Baker's strengths, his adaptations of 
piano rags avoided the academic iterility of-
ten associated with other ragtime technicians. 

Duck's follow-up (When You Wore A Tulip, 

KM 135) relied primarily on pop and novelty 
songs, with less successful results, while his 

third LP {King Of Bongo Bong, KM 144) re-
vealed for the first time his twangy yet ac-

cessible vocals. 
Baker's latest release is by far his most 

ambitious and most serious. The theme is 
acoustic jazz— some standard, some obscure, 
some original— played in Duck's inimitable 
fingepicking style. Fingerstyle guitar has 
rarely been employed in jazz, and, as Baker 
points out in his liner notes, it has usually 
been confined to the classical approach (e.g. 
Charlie Byrd, Laurindo Almeida, and more 
recently Earl Klugh). Duck's folk-influenced 
approach proves both innovative and 
versatile. His arrangement of Ellington's " In A 
Sentimental Mood" is appropriately spare, 
while "Stompin' At The Savoy" is light and 
swinging. Two of his most inventive 
arrangements are his folk-blues treatment of 
Gershwin's "Summertime" and Billy 
Strayhorn's "Take The 'A' Train,- with its 

drone bass figure. 
Of his original compositions, "White With 

Foam" is the most avant-garde and 
impressive. Its jagged, twitching melody is 
accentuated by the buzzing of the flamenco 
guitar's low nylon strings. " Everything That 
Rises Must Converge" places a melody 
derivative of " It Had To Be You .' in a minor 
key over a steady, almost monotonous 
rhyhm; "Southern Cross" adds Celtic and 
flamenco touches, along with some jazz 
chording. 

It will be interesting to see if Duck can 
combine all of the elements of his playing 
(modal mountain music, blues, swing, pro-
gressive jazz, novelty songs, Irish jigs and 
reels, maybe even vocals) into a cohesive 
whole on future albums. Whatever he under-
takes you can bet the results will be interest-
ing and enjoyable. 

—Dan Forte 

Patriotic Duty 
Rob Stoner 
MCA 51/8 
Produced by Rob Stoner; engineered by Thom 
Panunzio; recorded at the Record Plant, New 

York. 

Sometimes this sounds like rockabilly, but 
it isn't. There are strong New Wave influen-

ces, but it's not that either. Putting the two to 
gether, you might expect something like Dave 
Edmunds' neo-rockabilly Repeat When Neces-
sary. Nope. What we have here is Rob 

Stoner's personal statement on rock & roll, 
from Memphis 1956 to New York 1980. Stoner 
has turned this potentially dangerous self-
indulgence into one of the most entertaining 
debut LPs of the year. 

If the name sounds vaguely familiar, you 
may recall that Stoner (on bass and harmony 
vocals) served as musical kingpin of Dylan's 
Rolling Thunder Revue. He split with Dylan 
after Live At Budokan, and since then he's 
been forging his wide range of influences into 
his own distinctive style—one that plugs 
1956-64 sounds into 1980 energy. 

The foundation of this album is Stoner's 
bass playing, always tightly welded to the 
drumming of Rolling Thunder compatriot 
Howie Wyeth. The two play with one mind. 
Their style is sparse and finely woven, with 
every note and every drumbeat striking for 
effect. On top of this, Stoner adds his own 
guitar, piano and vocals. He calls on some 
help from guitarist Dan Rothstein and reed 
man Steve Giordano, but mostly it's Stoner 
playing with Stoner. 

Stoner doesn't give the listener time to get 

bored. The songs punch out one after the 
other, each with a different subtle twist. The 
dominant influence is Memphis, 1956. Stoner 

never descends to blatant Elvis impersonation, 
yet echoes of the King ooze out of most of 
his vocals. Stoner's rollicking piano— alas, too 
often buried in the mix— is 100 proof Jerry 
Lee Lewis. " Long Legged Girl" even includes 
the Killer's trademark clacking down of the 
keyboard cover— or at least a simulation of it. 
The songs, mostly written by Stoner with a 

couple of collaborators, have a delightful way 
of teasing you with slippery ghosts of the 
past. Is that Gerry and the Pacemakers filter-
ing through "Your Own Heartbeat"? Was 
"Hotel 1-2-3" conceived in a Greenwich 
Village folk club circa 1964? Did the Coasters 
once record "Flat Tire," or does Stoner just 
want to make us think that they did? The 

mini-masterpiece on the record is "Too Good 
To Be Wasted ( But Too Wasted To Be Any 
Good)," a ballad that pays homage to those 
dreadful teen tragedies of the early Sixties. 

The record does have one major flaw: the 
brief songs and lack of live interaction keep 
the music from heating up into sustained 
excitement. But that, fortunately, doesn't 
inhibit the fun. 

—Sam Borgerson 

Music For Parties 
Silicon Teens 
Sire, SRK 6092 
Produced by Larry Least; engineered by Eric 
Radcliffe and Eric Hine; recorded at Blackwing 
and Magritte Studios, London. 

One aspect of the New Wave movement 
that has appealed to me most is the 
abundance of strange cover versions of songs 
from the Fifties and Sixties. This usually takes 
one of three forms: faithful recreations of 

ALTERNATE 
TAKES 

Jamaica's Soul Syndicate, one of reggae's 
foremost instrumental groups, always seems 
to be the right backup band, no matter what 
vocalists they work with. Combining their 
efforts with a fine young singer— Earl Zero, 
Visions Of Love (Epiphany Records, ELP 3010; 
Box 31125, San Francisco, CA 94131)— they 
demonstrate the compatibility 9f passion and 
subtlety. Connoisseurs of reggae guitar will be 
especially enthralled by Earl "Chinna" Smith's 
darting leads and Tony Chin's cutting rhythm 
chops on "Shackles And Chains," both of 
which add enormous power to Zero's low-key 
vocal. 

—BD. 

Juicy Lucy ( Bee Hive, BH 7009) features an 
all-star jazz quartet led by guitarist Sal 
Salvador on six tunes that embody all that's 

good about jazz— creativity, interplay, spon-
taneity, and swing. Sal is supported expertly 

by pianist Billy Taylor, drummer Joe Morello, 
and bassist Art David. 

—D.F. 

If you missed Mike Berry's Rock's In My 
Head (Sire, SASD 7524) of four years ago (and 
most people did), be sure to pick up the 
Englishman's latest, I'm A Rocker (Epic, 36-71). 
Berry's version of " Don't Fight It ( Feel It)" 

gives a good idea of what Buddy Holly would 
have sounded like had he lived long enough 
to turn Sixties soul into rockabilly the way he 
transformed Fifties R&B. 

—D.F 

good, if somewhat obscure, tunes (the 
Ramones' " Needles & Pins"); butchered re-
workings of songs that deserve it ( the B-52's 
singing " Downtown"); and nothing- is-sacred 
assassinations of classics (such as DEVO's 
computerzed "Satisfaction"). The latter trend 
probably reached its zenith with the Flying 
Lizard's mutilation of "Money." 
The Silicon Teens introduce a fourth strain 

to this rock & roll tradition: great cover ver-
sions of previously dismal songs. The Teens 
are just that— four kids from Liverpool, age 
17 and 18, who go by only their first names. 
(Judging by their promo shot I'd say there are 
two boys and two girls, but I wouldn't stake 
my reputation on it.) Employing only vocals, 
synthesizers, and synthesized drums, the 
Teens manage to transform songs we'd all like 
to forget (Ch-is Montez's " Let's Dance," John 
Fred & the P1ayboy Band's " Judy In Disguise") 

into a truly enjoyable garage music for the 
Computer Age. 

Nearly all fourteen songs on their debut LP 
are cove7s, with the exception of two promis-
ing group compositions and one by producer 
Larry Least. Oddly enough, the album's only 
weak spots come when the quartet tries to 

rearrange what were already classics to begin 
with ("You Really Got Me," " Do Wah Diddy 
Diddy," 'Oh Boy!"). 

But at their best moments the Silicon Teens 
are one ,pf the first entirely electronic groups 
I've heard that seems to really play from the 
gut (or, as Keith Richards would say, from the 
crotch). Listening to the honking tenor sax, 
Farfisa organ, and perfectly placed drum rolls 
on "Red River Rock," it's hard to believe that 
it's all being done with synthesizers. Johnny & 
the Hurricanes would be proud of these kids. 

—Dan Forte 

With their eighth LP (and their fourth 

record label), Asleep At The Wheel continue 
to make the unfashionable irresistible. The 
addition of former Hot Lick Maryann Price 
accentuates the band's jazzier side, while 
Chris O'Connell (who recently left the group 
to try a soto career) reminds us of the Wheel's 
C&W roots. Framed (MCA, 5131) is leader/sing-
er/guitarist Ray Benson's best effort as 
producer thus far, and also includes one of 
his bes' originals to date, the bluesy " Lonely 
Venue Revisited." 

—D.F. 

Unlike the numerous recent creations of 

ambitious producers trying to fit unknown 
womer vocalists into a prefabricated sound 
and image. Caroline Mas seems like a natural, 
genuine hard rocker. All the tracks for her 
second album, Hold On (Mercury, SRN 
1-3841', were recorded live in the studio, and 
with superb keyboardist Charlie Giordano and 
sax player Cris Cioe leading the way, her 
music heads straight for Springsteen territory. 
If Mas' lyrics don't quite make it to Asbury 
Park— let's say they reach Bayonne instead— 
they are generally punchy, to the point, and 

capabie of carrying a delicious venom, as in 
"He's So Cool." 

Trumpeter Mark Isham, guitarist Peter 

Maunu, and ex-Zappa sidemen Patrick 
O'Hearn (bass) and Terry Bozzio (drums) join 
forces to create new-age instrumental music 
that touches on jazz, rock, and classical 
elements. Heavily electronic and flawlessly 
produced. Group 87 (Columbia, NjC 36338) 
focuses on well-constructed melodies spaced 
by ethereal keyboard passages, and on ensem-
ble playing rather than individual efforts. 

—R.T. 
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BROMBERG'S 
FAREWELL... 

by Dan Forte 

SAN FRANCISCO 
How many touring musicians would (or, for 

that matter, could) begin a concert with " Da Do 
Run Run," close it with a medley of Irish fiddle 
tunes, and play each (and everything in between) 
with equal expertise not to mention soul? The 
answer to this carefully worded question, I'm 
sorry to report, is none. Because, by the time you 
read this, David Bromberg will have concluded 
his 1980 " Farewell Tour," and will have em-
barked on a four-year apprenticeship at violin 
maker's school. 

When I interviewed Bromberg about a year 
and a half ago at his home in Marin County, he 
was just beginning to study the art of violin mak-
ing. He showed me with pride his basement full 
of disassembled fiddles and talked about repair-
ing and rehairing violin bows. So, while it still 
came as a bit of a surprise when he announced 
his retirement as a performing musician earlier 
this year, I could understand his reasons. As he 
told the crowd at the Great American Music 
Hall, August 10, "I just got addicted to building 
fiddles." 

The Music Hall was a fitting place for 
Bromberg to say goodbye to his San Francisco 
fans before heading east for his finale in New 
York's Central Park. David & Co. played to two 
sold-out houses, as they had so many times in 
the past. 

Bromberg programs his sets like some de-
ranged travel agent planning a trip around the 
world by spinning a globe and stopping it with 
their finger. As is his custom, he treated the 
Music Hall audience to back-to-back renditions 
of the Chuck Berry-ish "Rock & Roll Millionaire" 
and the traditional " Battle At Bull Run," and fol-
lowed the bluegrassy "Dark Hollow" with the 
dixieland-styled "Mrs. Delion's Lament." 

But the question about eclecticism is, does it 
work? In the hands of David Bromberg, it not on-
ly works, it becomes hardly noticeable. More im-
portantly, Bromberg never uses his versatility 
and shotgun repertoire as a gimmick in and of 
itself. As he once told me: "I don't apologize for 
my music, and I don't try to explain it. The only 
significance a piece of music has is right here 
and now—what it does to you. When we do coun-

PHOTO: MARK MANDER 

try music — or blues or bluegrass or anything— 
we try to do it, not imitate it or give an impres-
sion of it. We really do it." 

Bromberg has continually surrounded himself 
with musicians who are just as multi-talented 
and one-of-a-kind as himself. For his last waltz 
he was backed by a seven-piece aggregation of 
long-time veterans and a few new faces, the 
highlight of which was a four-man horn section 
that expanded at times to a multi-headed mon-
ster capable of playing guitars, mandolins, fid-
dles, and a variety of reeds and brass. John Fir-
min sounded both spontaneous and convincing, 
whether blowing a bluesy tenor solo or skipping 
through an Irish jig on the penny whistle. Andy 
Stein (on baritone sax, violin, and mandolin) is an 
alumnus of Asleep At The Wheel and the Lost 
Planet Airmen, and, needless to say, knows how 
to swing. Peter Ecklund traded trumpet and flug-
elhorn licks with Bromberg's guitar and even 
spelled David on acoustic when the leader 
moved to .fiddle or, mandolin. Curt Lindberg 
played slide trombone throughout the set, but 

somehow managed to adapt the ordinarily cum-
bersome instrument to whatever Bromberg cued 
up, whether it was "Dark Hollow" or "Make Me 
A Pallet On Your Floor." 

The band was augmented on a few numbers 
by a trio of female backup singers, led by 
David's wife Nancy, who soloed on the ballad 
"One Good Man At Home." Nancy, who also 
plays upright bass, sang with authority and dis-
played almost as much stage presence as her 
husband. David was, as always, a bundle of ner-
vous energy— constantly smiling, flashing side-
ways glances into the crowd, and coaxing 
extended solos from his sidemen. 

Instrumentally, Bromberg alternated mainly 
between his white Fender Telecaster and Martin 
dreadnought. Though Telecasters are not widely 
regarded as the most versatile of electrics, 
Bromberg squeezed a dozen or so tones out of 
his (which has a humbucking pickup in the bass 
position), sometimes employing a chrome slide 
or a phase shifter. At one point Bromberg and 
Firmin executed a perfectly seamless segue from 
slide guitar feedback to tenor sax solo. 

Bromberg also donned his mandolin, for a 
medley of bluegrass instrumentals; his Dobro, 
for the quiet " I'll Keep Moving On"; and his fid-
dle , for his crowd-pleasing Irish fiddle medley, 
"Yankee's Revenge," which closed the set. The 
band returned twice for encores— Bill Broonzy's 
"Key To The Highway" and a rousing version of 
Ray Charles' " Hit The Road, Jack"— but, regret-
tably, Bromberg steered clear of the acoustic 
guitar solo spots that have been a tradition in the 
past. But this was, after all, a going away party, 
and David rarely slowed down the pace. 

Maybe it's just wishful thinking, but I can't 
help believing that we haven't heard the last 
from David Bromberg. After all, somebody's go-
ing to have to road test all those brand new 
"Bromberg" fiddles David will be making. 

In any case, I feel fortunate that I was able to 
see Bromberg in concert six or seven times in the 
past few years. The people I really feel for are 
those who were exposed to Bromberg's live act 
for perhaps the first time at one of his farewell 
shows. Because, like the man says, it's addicting. 
You can never get enough of such a good thing. 

M.I. 
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Mark Mothersbaugh 

by Bruce C. Pilato 

ROCHESTER 
No joke, it had to be 110° inside the Triangle 

Theatre the night DEVO came to town. A recon-
structed 1,000-seat ex-vaudeville palace, the Tri-
angle has become sort of the Fillmore East of the 
Eighties for upstate New York. Yet despite the 
sweltering heat, the sold-out crowd waited hap-
pily inside for over an hour for the show to start. 
They didn't care; they knew DEVO would be 
well worth the wait 

The show was delayed not beCause the band 
took their time arriving, but rather because 
DEVO was concerned over some minor stage 
problems. The group itself had been at the Trian-
gle since mid-afternoon working on a tedious 
and lengthy soundcheck. Dressed in normal 
clothing ( sn fact, for a long time I thought they 
were part of the road crew), the five members 
made effort after effort to get the sound both on 
and off stage just right. In addition, they dis-
cussed at length a very small problem they had 
with some of the lights. 

Their diligent work obviously paid off, be-
cause when DEVO finally hit the stage they pre-
sented a show that was not only musically exhili-
rating, but visually stunning By the end of the 
first song, no one seemed to mind about the heat 
or the wait. 

To psych up the anxious crowd the band's set 
was preceded by five self-produced short films, 

among them the popular Truth About De-evolu-
tion, which has been shown on Saturday Night 
Live. 

After a short based on the song "Freedom Of 
Choice," the title of their new album, the band 
appeared onstage dressed in their newest outfits 
which consist of matching industrial uniforms 
and upside down art-deco flower pots worn as 
hats. 

Lead vocalist and keyboardist Mark Mothers-
baugh made his entrance from the rear of the 
stage waving a huge American flag. The flag was 
there mainly in conjunction with the theme of 
the newest album, but also represented the 
American Dream, an ideal the band spent the en-
tire evening making fun of. 

DEVO are certainly satirists, but their satirism 
is so tacky it never becomes too smug. They are 
entertainers first and satirists second. Their 
power-packed show contained everything the 
audience could have hoped for. They played 
their most popular songs, even though most of 
them were featured in the opening films, and 
played them with an enthusiasm and precision 
that was outstanding. 

The group managed to offer the best selec-
tions from all three of their albums, including 
"Planet Earth," " Pink Pussy Cat," "Mongoloid," 
"Smart Patrol/Mr. DNA," and their infectious 
new single, "The Girl U Want." The loudest au-
dience response came during their spastic coy-
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ers of "Satisfaction" and "Secret Agent Man," as 
well as their closer, "jock° Homo (Are We Not 
Men? We Are DE VO!)." 

Aside from their lyrical themes (which talk 
about people who have been killed by falling 
space junk, among other things) DEVO's songs 
are actually quite accessible. Of course, they are 
spiced up with off-the-wall riffs and angular rhy-
thms, but they all consist of a standard verse-
hook-verse pattern ard an easily identifiable 
beat. And in concert the songs sound even more 
exciting than they do on record. 

The band is spearheaded by vocalist Mothers-
baugh, who is among the most peculiar yet cap-
tivating frontmen since David Bowie. In addition 
to giving the group most of its stage presence, 
Mothersbaugh played an enormous bank of key-
boards which consisted of synthesizers, electric 
pianos, an organ, and a string machine. 

Mothersbaugh's brother, Bob, is one of the 
group's two guitarists. Playing a customized 
Ibanez solid-body, he provided some of the 
more inspiring solos of the night. He appeared to 
be some sort of mechanical zombie, obsessed 
with his instrument. 

The group's other axeman, Bob Casale, played 
a Gibson L-6 and doubied on keyboards and 
vocals. Casale's brotner, bassist Jerry, is the 
group's chief writer (along with Mark Mothers-
baugh) and seemed to be the most concerned 
with the band's actual execution of their show. 
(It was he who kept raising questions on how to 
improve this and thai: during the soundcheck.) 
Onstage he was the most energetic, constantly 
gyrating spastically while playing a custom 
homemade bass which consisted of a Vox box 
body, DiMarzio pick.ips and a Gibson E B0-3 
neck. He also switched from time to time to a 
one-octave bass keyboard. 

The group's drummer, Alan Myers, was relent-
less in his attack. He is a truly exceptional drum-
mer, even if he does look like the nerd that 
everyone used to beat up in high school. 

Although the group has no real soloist, all 
members take turns at one point or another be-
ing the crux of à particular song. Since most of 
their material is "rhythm" oriented, their real 
skill as players comes through in the tightness of 
their chops. 

DEVO has a remar<able setup, with no ampli-
fication at all onstage. The group plays out of 
small amps (such as Fender Pro Reverbs) which 
are positioned in the wings and miked directly to 
the PA. They work completely off the monitors, 
which is why the soundcheck was so crucial. 

Aside from the ornate lights, the group's stage 
show centered mainly around the musicians 
themselves, their odd costumes and robot-like 
mannerisms. One highlight, however, was during 
"Satisfaction" when Mark Mothersbaugh played 
an inspired slide guitar solo on a customized 
one-stringed Fender Telecaster with seemingly 
every effect and gadget taped to its body. 
They may appear like clones, but they are cer-

tainly not clowns. DEVO proved that they are in 
that rare class of music ians who are both brilli-
ant satirists and excellent players. Like Frank 
Zappa and the Tubes, [MVO offers a lot to laugh 
at, but even more to . isten to. M.I. 
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Translated from ROCK STEADY: 

ONE MILLION TOTAL SYNTH PERIOD ARRIVE!? 

WHAT! ONLY WEIGHING 860G! WALKING SYNTH COMING UP! 

Electro-Harmonix, MINISYNTHESIZER Model EH-0400 

Nobody predicts what kind of merchandise America produces. They made Atomic bombs to destroy 
mankind which were not welcome to world. But this is different product. It is pleasure to introduce here a 
musical instrument. 

This is Minisynthesizer anyway this Minisynthesizer is real Synthesizer. However, only weighing 360 g. It has 
own speaker, batteries operated (DC 9v1006PX2 or AC adaptor) and printed keys are in the board which are 
special feature of instrument. 

MINISYNTHESIZER is easy to carry in-door and out-door such as sea, mountain, park, bathroom. hiking, 
walking, bedroom and in the car etc. Not only that MINISYNTHESIZER can be played through the outside of 
amplifier and speaker by connecting the output jack to MINISYNTHESIZER which makes powerfu, sound as 
a stage guitarist. 

So what is the function of MINISYNTHESIZER? Readers of this article think that MINISYNTHESIZER must 
be very expensive to purchase or I am weak for mechanic and no musical talent to play. But this is wrong 
preconception. Nevertheless, this MINISYNTHESIZER broke all such imaginations completely. 

From the player side, you will surprise to see printed keys in celluloid paper board. This printed keys are 
same as electric table liquid crystal (so called touch sense)—just touch lightly—you can hear the sound so it 
is quite different from heavy piano play as physical exercise or finger exercise. MINISYNTHESIZER is just 
touch the keys with your fingers then you feel as have played for ten years expert. 

For example, press low volume some times press high volume repeat and release, MINI produce colorful 
sounds—the function is simple but the production of sounds is great like color pictures. 

Explanation from left with color slides: 

Octave: Depends with switch turning control can be simple. 
Pitch Bend Slider: Just like this name—upper and lower slides turning control or lead guitar che k,ng or 
sound effects etc. 

Sub Octave: When slides this bar possibly lower sound can be controlled. 
Phase & Phase Lead: When the Phase switch is "ON" can get chorus effects.When Phase switch is "OFF" 
changes tone speedily. 

All these bars are support for production of sound. 
The next six controls all affect the MINISYNTHESIZER's filter to change the tone of the sound. The filter can 
be swept, starting at the frequency set on the SWEEP START control, and stopping at the frequency set on 
the SWEEP STOP control. SWEEP RATE controls the time it takes for the complete sweep. Higher settings 
produce longer sweep times. If the two frequency controls are in the same position, there will be no sweep, 
just a tone change. The tone can be changed when the filter is not sweeping just by moving the SWEEP 
STOP control. 
Impact Sensor ON/OFF: Depends when this switch changes filter touch-sense can be connected. 
2X Filter: Turns VCT when change of subfilter add second filter can get similar to a human voice. 

How can you imagine this small compacted body can produce such a powerful and colorful sound? 
We can say, Rock Country of America produces over harmony and maximum color sound! 
MINISYNTHESIZER is minimum control musical instrument and maximum effect which will remain in 
History? 
How you can use this MINISYNTHESIZER? Is up to your idea. 

Price is now Y 49,000. Very Cheap 
Imported sales at your kindly store. 
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"The best all wood guitars I've ever heard 
FEyldqUie gultarspninow In LeA.rit CLASSIFIED  
or recorded with"—Al DiMeola. Call (213) 
461-8221 for appt. to see or write Fylde, 
P.O. Box 3786, L.A., 90028. 

CALL US LAST! 
Find the best deal that you can, then call 
us. We guarantee the best prices on MXR, 
DiMarzio, Electro-Voice and more. At 
Audio, Light & Musical, it will not cost you 
a dime to call— 1-800-446-8000. 

SERIOUS ABOUT YOUR 
SOUND SYSTEM?? 

I am selling a White 140 1/3 octave band 
real time analyzer specially designed to 
shape your sound to the house you are 
playing. Analyzer and E-V RE55 test mic. 
$1600 or best offer. Call Bob 415/892-6942. 

INCREDIBLE 
A pair of the amazing Visonik-David Series 
502 Loudspeakers. Fit anywhere (7" x 4"). 
3 yr. warranty. This model complete with 
LED overload indicator light. Immaculate 
condition. All black. $200 or best offer. 
(415) 526-6102 days/526-1360 evenings.  

24 Track for sale 
Ampex 2" transport, Nortronics heads, 
Telex electronics, Dolby "B" remote, 
works good, only $8,500 (206) 323-6847.  

Reinforcement and recording equipment. 
Free Discount Catalog. Write or Call Sonix 
Co., Dept. MI, Box 58, Indian Head, MD 
20640. (301) 753-6432. 

P.A. System Sound Reinforcment rental. 
From a single microphone to a 5,000 watt 
concert system. 

MATRIX SOUND 
(415) 587-1240 

1980 Pro-Line Guide 
REEL' 

• A comprehensive 64 pg. color guide to all 
Carvin Pro-Line equipment including illustra-
tions, technical information and specifica-
tions with Special Direct Prices. 
• Garvin's new products for the 80's include; 
double neck guitars, modular power amps up 
to 700w RMS. Recording and road mixing 
boards, JBL Pro speakers, bi-channel tube 
guitar amps, Parts, plus much, much more. 
• As we introduce you to the finest Pro Equip-
ment available, you'll appreciate Carvin's 
policy of selling Direct for exceptional values 
Write:CARVIN Dept. MI 80.1155Industrial Ave.. 

Escondido,CA 92025. Phone: (714)747-1710 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip MHO 

CARVIN FREE CATALOG 

Instruction 
.Voice lessons for rock singers stressing 
technique, basics of music (chords & rhy-
thm) and development of a personal style. 
Call Kathy Ellis 415/771-6288 S.F. 

Conga drum lessons. Afrocuban, Latin, 
jazz, African; Group & private; Beg.-adv.; 
men, women & children. Learn technique, 
independence, improvisation. 
Mike Pluznick 527-5013. 

Maintenance 
and Repair 
We buy Fender-Gibson guitars & basses. 
Send photo & asking price (non-return-
able). Custom guitars built to order. Sales 
& service. Restorations. Front Porch 
Music, 2116 F, Bakersfield, CA 93301. 
Artie Niesen, owner. 

WILLCUTT GUITAR SHOPPE. Profession-
al repairs, custom work & parts. Auth. Gib-
son, Fender, Schecter & Ovation center. 
419 Rosemont, Lex., KY 40503. 
(606) 276-2713. 

Miscellaneous 
Professional, r nd accessories 

_SUNTRONICS— 
CREATIVE 41U010 TKVINOLOGY 

1620 W. Footholl BItidy‹. O. Bon 7y6pland.CA 91786 

RON SUNDELL Trile 985-0701 • 985-5307 

ELECTRONIC MUSICIANS: For monthly 
reviews, schematics, equipment modifica-
tions and more, read Device! Now in 2nd 
year. $ 15/12 issues (USA); sample $ 1.50. 
Device, Dept. MI, 1085 Broadmoor, Napa, 
CA 94558. 

ARCAL 

Musicians 
Wanted  
Talented singer looking for band (piano, 
bass, guitar) or guitar accompaniment. I 
sound like Joan Baez. Appreciate reply, 
Judy Fine, (415) 641-8756. 

The Greatest 
Showcase for new 

Entertainers 
A chance of a lifetime to audition 
your group at the world's largest 

hotel/casino. For information 
Call Entertainment Director 

(702) 789-2025 

MG ime2C)Fte NO 

Recording 
Services 
Rock & Roll Productions talent agency is 
now representing ' Janos' European Rock 
& Roll. A unique and innovative sound of 
the '80s. For booking information contact 
Ginny Seeman (415) 765-8790. 

A STEP ABOVE REHEARSAL STUDIOS 
Professional Facilities 

at a price you can afford. 
281 5th Ave. New York City (212) 686-2487 

8 TRACK RECORDING 

ArCal $ 15 hour per 
.00 

2732 Bay Rd., Block Time 
10 Mr. Min. 

Redwood City, CA 
STUDIO: (415) 388-0973 
MAIN OFFICE: 369-7398 

Productions 

TIOGA RECORDING STUDIO 
16 Track Recording in the quiet country. 

$25/hr. Block Time Discounts! 
PO Box 205 Allegany, OR 97407 

(503) 267-2330. 

Low package prices on top quality LP's in-
cluding mastering, matrix and jackets. 
H.R. Productions 415/333-1369. 

Record it like a native... in Miami, Fla. 
24-tracks-state of the art-MCI-dbx-
Sound Workshop-Neumann-AKG-DeltaLab 

dgp Studios (305) 940-6999  

SUMMER SPECIAL: Record live show and 
press 500 45's—$575. Includes test pres-
sings. Call for more info. Real To Reel 
Recording. Orange County only (714) 
996-2371. 

Rehearsal 
Space 

,Z41 rttIoX1PHAVI 

StarMeer 
S0111.4o eTUD1OS 

* * STAR MAKER SOUND STUDIOS* * 
•2 fully equipped rehearsal studios, side 
fills, floor monitors, full EQ & effects. 

*Professional 4-track demo recording, 
booking tapes, real time cassette copies. 
*PA systems from clubs to concerts, 
5-way active x-over, 4,000 watts, stage 
monitors. 
• Equipment transport, full pro services. 
•For booking info phone (415) 652-2322  

Home Studio to rent lease or sell 
One hour from Tahoe, American and Euro-
pean electrical hookups, 3500 sq ft 
storage; 2 bdrm home & 1200 sq ft studio. 
Send two dollars for specs/pics to 
Studio/Home, 1931 Bellhaven, Simi Valley, 
CA 93063 or call (805) 526-2230. 

)11 

300 to 1800 square feet 
— Security — 

Complete with P.A. 
— Lounges— 
HUN SOUND 
647 Irwin St. 

San Rafael, CA 94901 
415/454-2911 

There are 4 lines to each 1/2-inch and approximately 40 characters per line. The price is $ 15.00 per 
1/2 " and there is a 1/2" minimum. Additional lines are $3.50 ea. Bold type on a line is $ 10.00 extra. 
Artwork ( logos, displays or business cards) will be charged $50. per inch. Deadline: 20th of the month 
preceding each issue. Classifieds received after that will automatically run in the next issue. 
Payment must accompany ad. 

Categories Available — (check one) 
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE III EQUIPMENT RENTALS • REHEARSAL SPACE 
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR • EQUIPMENT WANTED • INSTRUCTION 
MUSICIANS FOR HIRE • MUSICIANS WANTED II MISCELLANEOUS 

IM EMPLOYMENT OFFERED • EMPLOYMENT WANTED • PERSONALS 
RECORDING SERVICES • BUSINESS 

date: address: 

name: phone: 
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It's the outdoor amp with big sound, 
small size, and the built-in rechargeable 
powel pack. .. so it won't gobble 
batteries like a pig. It's small enough to 
go wherever you go.. . yet The Mouse 
roars when you get there. 
No wonder The Mouse is owned by 
some of the best musicians in the field. 

M eg Hy 
Lectrosonlcs 
AJbuquerque, NM 87195 505-831-1010 
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You don't have to play h 
to be heard. 

When your amp isn t operating in its optimum power 
range it can sound flat and ifeless At lower volumes, 
subtleties in your playing get lost 

MXR 's Dyna Comp and Distortion 4- enable you to add 
sustain and get the right sound balance with full control 
over the harmonic character of the sound. So you can 
cut without being crass. At any volume 

The MXR Dyna Comp is the most popular level- limit ng 
device on the market today. Level- limiting, an effect 
used extensively in professional recording, will make 
everything you play come out at an adiussble, pre-set 
volume. It allows each performer to be heard without 
overpowering others in the group 

The Dyne Comp also adds distortion-free sustain and 
punch, to give your instrument a prOfessional, studio. 
quality sound. Its especially useful in stabilizing the 
sometimes erratic response of an electric guitar or 
electric piano. The Dyna Com's Gain control 
predetermines its output level, A Sensitivité control 
increases sustain and attacks and also reduces 
unnecessary noise in the signal. 

ArtXR's Distortion-i- adds controlled harmoric distortion 
at any volume. Because of the exacting degree of 
CMtrol that it provides. the Dieortion+ has become tte 
most popular distortion unit available today It offers a 
wide range of useful effects, from warm sounds 
reminiscent of an overdriven tube ampliter_to 
prcnounced -fuzz- sounds with long sustain. 

Th MXR Dyna Comp and Des:onion+  arewith positive-

servou can feel when the t. 

clyr i c c3r-r-lu) 

REcoP 

effect is In or Out. instead of relying upon a power-
consuming LED Both units have been designed for 
incredibly long battery life ( 300-400 hours) 

By us,ng the new MXR Power Converter, these units 
can be converted to A.0 Housed in a rugged, dye-cast 
case, the Power Converer is capable of directly 
powering several units ai the same time The Power 
Converter is now available at your MXR dealer 

The MXR Dyna Comp ad Distortion è are functional. 
no-nonsense units, ruggedly constructed to handle the 
tortures of the studio and the road. Like all MXR 
products, the Dyna Comp and Distortion + reflect the 
highest professional standards and have been fully 
designed and built in the tJ.S.A 

MXR Innovations, Inc., 740 Driving Park Ave 
Rochester. New York 14613. ( 716) 254-2910 
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